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Foreword

The agrarian economies of Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union are,
at present, undergoing a systemic change and transformation. It is becoming increasingly
apparent that the countries concerned have made the right choice in setting their overall goals and
the direction of the transition. Under the present economic and political conditions in the region
there is no alternative to the creation of a market economy based on private ownership. However,
given the developments of the past five years, it is clear that the transformation is a far more
complicated and complex process than anyone imagined in 1990-91. Seven years after launching
the reform processes it still cannot be said that the transformation is complete. The region's
agrarian economy has not yet pulled out of one of the most difficult stages in its history.

This paper provides benchmark information for studying problems of this difficult
transition in Central and Eastern Europe and for the development of specific agricultural projects
in the individual countries of the region. This study is also an important foundation for
developing World Bank assistance strategies in the rural sector for the region as a whole, as well
as for the individual countries. While this study was developed for World Bank use, I believe it
will be useful to the international donor community and others active in studying the transition
process in the rural sector in Eastern Europe and Central Asia.

The volume presents an overview of the agricultural situation and the status of the reforms
in the agrarian sector in Central and Eastern Europe and the countries of the Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS). This assessment is based on the FAO agricultural database as well as
country-specific analysis prepared by the relevant World Bank staff members. To evaluate of the
status of reforms, a special methodology has been developed at the World Bank to compare
agricultural reform performance across all countries in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. The
general overview and the country-specific assessment presented in the form of policy matrices is
supplemented with an aggregated statistical database.

, March 16, 1998

Kevin Cleaver
Sector Director, ECSRE
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Abstract

The agrarian economies of Central Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union are
undergoing a systemic change and transformation. Looking back it can be seen that the countries
concerned made the right choice in setting their overall goals and policies for transition to a
market economy. Under the present economic and political conditions in the region there is no
alternative to the creation of a market economy based on private ownership. However, given the
developments of the past seven years, it is clear that the initial expectations for transformation
were overly optimistic and the transition process is far more complicated and complex than
anyone imagined in 1990. The region's agrarian economy is still struggling to adjust to economic
reality.

The region has a substantial part of the world's agricultural resources. In 1994 the
countries concerned comprised 13% of the world's area suitable for agricultural production and
19.7% of arable land. Between 1990 and 1995, the share of GDP produced in agriculture at the
regional level fell by an annual average of 5.9% and during this time it was around 60% below
the level of 1989-90. The region makes a substantial contribution to world output in practically
all of the main agricultural products. Yet despite abundant natural resources, the region still
plays a small role in the world food trade. Overall the region continues to be a net importer of
agricultural products. The negative balance of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)
countries has been reduced slightly, while in the case of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) it has
grown. Perhaps the most significant structural change is that the CIS countries, and Russia in
particular, have become one of the world's biggest meat importing regions. In place of the
massive grain imports characteristic of the Soviet period, Russia now mainly buys meat.

In the CEE countries, the process of sector transformation will probably be completed
within the next four or five years. Together with the anticipated acceleration of general economic
development, this could lead to the stabilization of food production, more efficient production,
and a greater upswing driven by potential comparative advantages. It is far more difficult to
predict changes in the CIS countries. It seems probable that further difficult years lie ahead for
the sector in this region, compounded by the struggle between conservative and progressive
forces. The reforms in many of these countries will probably continue to advance only slowly.

Considering the overall prospects for the region's trade performance, our conclusion is
that, in the region as whole, net imports will fall slightly if even moderate general growth of
agriculture is realized, and the region will continue to be a net food importer. It would appear that
fuller exploitation of the very considerable natural resources must remain for the more distant
future. It is likely that, because of differences in the recovery rate of production levels among the
individual countries and the pace of reforms, differences within the region will grow.
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Preface

This volume is a compilation of a year's work analyzing the problems of the rural sector
at the regional level. The study is focused on agricultural production and trade, and related
policies. Although we recognize the importance of the social and natural resource management
aspects of the agricultural transition, these issues are not addressed in this report. The work
presented in this paper was managed and coordinated by Csaba Csaki, who is the author of the
overview as well as the creator of the methodology used to compare agricultural reform
performance in the individual countries. He was assisted by John Nash in compiling the country-
specific policy matrices into a consistent framework. Country-specific matrices were prepared
for all the countries of the region except Cyprus, Portugal, Turkey, the Czech Republic, and the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.

The individual country policy matrices were prepared by the following Task Managers:
Albania (S. Kodderitzsch), Armenia (C.Csaki, M.Lundell), Azerbaijan (R. Southworth), Belarus
(C. Csaki), Bosnia and Herzegovina (M. Koch), Bulgaria (J. Nash), Croatia (S. Kodderitzsch),
Estonia (C. Csaki), Georgia (C.Csaki, I.Shuker), Hungary (C.Csaki), Kazakhstan (R.
Southworth), Kyrgyz Republic (M. Mudahar), Latvia (C.Csaki), Lithuania (C.Csaki), FYR
Macedonia (M. Nightingale), Moldova (C.Csaki), Poland (R. Lacroix), Romania (H. Gordon),
Russia (K.Brooks), Slovak Republic (M. Hermann), Slovenia (M. Nightingale), Tajikistan (T.
Sampath), Turkmenistan (K.Brooks), Ukraine (C.Csaki, M.Lundell), and Uzbekistan (M.
Nightingale).

Kevin Cleaver and Laura Tuck provided valuable comments and suggestions throughout
the study. The guidance of Geoffrey Fox in the development of the first version of the
methodology used in the country comparisions is very much appreciated. The preparation of the
overview, as well as the statistical database was supported by Achim Fock. Alan Zuschlag
provided editorial assistance.
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Executive Summary

This report seeks to provide a brief overview of agricultural economies in the region. It
identifies where the agrarian economies of Eastern Europe and Central Asia stand today, the
direction in which they are heading, the rate at which production can be expected to recover, and
how this influences the region's behavior on international agricultural markets. Although we
recognize the importance of the social and natural resource management aspects of the
agricultural transition, these issues are not addressed in this report.

The region has a substantial part of the world's agricultural resources'. In 1994 the
countries concerned comprised 13% of the world's area suitable for agricultural production and
19.7% of arable land. The region makes a substantial contribution to world output in practically
all of the main agricultural products. Yet despite abundant natural resources, the region still
plays a small role in the world food trade. It is quite clear, in examining the possibility for
increasing food production from the global angle, that the region, where around 20% of the
potential global resources are located, holds significant promise for meeting the substantial new
food demands forecasted for the first half of the next century. Furthermore, this can be achieved
without the risk of causing serious harm to the natural environment.

Between 1990 and 1995, the share of GDP produced in agriculture at the regional level
fell by an annual average of 5.9% and during this time it was around 60% below the level of
1989-90. Despite the decline in production, the region's share of world trade did not shrink
substantially and, in the case of some products, there was even an unquestionable increase. This
was made possible (or required) by the fall in domestic consumption and by the new situation
created with the disintegration of the Soviet Union.

While the structure of the region's agricultural exports and imports has changed
considerably as a result of declining consumption, the balance of agricultural trade for the region
as a whole did not deteriorate. Overall the region continues to be a net importer of agricultural
products. The negative balance of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) countries has
been reduced slightly, while in the case of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) it has grown.
Perhaps the most significant structural change is that the CIS countries, and Russia in particular,
have become one of the world's biggest meat importing regions. In place of the massive grain
imports characteristic of the Soviet period, Russia now mainly buys meat. This is quite clearly a
more favorable solution from an economic viewpoint since the large quantity of grain purchased
in earlier decades by the Soviet Union was used in animal husbandry with very low efficiency. At
the same time, the CIS countries are increasingly appearing on world markets as grain exporters,
beyond the confines of their former trading patterns with each other in the Soviet Union.

In 1990-91, the region set out on the path of creating market economies based on private
property. There has been a great deal of similarity between countries in terms of the tasks

1 For purposes of this paper "the Region" comprises all the former socialist economies of Central and Eastern Europe and Central
Asia. For a fuller description of the countries and groupings listed in this report, please refer to Box I in the main text.
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required to achieve such an outcome. However, there are quite big differences when it comes to
the pace of realization and the manner of implementation. Our analysis of the region of as a
whole indicates2:

* The reform process is considerably more complicated and complex than originally expected
and results of the reform process to date have only achieved a part of those original
expectations. A relatively rapid growth in production, similar to the results of the Chinese
reforms, has not occurred.

* The pace of transformation of the agrarian sector and the rural economy is lagging behind the
rate of changes in the economy as a whole.

* The biggest transformation has taken place in the price and market environment, while there
is a substantial lag in solving the financing problems of agriculture and in the area of
institutional reforms. The rapid spread of private, family farms has still to come; to a large
extent the inherited large-unit structures for agricultural production have survived the
changes.

v There are considerable differences in the reform performances of the individual countries. As
a group, the CEE countries are quite clearly far more advanced than the CIS countries.

* The transformation of agriculture is most advanced in CEE countries and, in particular, in the
EU candidate countries. Even here, reform of the agrarian sector has not yet been fully
accomplished. The results of our analyses agree with the EU evaluation in finding that further
reforms are needed, principally in the institutional systems and in rural financial markets, but
also in land reform and the transformation of the inherited economic structures. This process
is still unfinished in practically all of the countries destined for EU accession in the next five
years.

- The transformation of agriculture in the CIS countries is still in its early stages. Solving the
first tasks for agrarian reforms is still the first item on the agenda here. The system of
institutions and instruments of the planned economy has not yet been fully dismantled, and
functioning agrarian markets have still not come into being.

Many valuable conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of the experiences of the
countries leading in the transformation, including:

* A general economic upswing can greatly assist the agricultural reforms. The greatest
progress has been made in transforming the sector in those countries where a comprehensive
economic recovery is also underway.

2 The description of the status of reforms for each country matrix was compiled by the World Bank staff most familiar with that
particular country's agricultural policies. Numerical ratings were then assigned to each of the five reform categories in
accordance with the criteria listed in Table 5. These ratings were then revised in several review sessions to improve consistency
of rankings.
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* Development in the non-agricultural segment of the rural economy is of key importance for
the recovery of agriculture. In the great majority of the countries that are the most advanced in
the reforms, it has been the upswing of the rural economy surrounding agriculture that has
made possible a substantial reduction in the numbers of people employed in agriculture, and
allowed for improvements in the efficiency and competitiveness of agriculture itself.

* An important factor in the successes achieved in reforms is consistency, and the combined
implementation of parallel steps in areas related to the reforms.

* The greatest reform progress has been made by those countries that have elected to quickly
make wide and comprehensive reforms, despite the fact that these efforts are causing greater
difficulties in the short-term. In most cases the appeals for a gradual approach appear to be a
sign of the lack of will; this is especially the case in the CIS countries.

In all countries the process of agricultural reforms has been strongly influenced by day-to-
day politics. Very often, politics still determine the pace and extent of reforms, at the expense of
economic rationality. In general, there is a lack of a carefully considered, long-term strategies,
and an objective and realistic evaluation of the economic consequences of the different possible
solutions. As a result, the negative economic consequences of the transformation are greater than
the unavoidable minimum, even in the most advanced countries.

Three factors will directly determine the course of agricultural production in this region,
namely: a) the investments and current assets available; b) the rate of technological renewal,
together with the pace of introduction of new advances in biology and higher-yield crop and
livestock strains; and c) changes in the organization and the human environment of production.
Yet progress in these three areas will, in turn, depend on wider economic and policy reforms, the
results achieved in the transformation of agriculture, and the internal demand for agricultural
produce.

In the CEE countries, the process of sector transformation will probably be completed
within the next four or five years. Together with the anticipated acceleration of general economic
development, this could lead to the stabilization of food production, more efficient production,
and a greater upswing driven by potential comparative advantages. Although the effect of EU
accession cannot be clearly quantified, it will probably give further stimulus for the growth of
production in the countries concerned.

It is far more difficult to predict changes in the CIS countries. It seems probable that
further difficult years lie ahead for the sector in this region, compounded by the struggle between
conservative and progressive forces. The reforms in many of these countries will probably
continue to advance only slowly. However, it is not likely that the decline in production will
continue. The results of 1995-96 and the estimates for 1997 indicate that the region's agricultural
output has already reached its lowest point. In the short-term, the most likely course is moderate
growth alternating with stagnation. Substantial growth in production can only be expected as
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substantive progress is made in the reforms that directly determine the factors of production. This
will probably happen only in the medium-term.

Considering the overall prospects for the region's trade performance, our conclusion is
that, in the region as whole, net imports will fall slightly if even moderate general growth of
agriculture is realized, and the region will continue to be a net food importer. It would appear that
fuller exploitation of the very considerable natural resources must remain for the more distant
future. It is likely that, because of differences in the recovery rate of production levels among the
individual countries and the pace of reforms, differences within the region will grow.
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A. OVERALL ANALYSIS

The agrarian economies of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) and the former Soviet
Union are undergoing a systemic change and transformation. Looking back it can be seen that the
countries concerned made the right choice in setting their overall goals and policies for transition
to a market economy. Under the present economic and political conditions in the region there is
no alternative to the creation of a market economy based on private ownership. However, given
the developments of the past seven years, it is clear that the initial expectations for transformation
were overly optimistic and the transition process is far more complicated and complex than
anyone imagined in 1990-91 (Csaki and Lerman, 1997). The region's agrarian economy is still
struggling to adjust to economic reality.

While there is no "blueprint" for adjusting agricultural policies to the market economy, it
is possible to determine certain salient features and strategic behavior that are conducive to
effective transitions based on the experiences of countries further along in the transition process.
This report seeks to provide a brief overview of agricultural economies in the region. It identifies
where the agrarian economies of Eastemn Europe and Central Asia stand today, the direction in
which they are heading, the rate at which production can be expected to recover, and how this
influences the region's behaviour on international agricultural markets. The analyses are based on
statistics processed by FAO for each of the individual countries, and also on the results of
analytical work being done with the support of the World Bank. It needs to be acknowledged,
however, that there are questions of reliability and consistency between the statistical information
from all countries mentioned in the report. The textual analysis of the situation and forecasts
largely follow the two main groupings of the region: Central-Eastern Europe and the
Commonwealth of Independent States. However, most of the tables given in the study also
present the results of analysis with the two main country groups broken down into further
subregions (see Box 1).

Box 1: Country Groupings Used in the Analysis:
The "region:" all former socialist countries of Europe, together with the former Soviet Union;
Central-Eastern Europe (CEE): the former socialist countries of Central-Eastern Europe, including the Baltic
republics of the former Soviet Union, Albania, the member republics of ex-Yugoslavia and Albania;

CEFTA: the five CEFTA member countries in 1996 (Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic;
and Slovenia);
EU-AS: the rest of the countries in the EU-accession process - Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, and
Bulgaria;
Other Central-Eastern Europe: the remaining countries of Central-Eastern Europe;

CIS: all CIS member countries of the former Soviet Union;
Russia
European CIS: Belarus, Moldova, and Ukraine;
Caucasus: Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan;
Central Asia: Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, and Uzbekistan.



2 The Agrarian Economies of Central and Eastern Europe and the CIS:

The Significance of the Agrarian Economy and Natural Resources in The Region

The agrarian economy has traditionally played an important role in the countries of this
region (see Tables 1 and 2).

Table 1: Population, Agricultural Area, and Arable Land of Transition Countries
(Absolute and in Comparison to World and Total Transition Countries)

Population, 1996 Agricultural Area, 1994 Arable Land, 1994

in mil % of % of in mil ha %of % of in mil ha % of % of
IWorld TC World | TC World TC

TOTAL 414 7.3 100.0 649 13.3 100.0 267 19.7 100.0
Total CEE 129 2.3 31.1 74 1.5 11.4 50 3.7 18.6
rotal CIS 286 5.0 68.9 575 11.8 88.6 217 16.0 81.4
CEFTA 66 1.2 16.0 32 0.7 4.9 24 1.8 9.0
EU-A5 39 0.7 9.4 28 0.6 4.3 19 1.4 7.2
Other CEE 24 0.4 5.8 13 0.3 2.0 7 0.5 2.5
Russia 148 2.6 35.8 220 4.5 33.9 130 9.6 48.9
European CIS 66 1.2 16.1 54 1.1 8.3 41 3.0 15.4
Caucasus 17 0.3 4.0 8 0.2 1.2 3 0.2 1.1
Central Asia 54 1.0 13.0 293 6.0 45.1 43 3.1 16.0
Source: FAOStat

Table 2: Role of Agriculture
Ag. GDP Agricultural Population

as % of total GDP, 1995** in Millions, 1996 in % of total Population, 1996
TOTAL* 10.8 74.0 17.8
Total CEE 9.2 23.1 17.9
Total CIS 11.8 50.8 17.8
CEFTA 6.7 11.9 18.0
EU-A5 15.8 5.7 14.8
Other CEE 17.4 5.5 22.8
Russia 9.2 18.0 12.1
European CIS 13.3 12.4 18.7
Caucasus 36.7 4.2 25.0
Central Asia 22.7 16.3 29.9

*Azerbajian, Croatia, Lithuania, FYR Macedonia, Moldova, Czech Rep., Yugoslav FR, Slovenia, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan not included
** Moldova is not available and not included
Source: WDR, WDI, FAOStat

* The share of agriculture in the employment and national income in these countries is
far greater than the average for the developed countries. In 1995 the agrarian sector
contributed 10.8 % of GDP for the region as a whole, while the proportion of the
agricultural population was 17.8 % (Figure 1).

* However, there are very substantial deviations from country to country in regard to
this larger sectoral role than is generally found in the developed countries. The share
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of agriculture in GDP is only 6.7 % in the CEFTA countries, compared to 36.7 % in
the Caucasus, and 22.7 % in Central Asia.

The contribution of agriculture to GDP is much lower than the role it plays in employment. This
is an indication of the low productivity of agriculture and efficiency below the international
average.

Transition Countries in Comparison to World
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Figure 1

The East European region has a substantial part of the world's agricultural resources. In
1994 the countries concerned comprised 13% of the world's area suitable for agricultural
production and 19.7% of arable land. The region makes a substantial contribution to world output
in practically all of the main agricultural products (Figures 2, 3, and 4). For the majority of
products, this contribution is around 10-15%.
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Comparing the data on the share of agricultural area and world production with the fact
that in 1994 only 7.3% of the world's population lived in Eastern Europe, it can be seen that this
region has one of the world's biggest, and to a considerable extent, unexploited food production
capabilities. What happens in the region's agrarian economy is not only important for the internal
supply of the given countries, but can also have an exceptionally big impact on meeting world
food needs and on the trends in world food markets.

Compared to its natural resources, the region plays a small but important role in the world
food trade (Figures 9, 10, and 11). However, it is quite clear that, examining the possibility for
increasing food production from the global angle, the East European and Central Asian region,
where around 20% of the potential resources are located, is perhaps the one area from which part
of the substantial new food demands forecast for the first half of the next century can be met,
without the risk of causing serious harm to the natural environment.
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The Food Production Situation in the Region

The agrarian economy of the region has been characterized in the 1990s by a considerable
fall in production.

* Between 1990 and 1995 the share of GDP produced in agriculture at the regional level
fell by an annual average of 5.9% and for the period as a whole was around 40%
below the level of 1989-90 (Table 3).

* The fall in production affected essentially all countries, and all subregions of the
region. The annual average decline was the smallest in Central-Eastern Europe (1.9%
a year) and the biggest in the European CIS countries and the Caucasus (10% and
17.3% respectively) (Figures 5 and 6).

* Overall, in practically all countries the fall in agricultural output was less than the
decline in the economy as a whole. As a result, the contribution of agricultural output
to GDP grew throughout the region.

* The extent of the fall in production differed considerably, not only from country to
country, but also from one product to another. In the CIS countries, in 1995-96 the
output for all main agricultural products was below 1989-90 levels. The biggest fall
can be found in animal products (30-60%). In Central-Eastern Europe the output of
main products, including animal products, fell to a lesser extent. By 1995-96 the
production of oil plants and vegetables exceeded 1989-90 levels (Figures 7 and 8).

There was a tangible decline in the contribution of the region and all its subregions to world
output in its main agricultural products. In 1995-96 this rate at the regional level was around 30%
lower than in 1989-90 and in some cases was as much as 50% lower (Figures 2, 3, and 4).

Table 3: GDP Development
Average Annual GDP Growth Rate Average Annual

1995* 1990-1995* 1997 forecast** Change in Agricultural
I I l (EBRD) GDP 1990-1995*

TOTAL -1.5 -7.0 2.0 -5.9
Total CEE 5.2 -0.7 3.5 -1.9
Total CIS -5.8 -10.6 1.0 -7.5
CEFTA 5.6 0.3 4.5 -3.0
EU-A5 5.1 4.5 -1.1 -1.7
Other CEE 1.9 n.a. 5.5 7.6
Russia -4.0 -9.8 1.5 -6.3
European CIS -12.0 -13.3 -1.5 -10.0
Caucasus -7.2 -22.4 7.0 -17.3
Central Asia -5.7 -9.1 2.3 -6.2

* weighted by 1995 GDP ** weighted by 1995 GDP, Albania 1997 growth rate assumed to be equal to 1995

Source: WDR, EBRD
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Agricultural Production Indices CIS, 1996 compared to 1989-91
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Production Change in Total CEE, 1995/96
compared to 1989/90
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Yet behind the general decline, the first signs of recovery can already be discovered. In
practically all the countries of Central-Eastern Europe the relatively rapid decline in production
had already stopped in 1993-94 and from 1995 on, the sector's output was once again growing in
almost all of the countries, even if at a moderate rate. This is the reason for the better performance
in these countries than the five-year average for the CIS countries (only -1.9% a year). An
upswing in agricultural production can also be observed in those few CIS countries (mainly the
Caucasus region) where radical land refor-m was carried out. It is also worth mentioning that the
level of agricultural production has failed to recover in the few countries (Belarus, Turkmenistan,
and Tajikistan) where the basic elements of the planned economy are still in place. A further
decline in output is not likely in the key CIS countries - Russia and Ukraine; however, over the
short term a substantial upswing is not probable either.

As a result of this decline in agricultural output, the region's contribution to world
production in all main products naturally fell and agricultural trade in the region was also
transformed (Figures 9, 10, and 11).

* Despite the decline in production, the region's share of world trade did not shrink
substantially, and, in the case of some products, there was even an unquestionable increase.
This was made possible (or required) by the fall in domestic consumption and by the new
situation created with the disintegration of the Soviet Union.

* Some countries there has been considerable change in the composition of agricultural trading
partners. The region's agrarian trade determined by the CMEA and basically built on internal
relations has now given way to a wide opening towards other parts of the world. Conversely,
growth in most CIS countries is seriously constrained by the collapse of traditional markets
and failure to develop alternatives.

* However, while the structure of the region's agricultural exports and imports has changed
considerably as a result of declining consumption, the balance of agricultural trade for the
region as a whole did not deteriorate. Overall the region continues to be a net importer of
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agricultural products. The negative balance of the CIS countries has been reduced slightly,
while in the case of Central-Eastern Europe it has grown.

* The structure and source of imports and exports have also changed. Perhaps the most
significant structural change is that the CIS countries, and Russia in particular, have become
one of the world's biggest meat importing regions. In place of the massive grain imports
characteristic of the Soviet period, Russia now mainly buys meat. This is quite clearly a more
favourable solution from an economic viewpoint since the large quantity of grain purchased
in earlier decades by the Soviet Union was used in animal husbandry with very low
efficiency. At the same time the CIS countries are increasingly appearing on world markets as
grain exporters.

* The role of Central-Eastern Europe in the world meat trade had diminished, while in the early
1990s, the region's significance on grain markets has increased.

* Another important change is the growth in the importance of quality processed products in the
region's agrarian trade, and together with this, in the share of the developed countries,
especially the USA and the European Community in the region's food imports.

* Sales within the region continue to be of great importance for practically all countries.
However, the competition from outside is making it increasingly difficult to sell products at
Council of Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) level standards within the region. Some of
the countries of Central-Eastern Europe are having increasing success on the markets of the
developed countries, but for the majority of countries in the region, selling within the region
remains practically the only possible direction for the export of their agricultural produce,
often in the form of special barter deals.
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On the whole, the region's agrarian trade is becoming steadily integrated into the agrarian
trade of the world and the European region. This process is most advanced in the case of the
countries of Central-Eastern Europe where the CEFTA offers further possibilities for regional co-
operation. In the great majority of the countries concerned, a liberal agrarian trade policy is also
assisting in the integration of the countries of the region into world agrarian markets. Most of the
countries in the Central-East European region are members of the WTO, or their admission is
pending. The obligations accompanying the anticipated EU membership for most of these
countries are also having a growing influence on their trade policy.

The agrarian trade policy of the CIS countries is changing and is a source of considerable
uncertainty in the medium-term. The voices of those demanding increased protection of internal
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agrarian markets are becoming louder in the CIS countries, and especially in Russia. A proposal
has also been elaborated for the introduction of a considerably projectionist "Common CIS
Agrarian Trade and Support Policy," similar to that of the European Community. Ukraine wishes
to restrict imports of animal products to 10% of its domestic output. It is not yet possible to
clearly foresee the outcome of these processes, but it seems likely that the agrarian trade policy of
the CIS countries will shift towards growing protectionism unless the protracted entry of Russia
and Ukraine to the WTO sets limits to this unfavourable change.

What Stage Has the Reform Process in Agriculture Reached in the Region?

In 1990-91 the region set out on the path of creating market economies based on private
property. In all countries the most important basic elements of the reform process have been:

* the liberalization of prices and markets, the creation of a market-compatible system of
conditions in the macro agrarian economy;

* the privatization of land and transformation of the inherited economic structure;

* the de-monopolization and privatization of food processing and the trade in agricultural
produce and capital goods; and

* the creation of a functioning rural bank system and establishment of the institutional structure
and system of state administration required by market economies.

There has been little difference between one country and another in terms of what needs
to be done. However, there are quite big differences when it comes to the pace of realisation and
the manner of implementation. Our analysis intentionally emphasized "on the ground" results as
opposed to pure policy reforms (which are often legislated but not implemented). The following
conclusions can be drawn from this analysis (Tables 4 and 5 and more detailed analysis in the
Section B) for the region of as a whole3 :

* The reform process is considerably more complicated and complex that anyone had originally
expected.

* The results of the reforms have not yet met original expectations. The relatively rapid growth
of production that characterized the Chinese reforms has not occurred. Transformation of the
economic structure proved to be a far more complex task. This is due, largely, to the
incomplete application of the basic element of fanning, the private family farm. To a large
extent the inherited large-unit structure has survived the changes.

3 The description of the status of reforms for each country matrix was compiled by the World Bank staff most familiar with that
country's agricultural policies. Numerical ratings were then assigned to each of the five reform categories in accordance with the
criteria listed in Table 5. These ratings were then revised in several review sessions to improve consistency of rankings. An
earlier version of this analysis was presented in Csaki and Lerman, 1997.
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Table 4: Overview of the Status of Agricultural Reforms in CEE and CIS Countries (mid 1997)
1 = Centrally Planned Economy 10 = Completed Market Reforms*

Country Price & Market Land Agroprocessing Rural Institutional Total Score
Liberalization Reform & Input Supply Finance Framework

Hungary 9 9 9 8 8 8.6

Slovenia 8 9 8 8 9 8.4

Czech Republic 9 8 8 8 8 8.2

Estonia 10 6 7 7 9 7.8

Latvia 7 9 7 7 8 7.6

Poland 9 8 7 6 8 7.6

Slovak Republic 7 7 8 8 7 7.4

Armenia 7 8 7 7 8 7.4

Lithuania 7 8 7 6 7 7.0

Macedonia, FYR 7 7 8 4 6 6.4

Albania 8 8 8 3 5 6.4

Georgia 7 7 5 6 6 6.2

Romania 7 7 6 6 4 6.0

Russia 7 5 7 6 5 6.0

Kyrgyz Republic 6 6 6 6 5 5.8

Moldova 7 6 7 5 4 5.8

Croatia 6 5 6 6 6 5.8

Kazakhstan 7 5 7 5 5 5.8

Bulgaria 6 7 5 4 5 5.4

Ukraine 7 5 7 5 3 5.4

Azerbaijan 6 6 5 4 4 5.0

Tajikistan 4 2 5 3 5 3.8

Uzbekistan 4 1 1 1 4 2.2

Turkmenistan 2 2 1 1 3 1.8

Belarus 3 1 2 2 1 1.8

Average Score 6.7 6.1 6.2 5.3 5.7 6.0

* An explanation of the numerical ratings is given in Table 5.
Source: World Bank Estimates.
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Table 5: Key to Numerical Ratings Used in Table 4

Price and Market Land Reform Privatization of Rural Financial Institutional
Liberalization Agroprocessing Systems Framework

and Input
Supply

1-2. Direct state 1-2. System 1-2. 1-2. Soviet type 1-2. Institutions of
control of prices and dominated by Monopolistic system, with command
markets. large-scale farms. state owned "Agrobank" as the economy.

industries. sole financing
channel.

3-4. Deregulation 3-4. Legal 3-4. Spontaneous 3-4. New banking 3-4. Modest
with indicative framework for privatization and regulations are restructuring of
prices, and price land privatization mass privatization introduced; little or no government and
controls; significant and farm in design of early commercial banking. public institutions.
NTB on imports or restructuring in implementation
exports. place, stage.

implementation
launched only
recently

5-6. Mainly 5-6. Advanced 5-6. 5-6. Restructuring of 5-6. Partly
liberalized markets stage of land Implementation existing banking restructured
constrained by the privatization, but of privatization system, emergence of governmental and
absence of large-scale farm programs in commercial banks. local institutions.
competition and restructuring is not progress.
some remaining fully complete.
controls on trade
policy.

7-8. Liberal markets 7-8. Most land 7-8. Majority of 7-8. Emergence of 7-8. Government
and fairly liberal privatized, but industries financial institutions structure has been
trade policies with titling is not privatized. serving agriculture. refocused while
not fully developed finished and land research,
domestic markets. market not fully extensions, and

functioning. education is being
reorganized.

9-10. Competitive 9-10. Farming 9-10. Privatized 9-10. Efficient 9-10. Efficient
markets with structure based on agro-industries financial system for public institutions
minimal government private ownership and input supply. agriculture, agro- focused on the
intervention. and active land industries, and needs of private

markets. services. land market
agriculture.

Source: World Bank Estimates

* The pace of transformation of the agrarian sector and the rural economy is lagging behind the
rate of changes in the economy as a whole.
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* Surprisingly, the biggest transformation has taken place in the price and market environment,
while there is a substantial lag in solving the financing problems of agriculture and in the area
of institutional reforms.

* There are very considerable differences in the reform performances of the individual
countries. Due to the adoption of more comprehensive transition policies, the CEE countries
are quite clearly far more advanced than the CIS countries.

* The transformation of agriculture is most advanced in Central Europe and, in particular, in the
EU candidate countries. Even here, reform of the agrarian sector has not yet been fully
accomplished. The results of our analyses agree with the EU evaluation in finding that further
reforms are needed, principally in the area of the institutional system and in the financing of
agriculture, but land reform and also the transformation of the inherited economic structure is
still unfinished in practically all of the countries.

* The transformation of agriculture in the CIS countries is still in its early stages. Distortions
continue in the production, pricing, and marketing of "strategic" products, and the system of
institutions and instruments of the planned economy has not yet been fully dismantled.

Many valuable conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of the experiences of the
countries leading in the transformation. The following can be stated:

. The general economic upswing can greatly assist the agricultural reforms. The greatest
progress has been made in transformation of the sector by those countries where the general
economic recovery has also begun.

* Development in the non-agricultural segment of the rural economy is of key importance for
the recovery of agriculture. In the great majority of the countries that are the most advanced in
the reforms, it has been the upswing of the rural economy surrounding agriculture that has
made possible a substantial reduction in the numbers of people employed in agriculture, and
at the same time, an improvement in the efficiency and competitiveness of agriculture itself.

* An important factor in the successes achieved in reforms is consistency, and the combined
implementation of parallel steps in areas related to the reforms.

* The greatest reform progress has been made by those countries that are reforming in very
large steps, despite the great difficulties that these efforts are causing greater difficulties in the
short-term. In most cases the appeals for a gradual approach appear to be a sign of the lack of
will; this is especially the case in the CIS countries.

In all countries the process of agricultural reforms has been strongly influenced by day-to-day
politics. Very often, politics have been and still are determining the pace and extent of reforms, at
the expense of economic rationality. In general, there is a lack of a carefully considered, long-
term strategies, and an objective and realistic evaluation of the economic consequences of the
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different possible solutions. As a result, the negative economic consequences of the
transformation are greater than the unavoidable minimum, even in the most advanced countries.

The situation in the different main areas of transformation covered in our analysis can be
summarized as follows:

a) Liberalization of prices and markets. Practically all countries have taken major steps in this
direction.

* In Central-Eastern Europe, the macro-economic environment for agriculture that is
characteristic of market economies has been developed. The prices and the system of
regulations are open, more or less, to world market influences. Support for agriculture and
protection of internal markets has become stronger than in the first half of the 1990s.
However, the level of indirect and direct supports for agriculture remains below the average
for the European Union. Frequent changes made in the system of regulations represents a
problem. It remains to be seen what strategy the countries preparing for EU membership will
opt for to introduce the EU's Common Agricultural Policy. It is a positive trend that methods
directly serving efficiency and competitiveness are increasingly coming to the fore in the
system of agricultural supports.

* State intervention remains strong in the CIS countries, in both price formation and trade
policy. In these countries, despite the frequently proclaimed direct support for agriculture, the
agrarian sector suffers serious losses due to the price policy and trade restrictions (especially
export controls and taxes) separating it from world markets. Calculations show that the
balance of the different interventions is negative for agriculture. It would appear that
governments are trying to make agriculture continue to bear the burden of providing cheap
food for the urban population. The growing intervention of regional authorities in the
functioning of the agricultural sector is a relatively new phenomenon. This can be observed
particularly in Russia and Ukraine.

b) Privatization of land, reorganization of the large farm units. Land reform and land
ownership continues to be the subject of heated debates in practically all countries of the region.

* In the countries of Central-Eastern Europe the privatization of land based on some form of
compensation is largely approaching completion. The new farm structure is characterised by a
varied mix of small and large units. The remaining pieces of the state owned units from the
socialist period are also increasingly undergoing change and adapting to market economy
conditions. The legal settlement of land ownership relations is not yet completed, and the land
register and the emergence of a market for land are still in the initial stages. In a few countries
a heated debate is being conducted on the ownership of land by companies and foreign
nationals.

* While land has formally passed into private ownership in the decisive part of the CIS
countries (Russia, Ukraine, Belarus), the large-unit sector remains practically untouched. The
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co-operatives and state farms have been transformed into share companies (Brooks and
Lerman, 1994 and Csaki and Lerman, 1997). However, in practice there has been no change
in the real questions of substance. These large units continue be controlled by a central
management structure and operate with low efficiency and face increasing financial problems.
The role of independent private farming is marginal, not least of all because of the deterrent
effect of the undeveloped market relations. At the same time, radical land reforms have been
carried out in a few countries of the former Soviet Union, as a consequence of the special
political and economic situation. This is the case for Armenia and Georgia where independent
private farming now dominates. Here, the distribution of land carried out on the basis of
family size resulted in very small farm sizes and this has gone together with a steep decline in
agricultural production for the market. Conversely, in some CIS countries (Uzbekistan and
Tajikistan) private ownership of land is prohibited by the constitution and the lease hold
arrangements are an added uncertainty.

c) Privatization of the food industry and of trade in agricultural produce and capital goods for
agriculture. Formally, very substantial progress has been made. However, the food industry,
which is technologically backward and incapable of quality production, is one of the biggest
obstacles to the further development of agriculture in the region.

* In Central-Eastern Europe, with the exception of the Baltic states, privatisation of the
agricultural environment has been carried out in keeping with the principles of the
privatisation in general, and for the most part is nearing completion. A lag can be observed in
Romania, Bulgaria and the countries of ex-Yugoslavia. A special case is Hungary, which, as a
result of the liberal privatisation process, now has perhaps the most developed food industry
of the region, due also in considerable part to substantial foreign investment.

* The CIS countries opted for what, on the whole, is a less effective solution for privatization of
the food industry and agricultural capital goods and commodity purchasing. In the course of
privatization, unlike the other areas of the economy, priority was given to agricultural
producers, giving them majority ownership of these branches, on special terms or entirely free
of charge. Contrary to expectations, this solution did not result in new, well capitalized
owners and more favourable conditions for agricultural producers. In fact, the technological
decline of the food industry accelerated and because of the complicated ownership structure it
became extremely difficult to involve foreign capital. Further steps and the renewed
settlement of ownership are required to set the food industry on its feet. Instruments for this
could be new liquidation procedures and support for new investments. Unfortunately, the
widespread bureaucracy and corruption in the CIS countries seriously obstruct both the
further transformation and the establishment of new plants and small businesses.

d) Agrarian financing. This is one of the most critical areas for the agrarian sector in the region.

In the CEE countries, after intensive preparations and a lengthy transitional period, the
financing of agriculture has improved considerably since 1994, although the new private
institutions are managerially weak and financially vulnerable. This is the result, partly of the
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reforms implemented in the banking system, and partly of the credits extended by the gradually
recovering food industry and the agrarian trade and capital goods supply. Finally, the creation of
an agriculture-oriented rural banking system has also been progressing, resulting in the
establishment and increasingly active operation of agricultural credit co-operatives and financial
institutes specialising in rural areas.

* In the great majority of CIS countries there is practically no functioning rural financial system
similar to that in developed countries. The inherited banking system continues to provide
financing for large plants using the accustomed methods of the earlier period (state credit,
financing the supply of produce for state stocks), but there are practically no provisions at all
for the financing of the private sector. The beginnings of a system of agricultural credit co-
operatives have appeared in the countries most advanced in the transformation of agriculture,
namely Armenia, Georgia and recently also Moldova, and the credits extended by the
processing industry are also growing.

e) Institutional reforms. Transformation of the institutional structure is proceeding more slowly
than practically all other areas of reform throughout the region.

- Institutional reforms have accelerated in Central-East Europe since 1995, stimulated by the
challenges of EU accession. Despite these tangible developments, the institutional system of
agriculture requires substantial further transformation in these countries. In addition to the
modernisation and reform of state administration, further qualitative development is required
in practically all areas of the institutional systems for market agriculture, including
consulting, training, and research (see also EU 1997).

* Apart from minor changes, the institutional system of the former centrally planned economy
continues to operate in the CIS countries and continues to act as a serious curb on the
transformation of the sector. Due to the general economic recession, there are fundamental
disorders in the operation of the institutional system and the underpaid and unmotivated state
bureaucrats strive to supplement their incomes through corruption. Training and research
centers are suffering from severe financial problems and in some countries they receive no
financial support from the government budget.

The Prospects for Development in the Region

Three factors will directly determine the long-term course of agricultural production in
this region, namely: a) the investments and current assets available; b) the rate of technological
renewal, together with the pace of introduction of new advances in biology and higher-yield crop
and livestock strains; and c) changes in organisation and the human environment of production.
However, the trends in these three factors will depend above all on the further fate of the reforms,
the results achieved in the transformation of agriculture, and on the general development of the
economy of the countries concerned and, as a function of this, on the internal demand for
agricultural produce.
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In many CEE countries the process of sector transformation will probably be completed
within the next four or five years. This, in itself, will improve the conditions for directly
determining agricultural production, and together with the anticipated acceleration of general
economic development, could lead to the stabilisation of food production, more efficient
production, and a greater upswing driven by potential comparative advantages. Although the
effect of EU accession cannot be clearly quantified, it will probably give further stimulus for the
growth of production in the countries concerned.

It is far more difficult to predict changes in the CIS countries. It seems probable that
further difficult years lie ahead for the sector in this region, compounded by the struggle between
conservative and progressive forces. The reforms will probably continue to advance only slowly.
However, it is not likely that the decline in production will continue. The results of 1995-96 and
the forecasts for 1997 indicate that the fall in the region's agricultural output has reached its
lowest point. In the short-term the most likely course is moderate growth alternating with
stagnation. Substantial growth in production can only be expected if substantive progress is made
in the reforms that directly determine the factors of production. This will probably happen only in
the medium-term.

Many studies have forecast development in the region as a subset of global projections.4

These calculations, and our analysis of the progress of sectoral reforms, suggest that:

* in the CEE countries development can be expected to follow a production course close to, or
higher, than the world average. For a few products this trend could be even more favorable.

* In the CIS countries the probable course of development will be more modest, and probably
below the world average. Naturally, in this group of countries there will be exceptionally big
differences between the individual countries. Trends at region level will obviously be
determined by the results in Russia and Ukraine where, in our judgement, the conditions for a
bigger upswing will probably not be created until the final stage of the forecast period in the
best of cases.

* In general, crop production will begin to expand sooner than animal husbandry. In some
countries, especially Ukraine and Kazakhstan, the ecological and technical potential is there
for a quick recovery in the crop sector, mainly in grain production. Such a quick recovery,
however, assumes the immediate implementation of appropriate sector reforms, which in our
view do not appear very likely.

In Central-Eastern Europe animal husbandry will probably continue to stagnate while in the
CIS countries it is highly likely that the decline will continue for most of the period under
analysis.

4 See Agriculture Canada (1996), European Commission (1997), FAO (1997), FAPRI (1997), IFPRI (1996), OECD
(1997), USDA (1994).
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* The increase in quality demands will probably outpace reconstruction of the food industry. In
general, it can be said that the backward food industry could restrict the growth of produce
output for a relatively long time to come.

* The difficulties of the transformation and the problems of the food industry will probably
strengthen the protectionist trends in the CIS countries. However, it is to be hoped that
consumer interests will prevent any serious restriction of imports.

In the case of grains, a performance around the level of full self-sufficiency can be
expected, with a small volume of exports likely in better years and smaller net imports when
weather conditions have been unfavorable. Only minor shortfalls are likely for wheat, while there
will probably be a few million tons of surplus maize, mainly from the output of the Central
European countries. The region will probably remain a moderate importer of sugar, with the CEE
probably regularly producing a small surplus and the CIS countries a deficit of 2-3 million tons a
year. There will be a constant surplus on the milk market in the Central European countries but
substantial net imports can be expected for the CIS countries. In the case of beef and mutton both
Central-Eastern Europe and the CIS will probably remain net importers with the volume of
imports likely to stabilise around 1.5 million tons a year. The pork surplus of the CEE countries
seems set to increase, while the CIS countries will probably still be in a moderate import position
in 2010. In the field of poultry, the trends will be similar to that for pork: a growing surplus in the
CEE countries and a long-term, although diminishing, demand on the markets of the CIS
countries.

Considering the main products, the prospects for the region as a whole are that the net
imports will fall slightly even if the forecast moderate general growth of agriculture is realised.
However, the region as a whole will continue to be a net food importer. It would appear that
exploitation of the very considerable natural resources will remain in the more distant future and
that up to the year 2010 the region will not become a substantial source for satisfying the growing
global food demand. Naturally, because of differences in the production levels of the individual
countries and in the pace of reforms, differences within the region will grow.
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Policy Matrices



ALBANIA
Total Population 3.2 million Agriculture in GDP (1995) 55.8% Agricultural output in 1995
Rural Population 59.4% Food and agriculture in As percentage of 1990 level 124.4%

Active labor force (1995) 65.0% Livestock production 1995
Total Area 2.8 million ha Food and agriculture As percentage of 1990 level 153.7%
Agricultural Area l.13 million ha in exports (1995) 86.1% Share of livestock in agriculture

Food and agriculture (1995) 47.1%
Arable Land 62% in imports (1995) 28.4% Agricultural area in private

Irrigated 7.1% Use (1995) 100%
Orchards 17.6% Currently a net exporter of: Share of family farms in total agricultural
Natural Grassland 37% rnedicinal plants, fish and fish land (1995) 100%

Forested 37.5% products and tobacco Share of private sector in total
Agricultural output (1995) 100%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-Economic Markets and prices are fully liberalized with minimal Distortion free marketing and incentive
Framework for price distortion, but market structures are weak and system and a more open trade policy
Agriculture poorly integrated

* Remove floor price for wheat and
A. Prices/Subsidies * All agricultural producer and consumer prices remaining subsidies

deregulated (bread price controls removed mid 1996).
* Limit activities of GDSR to the

* Govenunent has retained a floor price (below parity) acquisition, management and disposal of
for wheat and small subsidies for irrigation, and flour a small strategic reserve, which does not
mills and bakeries distort domestic prices

* General State Directorate for State Reserves still * Support development of infrastructure
active in wheat market and a potential source of price and market centres
distortion

* More effective means to target transfer
* Markets remain weak due to poor infrastructure and a payments to rural poor

very low marketed surplus

* Well developed public transfer system for low
income groups in rural areas but has limited resources

B. Trade Policies * WTO Accession in progress * Complete accession to WTO

* Import restrictions: ad valorem tariffs of 10-40%, * Resist pressure to raise tariffs and
underpinned by reference prices continue efforts to reduce and

rationalize overall levels of protection
* Increasing pressure to raise tariffs.

* Additional multilateral and bilateral
* Private sector took over cereal imports from GDSR in trade agreements

late 1996

* Numerous bilateral trade agreements but none afford
preferential access for agricultural exports

C. Taxation * VAT introduced mid 1996; 22%, no exemptions. * Full implementation of VAT

* Land tax suspended prior to elections in 1996
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

2. Land Reform and Comprehensive re-distribution of all public Full ownership rights and a working land
Farm Restructuring agricultural land completed, but most of this land still market for fair and efficient land transfer

lacks secure, unambiguous property rights

* All agricultural land re-distributed in 1991-92 * Complete issue of tapis and land titles

* Ownership certificates (tapi) issued for 60% of ex- * Confer full ownership rights for ex-state
cooperative land but full registration and titling for farm land
only 3% (15,000 ha)

* Transfer forest and pasture land to
* Owners of ex-state farm land only have use rights, village control

not ownership rights
* Resolve ownership disputes

* Forest and pasture land still under public ownership
* Develop administrative procedures for

* Inadequate legal and administrative procedures for registration and titling of land
resolving ownership disputes

* Land sales prohibited until July 1995, but land market
still not operating (1997) due to the small percentage
of land with titles, and inadequate administrative
procedures for registration and transfer

3. Competitive Agro- Privatization in progress Competitive, privately owned
Processing and Services agroprocessing, input supply and service
for Agriculture * Two-thirds of agro-processors now privatised, recent subsectors operating with minimal

government commitment to accelerate and complete government protection
privatization of the remaining (mostly larger) State-
Owned Enterprises * Complete privatization of remaining

State-Owned Enterprises
* Limited foreign investnent in privatization process

* Increase access to credit for private
* Newly privatized agro-processors hampered by sector enterprises, and continue support

outdated equipment, lack of credit and a weak for improving management techniques
understanding of competitive markets

* Complete establishment of new systems
for defining and monitoring product

* Product quality is low and new systems for setting quality
and monitoring quality standards are not yet in place

* Reform legislation and institutional
* Seed sector still dominated by public agencies and structures for seed certification and

now virtually inoperative, with severe consequent testing; and promote private sector
seed shortages import and multiplication of seeds

* Small but dynamic system of private sector input
dealers has evolved but they are constrained by poor
access to credit
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

4. Rural Financing Lack of an appropriate financial system for Viable financial institutions serving the
agriculture agricultural sector efficiently

* Rural credit is provided only by a State-Owned bank * Privatize and re-structure Rural
(Rural Commercial Bank) which is technically Commercial Bank
insolvent due to low loan recovery

* Develop legal framework for loan
* There are very few commercial banks and none are enforcement

interested in agriculture

* Continued shortage of credit and high interest rates * Expand ADF where appropriate

* Slow progress with privatization, rehabilitation and * Develop legal framework for small-
re-structuring of State-Owned Banks scale rural banking and set up Pilot

projects
* *Donor funded Agricultural Development Fund (ADF)

provides credit for rural infrastructure and small
enterprises in poorer mountain areas

* No credit cooperatives or savings and credit
associations

5. Institutional Public institutions not yet adjusted to the needs of Efficient and effective public sector
Framework small-scale private farmers; lack resources and trained administration and support for

personnel commercial private agriculture

* MAF now has mainly regulatory functions, but has * Continued support for re-organization
yet to re-organize and train personnel to implement and staff training
these finctions effectively

* Continued support for reform of
* Agricultural extension services are weak and reform extension and research programss

of the agricultural research system has yet to begin
* Continued efforts to imnprove the

* Limited MAF capacity for policy analysis capacity for policy analysis

* Veterinary services privatized except for regulation
and border control
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Total Population 3.6 mil. Food and agriculture in Agricultural output in 1991 as percentage of 1990
(1996) GSP 1990 14 % level 93 %
Rural Population 50 % Food and agriculture in Agricultural output in 1995 as percentage of 1990

active labor (1990) 18 % level (estimate) 33 %
Total Area 5.2 mil Food and agriculture in Livestock production in 1995 as percentage of
Agriculture area: 2.5 mil ha. exports (1996) n.a. 1990 level (estimate) 8 %

.. in imports (1996) n.a Share of livestock in agriculture (1991) 44 %
Arable land 63 % Traditionally net exporter Share of livestock in agriculture (1995) 26 %
Orchards 4 % of: livestock products Share of independent private farns in total arable
Irigated 0.3 % (dairy products, meat), area (1991) 94%

Fore-ted 46% fruits and vegetables, and Share of private sector in total agricultural output
wine (1991) 75%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Market liberalization is largely a consequence Competitive and functioning agricultural
Framework for Agriculture of the war; however, introduction of markets without Government Intervention.

Government intervention is being envisaged.

A. Prices/Subsidies * Agricultural producer and consumer prices * Maintain fully liberalized prices. Unify
are free, generally due to the lack of funancial markets between the FBH and Republika
resources and administrative capacity of the Srpska, establish freedom of movement of
Government following the recent war. goods.

* No known Government procurement quotas. * Guarantee that farmers are able to retain
profit for development.

* Domestic grain price adjusted to border price,
no known controls of bread prices. * Avoid introduction of govenmment

intervention.
* Pressure to introduce Governnent producer

price supports in the Federation of Bosnia and * Consider an adequate "social safety net" of
Herzegovina (FBH) to facilitate recovery of subsidies targeted to low income and
war-affected food production industries. vulnerable consumers.

* Domestic producer prices in the FBH adapted * Introduce price information systems for
to border prices. Producer prices in transparent and timely access to cost changes
Republika Srpska estimated below border by all concemed.
prices due to lack of marketing competition.

B. Trade Policies * Average applied import tariff in the FBH is * Remove remaining administrative and
13%, in Republika Srpska 28.5%; slightly quantitative restrictions on exports and
lower tariffs for agricultural products. imports. Reduce import tariffs to a low and

uniform rate, apply the same tariff rate in both
* Special trade arrangements with Croatia (for Entities of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

the FBH) and with the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (for Republika Srpska) are in * Proceed with demonopolization,
place where only a 1% import tax is applied. corporatization, and phased privatization of

internal and external trading enterprises.
* New State-levels laws are planned that would

liberalize and harmonize trade policies of the * Pursue active trade policy to improve market
FBH and Republika Srpska. access for Bosnian food and agricultural

products, especially in former Yugoslav
* Meanwhile, FBH is considering to introduce republics and in Central and Eastern Europe.

export subsidies for milk, tobacco, and wheat.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

C. Taxation * Tax burden on farmers very low, farmers * Larger private farms should be incorporated
operate in informal sector. into the regular business tax system.

* Land taxes existed prior to the war, are
currently not collected, future Government
intentions are unclear.

* Taxation of food processing is in line with
general taxation of businesses. Very high
social charges on dependent labor.

2. Land Reform and Farm 95% of farm land in private ownership, but Individual private farms as the dominant
Restructurin land consolidation and clarification of land component of the farming system with secure

ownership rights urgently needed. and transferable ownership rights.

* Agriculture was de facto decollectivized * Restore and further develop the war-damaged
during the 1991-1995 war. land registration, information and cadastre

systern to provide security of tenure, full
* Federation Government plans to re-establish information on land transactions, and a basis

farmer associations based on voluntary for land taxation.
principles (draft Cooperative Law has been
prepared). * Implement a program to promote the

emergence of land markets to support land
* Only about 5% of arable land is held by State consolidation and the move towards a more

farms. efficient holding structure.

* Private farmland holdings average 3-5 ha, * Establish competitive land mortgage and
often fragmented into several plots. Former credit systems.
Yugoslav laws limiting land ownership to 10
ha in flat lands and 15 ha in hilly areas have * Provide technical assistance to farmers to
been abandoned. achieve optimum production mix and

efficiency.
* Pastures and meadows remain state and

municipality owned. * Speed up the work of the Commission for
Real Property Claims, set up under Annex 7

* Land sales are allowed; however, market for of the Dayton-Paris Peace Agreement, so as
land and leasing is developing slowly. to address disputed land ownership rights.

Issue temporary land user rights in the
* Despite the war, the technical conditions interim.

(titles, registration system) for a functioning
land market are generally in place. However,
ownership rights are heavily disputed due to
the large share of displaced persons and the
growing population of retuming refugees.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

3. Competitive Delays in privatizing agroprocessing and Competitive privately owned agroprocessing
Agroprocessing and services for agriculture, but generally strong and input supply.
Services for Agriculture. commitment for rapid privatization.

* Fully implement program of corporatization
* Disputes prevail over responsibility for and privatization of the agricultural input

enterprise privatization: State vs. Entity supply, output marketing, and agro-
responsibility. Draft privatization laws at the processing enterprises.
Entity levels are ready. Resolution of the
dispute expected by mid-1997. * Establish feasible and reasonable quality and

safety standards for agricultural imports and
* Privatization of agroprocessing and input exports.

supply would be part of the overall
privatization program. There are only about * Acquire technical assistance and training in
10 State farms left in the country to be enterprise management
privatized.

* Promote joint ventures to tap foreign
* Foreign participation in the agroprocessing expertise, technology, capital, and provide

privatization will depend on prospects for access to foreign markets.
peace consolidation. Foreign participation
actively encouraged by all governments. * Promote research and development of new

products and markets.

* Political risk insurance scheme in place for
foreign input suppliers and investors.

4. Rural Financing Lack of an appropriate financial system for Viable financial institutions serving the
privatized agriculture. agricultural sector efficiently.

* Financing in agriculture is not adjusted to the * Support restructuring and privatization of
needs of a market based privatized State banks; support new private banks.
agriculture: State-owned banks are largely Reform banking supervisory framework.
insolvent; new private banks lack the capital,
deposits and expertise do deal with small- * Do not introduce fiscal means involving
scale rural lending. financial institutions to sustain the operation

of state enterprises critical to food security.
* Restructuring of UPI Bank (agricultural

lending) and the banking system in general * Establish legal framework and implement
not yet started. program to organize local savings and credit

societies.
* No Government subsidies for rural/

agricultural lending. * Establish programs to assist farmers in farm
financial management.

* Establishment of an NGO-based micro-
lending program, supported by donors, is * Promote the emergence of competitive
under way with good prospects to assist insurance services for agriculture.
farmers. The objective is to establish rural
credit cooperatives.

* Donor-fnanced credit lines for small and
medium businesses, including agro-
processing fims, are in place and are used
actively. Also in place are donor-financed
small business advisory services, but limited
to urban areas.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES

_ _______________ _____________________________ PROPOSED ACTIONS

5. Institutional Adjustment to the new Dayton structure of Efficient and effective public sector
Framework government is slow and constrained by administration and support for commercial and

budgetary difficulties. private agriculture.

* Two new Ministries of Agriculture were * Complete the establishment of the two new
created in the FBH and in Republika Srpska, public agricultural administrations in the
reflecting the sector responsibilities assigned Entities, as well as at the regional level in the
under the Dayton/Paris Peace agreement to Federation (Cantons). Limit administration
each of the Entities. size as much as possible.

* Establishment of agricultural extension * Fully de-link the Government from
services planned in the Federation for mid- agricultural production, planning and
1997, donor support sought. No known plans management.
for Republika Srpska.

* Initiate reconstruction and reform of
* Agricultural research and education suffered agricultural research and education to make it

heavily under the war and is in need of needs-based and demand-driven. Introduce
support. Government-financed research and cost recovery by charging service fees to
education in agriculture are seriously fanners.
hampered by budgetary constraints.
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BULGARIA

Total Population 8.5 mil. Food and agriculture in GDP Agricultural output in 1995 as percentage
Rural Population 31% 1995 8 of 1990 level 70%

Food and agriculture in active 18/o Livestock production in 1995 as percentage
Total Area 11.1 mil ha. labor(1995) of 1990 level 52%
Agriculture area: 6.2 mil ha. Food and agriculture in exports 18% Share of livestock in agriculture (1995) 38%
Arable land 44% (1995) Agricultural area in private use (1995) n.a.
Orchards 3.2% in imports (1995) 20% Share of independent private farms in total
Irrigated 28% Traditionally net exporter: 10% arable area (1995) 12.0%

Forested 30% tobacco, sunflower seed, dairy Share of private sector in total agricultural
products, wine, fruits and output (1994) n.a.
vegetables.

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Economic crisis caused by hyperinflation and Distortion free market and incentive system.
Framework for Agriculture failure to institute structural reform came to a

head in early 1997, when the old government
resigned. While most prices and trade were
liberalized in 1992, the government has sought
to restrain some prices (e.g., grains, tobacco,
wood) by trade controls and export restrictions
in order to protect domestic industries and
urban consumers.

A. Prices/Subsidies * Previous system of price and profit margin * Eliminate price and trade restrictions and
control was ended by new government, but impediments, especially support taxes and
replaced by a less restrictive, but still licensing.
counterproductive system of "negotiated
prices," with negotiations overseen by * Ensure law and order and fair competition in
government the countryside.

* Farm gate prices were the lowest in Europe
and at least 50% below world market levels * Replace the central-planning type "Law for
partly due largely to trade restrictions and Protection of Agricultural Producers" by
partly due to widespread racketeering, which market-oriented legislation.
was also facilitated by the trade controls.
Incoming govemment has tried to reverse the * Eliminate the negotiated price system.
anti-agricultural discrimination, and has set a
support price much too high for wheat.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

B. Trade Policies * Incentives to produce have been undermined * Replace frequent ad hoc government
by capricious manipulations of trade interference in the foreign trade for
regulations by the government. Temporary agricultural products with a stable and
duty-free import quotas are used in ad hoc transparent regime consistent with WTO
manner to reduce domestic prices, which principles.
undermines incentive of private sector to fill
shortages. * Aggressively liberalize policies to undermine

and eventually to eliminate special interest
Export ban on grain and grain products and and corruption in foreign trade.
oilseeds and products was in effect through
1996. Estimated cost of this measure in
exports foregone was at least US 120 million * Elmiate taxes on all agricultural exports;
annually. The new govermnent replaced this
with an export tax, which was, however, set at * Eliminate discretionary import duty
a prohibitive level. This was reduced, and exemptions
eliminated at the end of 1997.

* Eliminate non-automatic and automatic
* Export taxes on other farm commodities are licensing for all agricultural exports;

* Some export items require a non-automatic * Reduce tariffs on fertilizer imports
license (e.g., live animals, seeds).

* Adopt a lower and more uniform tariff
* Imports and exports of many sensitive structure

products are under an "automatic licensing"
system in order to monitor domestic supplies.
If domestic supplies or prices are judged to * Do not let plans to join CEFTA interfere with

be inappropriate, trade controls can be re- lowering of tariffs toward other trade partners
imposed, or duty-free import quotas granted. as well.

* Import tariff regime provides fairly high and
non-uniform protection, especially for
processing industries. Some tariffs, including
fertilizer, are high.

* Emphasis on joining CEFTA

C. Taxation * Single 22% VAT also applies to food in * End VAT exemptions, particularly on flour
general, but there are numerous exceptions. and dairy products
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ISSUES STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

2. Land Reform and Farm The transition from collective to private Accelerate land restitution and liquidation of
Restructuring farming has stalled and remains unfinished. collective farms.

* Initiated in 1991, the protracted process of * Promulgate a national cadastre law based on
land restitution and liquidation of collective best practices successfully tested elsewhere.
farms has devastated most farm assets.

* Promulgate a land lease law based on best
* Frequent changes in the regulatory framework practices successfully tested elsewhere.

for land restitution have confused both
administrators of the process and those * Complete land registration, information and
seeking restitution. cadastre to guarantee security of tenure and

information on land transactions.

* About 50% of farmland has been restituted
wiAbouth offanland titleshhow aas een rnestait * Promote an active land market and the use of
with land titles, however, data are uncertainladscoatrloimovacesolng
as much higher and lower figures have often land as collateral to improve access to long-
been quoted. term credit.

* Since 1991, "collectives in liquidation" are a * Eliminate limits on maximum holding size
widespread business form in primary and permit land purchases by foreigners.

agriculture. * Maintain neutral policy toward all legal forms

* The land market is dormant, although short- of business association.

ter-m land leases are widespread. * Complete liquidation of collective farms by

. The newgovernentiscommittedtoauctions of remaining non-land assets.
* The new government Is committed to

finishing the restitution of farmland and * Promote improved utilization of irrigation
extending it to forest lands, but the process systems by transferring ownership to users.
remains stalled due to lack of funding and
some institutional and regulatory obstacles.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

3. Competitive Policy drift in privatization of agroprocessing Competitive, private agroprocessing and input
Agroprocessing and and services has brought the sector into a deep supply in a stable macroeconomic environment.
Services for Agriculture. crisis.

* Expedite privatization and or liquidation of
* Until recently implementing agencies avoided state-owned enterprises.

privatization decisions, although an adequate
regulatory framework has been in place since * Include many SOEs currently not in the
1992. privatization process, including the state grain

company, forest and lumber milling
* Strong intricate links exist between managers enterprises, and cadastral survey firms.

of state-owned enterprises and private firms.
Transfer prices shift profit from state to Establish a stable enabling environent.
private firms who control 80% of domestic
and foreign trade revenue.

* Pass legislation supporting formation of
* State-owned agro-industries are deeply in participatory service cooperatives

debt estimated at about 8% of GDP (1995).
* Improve market information systems and

* By late 1997, about 26% of long-term assets external trade infrastructure
of agriculture and food industry enterprises
were privatized. The achievement of 80% by * Develop warehouse receipts system
the end of 1998, the intended goal, is doubtful

* Change privatization practices to expedite
* A number of start-up companies in the food program

processing industry went bankrupt and some
foreign investors have threatened to back out,
mainly due to unstable and insecure business
environment.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

4. Rural Finance The banking system virtually collapsed as Restoration of profitable conditions to farming
hyperinflation and dollarization of the economy as the first essential condition for improved
spread. access to rural credit; integration of the rural

financial system within the overall financial
* High risk stemming from uncertain property system

rights, low profitability and poor credit
history greatly limit access to credit. * Restore confidence in the Bulgarian economy

by a macroeconomic stabilization and
* Avoiding banks, virtually all working capital banking reform.

needs are met from farmers' own-sources.
* Restore profitability to agriculture by

* Limited subsidized credit has been allocated eliminating price and trade restrictions, and
to well-connected parties. avoid ad hoc interference in commodity

pricing.

* Donor supported credit co-op network is Restore confidence in Bulgarian banks by
small, but successfbl. financial sector reformn and effective bank

supervision.

* Eliminate interest rate subsidies because they
distort financial markets and, if granted,
would need to be rationed.

5. Institutional Agricultural institutions including research and
Framework education have drifted into irrelevance, Start with a narrow focus on essential priorities

destroyed by policy drift, brain drain and in public sector administration to ensure
inflation. success.

* Instead of guiding agriculture to a market- * Develop a solid information database for
based system, the Ministry of Agriculture and agricultural policy decision-making.
Food Industry has focused only on ad hoc
actions often motivated by a crisis or pressure * Rationalize agricultural services by salvaging
from a special interest lobby. remaining valuable assets in research and

education.
* Even basic statistical information is

unreliable. * Cut losses and dispose of assets with no
prospects for becoming profitable again such

* Research establishment has been decimated. as most state-owned livestock farms.
Financial resources barely cover salaries and
are spread too thinly over rapidly declining * Transfer assets to users, such as eirgation
number of centers, staff and projects. Little infrastructure, buildings, and equipment.
innovative research is underway, both
technology and equipment are outdated.

* Adjustment in agricultural education has been
limited and Public extension service does not
exist.
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CROATIA
Total Population 4.67 m Agriculture in GDP (1995) 11.4% Agricultural Output in 1994
Rural Population 37% Food and Agriculture in as percentage of 1990 level 82%

Active Labour Force (1995) 8.7% Livestock Production 1994 as
Total Area 5.65 mil ha Food and Agriculture Percentage of 1990 level 69%
Agricultural Area 3.21 mil ha in Exports (1995) 11.3% Share of livestock in agriculture (est) 45%

Arable Land 63% Food and Agriculture Agricultural Area in Private Use (1994) 67%
Orchards 4.4% in Imports (1995) 12.4% Share of Independent Family Farms in
Natural Grassland 36% Traditionally net exporter of: total agricultural Land (1994) 63%

Forested 35% live animals, fish and fish products and Share of private sector in total
cereals agricultural output (1992) 58%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-Economic Significant but incomplete liberalization of Distortion free marketing and incentive
Framework for Agriculture markets prior to independence, little further system and a more open trade policy

progress since independence
A. Prices/Subsidies * Phase out floor prices and input and output

* All controls on producer and consumer prices subsidies
removed prior to independence

* Floor prices (above parity) for wheat, * Limit activities of SDCR to the acquisition,
oilseeds, sugarbeet and tobacco; plus management and disposal of a small
subsidies on milk, oilseeds, sugarbeet, cattle, strategic reserve, which does not distort
olive oil, animal breeding, seeds and fertiliser domestic prices

* Large-scale purchase of wheat by State
Directorate for Commodity Reserves, which
distorts seasonal prices

B. Trade Policies * WTO Accession in progress * Complete accession to WTO.

* Import quotas terminated mid 1996 and tariff
structure simplified into a single ad valorem
tariff of 5-25%.

* Drop variable levies and reduce and
* System of variable levies being expanded and rationalise overall levels of protection

level of protection being increased. Is now the
major source of protection. Erratic, ad hoc * Additional multilateral and bilateral trade
application of these variable levies has agreements
become a major source of price instability.

* Few trade agreements. Currently negotiating
multilateral agreements with the EU and
CEFTA and bilateral agreements with
Slovenia and Macedonia FYR

C. Taxation * Low sales taxes on agricultural products (5%/6) * VAT to be introduced in 1997. Proposed
and services (10%/6) with exemptions for level of 22% with no exemptions.
agricultural machinery, veterinary services,
fertiliser and cattle feed

* Land tax abolished in 1996
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

2. Land Reform and Farm Small-scale private farms predominated before Private ownership of all land; secure,
Restructuring independence, slow progress with privatization transferrable property rights; and an active

and re-structuring of the remaining ex-Social land market
Sector Enterprises

* Small-scale private farms account for 63% of * Enact laws on land consolidation and enforce
agricultural land but are very small (average existing inheritance laws to prevent further
2.9 ha) and highly fragmented land fragmentation

* Ex-Social Sector Enterprise land transferred * Lease state land subject to ownership claims;
to the State in 1991. Government not legally sell all other state owned land
bound to privatize this land and has made
little progress with leasing or sale to the * Passage of new law on Land Ownership and
private sector. Property Rights

* Conditions for an active land market not yet * Passage of amendments to Cadastre and Land
in place: property rights remain unclear due to Registration Laws to make them compatible;
delays in approving new land laws; and there update and reconcile Cadastre and Land
are major inconsistencies between the land Registry

__________=_________ registry and the cadastre.
3. Competitive Agro- Limited progress with privatization and Competitive, privately owned agroprocessing,
Processing and Services demonopolization relative to pre-independence input supply and service subsectors operating
for Agriculture situation with minimal government protection

* Approximately 50% of the equity in
agricultural and agro-industrial enterprises is
now in private hands * Privatize and unbundle the remaining

Kombinats and AgroKombinats
* Slow progress with the privatization and

restructuring (unbundling) of the larger * Register these companies and develop a
remaining Kombinats and AgroKombinats secondary market for their shares
due to their complexity and size, their
overvaluation, and the operating procedures
of the Croatian Privatization Fund * Passage of new legislation for seeds and

animal breeding, and development of new
* Seed and Animal Breeding Services still institutional structures

wholly under State Control
* Reduce protection on farm inputs

* Removal of import quotas on fertiliser,
tractors and seeds in 1996 but continuing high
levels of protection for these and other farm
inputs, which raises farm costs

* Encourage competition among domestic
* Slow emergence of private sector input and suppliers and from external sources

output marketing structures and agencies to
replace Kombinats and AgroKombinats * Reduce protection for agro-processors and

encourage competition among domestic
* Agro-processing sector continues to receive suppliers and from external suppliers

very high levels of protection so raising
consumer prices.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

4. Rural Financing Slow emergence of a viable private banking Viable financial institutions serving the
system which is active in the agriculture sector agricultural sector efficiently

* Massive program of subsidised credit * Terminate credit activities of SDCR
financed by treasury was terminated in 1992

* Subsidized credit now restricted to very small * Complete restructuring and rehabilitation of
amount of in-kind seasonal credit provided by traditional commercial banks
State Directorate for Strategic Reserves

* Continued support for improving bank
* Continued high interest rates and shortage of supervision

credit
* Support the development of collateral

* Slow progress with privatization, instruments suited to agriculture and support
rehabilitation and re-structuring of traditional training of agricultural lending officers
commercial banks and the severance of their
ownership links with the Kombinats and * Guide interim use of the ADF and phase it out
AgroKombinats as soon as possible

* New generation of smaller commercial banks
beginning to emerge but with limited interest
in lending to the agricultural sector

* MAF developing an Agricultural
Development Fund (ADF) to provide
subsidized credit to small-scale private
farmers (approx $US 20m), as an interim
measure until banking system becomes more
active in the agricultural sector.

5. Institutional Framework Slow adjustment of institutional structure to a Efficient and effective public sector
role suited to a market-oriented economy administration and support for commercial

private agriculture
* Bulk of MAF budget is still allocated to direct

subsidies for production and processing * Reform existing system of incentives and the
use of MAF budgetary resources

* Some progress with the development of a
public extension systemn but the institutional * Continued support for reform of extension
framework and links with the private sector program
are still weak

* Continued efforts to reform research system
* Efforts to establish an Agricultural Research

Council as the basis for focusing research and * Continued efforts to increase the institutional
linking it with extension have made little capacity for policy analysis
progress

* Complete reform of legislation on seeds and
* Limited MAF response to donor efforts to animal breeding and develop new institutional

increase capacity for policy analysis structures.

* Continued resistance to limiting government's
role in seed and animal breeding to
monitoring and supervision and allowing
private participation
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ESTONIA
Total Population 1.6 mil Agriculture in GDP 1996 4.8% 1995 agricultural output as
Rural Population 28% Food and agriculture in active labor percentage of 1986 levels 47%

(1995) 12.1% 1995 livestock sector as
Total Area 4.52 mil ha. Food and agriculture in export (1996) 16% percentage of 1986 levels 52%
Agriculture area: 1.46 mil ha. Forestry share in exports (1995) 15.8% Share of livestock (1996) 51%

Food and Agriculture in imports Share of independent family farms
Arable land 77.5% (1996) 15.6% in total cultivated land (1995) 29%
Drained 66% Traditionally net exporter of Share of small subsidiary plots in

Orchards 1.0% processed foods: eggs, butter, cheese total cultivated land (1995) 23%
Natural Grassland 21.5% and flax, in 1995 Estonia became a

Forested 44.7% net importer.

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVE
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Completed price and market liberalization Maintenance of an open market-oriented
Framework for with almost no policy distortion. agriculture sector.
Agriculture

A. Prices/Subsidies * All prices are freely determined. * Continue commitment to liberalized prices
and markets.

a No govermnent procurement.
* Avoid introduction of government

* No government price supports. intervention.

* Modest deficiency payments were introduced
for grain producers and dairy cattle in 1998.

* A 25% grant is provided for investments on
a competitive basis as of February 1998.

* Currency has been successfully stabilized.

* Competitive markets have been created based
on minimal barriers to entry.

* Budget fnanced rural credit fund providing
credit with subsidized interest rates to
agriculture and rural areas is still
functioning.

B. Trade Policies * No export or import restrictions on * Remain a completely open economy and
agricultural trade. become a trading center for the Baltic states.

* No tariffs for exports and imports. * Avoid introduction of new protectionist
measures.

* In compliance with IMF agreement.

* Agreements with EU and EFTA countries.

C. Taxation * Principle of equality is prevailing in the * Do not create new distortion by introducing
taxation policy. favorable taxation to certain groups.

* Exemption from income tax for small private
farmers.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORM OBJECTIVE
PROPOSED ACTIONS

2. Land Reform and Land is being restituted but the speed of Viable system of independently operated,
Farm Restructuring reforms is curbed by financial, technical and privately owned farms.

legal impedhnents.

* Nearly all of the assets of state and collective * Accelerate land reform via increasing
farms have been privatized. resources and coordinating activities like

cadastre registration and restitution among
* Majority of the land is still held in various involved institutions.

larger incorporated farms which descend
from the former collective and state farms. * Introduce incentives to register land as soon

as possible, e.g. tax breaks or other financial
* Over 70% of agricultural land is still state incentives.

owned.
Develop framework for a functioning land

* Restitution claims have been settled only for market especially by clarifying leasehold
about 25% of the agricultural area, 50% of rights and obligations, establishing market
the agricultural land has not been claimed. based rental rates for leasehold properties,

and facilitating the transactablity of
* The private farming structure has been leasehold rights.

developing towards smaller sized family
farms with an average size of 24 ha. * Include state land into this market and

resolve the issue of how it will be disposed
* Actual process of formal transfer of land (either sale or long-term leases).

titles to the newly established private farms
has been slower than desirable. * Upgrade and increase efficiency of farm

drainage infrastructure.
* The lack of security and transferability of

leasehold has become a major impediment to * Review present restrictions on foreign
the access of financial markets by those ownership and allow for more foreign
farmers that use unregistered lands. participation.

* Large proportion of the necessary farm * Remove controls on land rents.
drainage infrastructure is in poor condition.

* Maximum land rental is set at 20 % above the
land tax, which implies an artificial upper
boundary at 1.2% of the land value.

3. Competitive Privatization of agroprocessing has nearly been Internationally competitive agroprocessing and
Agroprocessing and completed. efficient services for agriculture.
Services for Agriculture.

* Companies are in the process of adapting to * Remove preferential treatments and open
the market economy, but need significant agro-industry to foreign capital investments.
levels of investment and are highly indebted.

* Foster the establishment of farmers' machine
* Overcapacities in certain processing cooperatives.

industries, e.g. dairy industry.
* Facilitate the upgrading of agroprocessing to

* In some cases, excellent commercial meet European Union standards in all sectors
institutions, often with the participation of still lagging behind.
foreign firms, have emerged.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORM OBJECTIVE
PROPOSED ACTIONS

4. Rural Financing | Banking system has been largely privatized. Sustainable rural ftnancial services.

* Rural financial markets need to be further * Train staff in financial sector to address the
developed. banking and financial requirements of the

agriculture sector.
* Modem banking system is developing.

a Train farmers in preparation of business
* Rural lending has originated almost entirely plans and credit proposals.

from budget financed credit fund at
subsidized interest rates. * Support the emergence of private banking

structure.
* Lending to agriculture and rural sector has

been low, but emphasis has been placed on * Phase-out interest rate subsidies for rural
increasing it. lending.

* Lack of an independent lending tradition * Develop a rural guarantee fund to give
based on risk assessment and risk taking by partial guarantee on rural loans on a fee
banks. basis.

5. Institutional Adjustment of the institutional framework is at Strategic framework for assistance to the rural
Framework a fairly advanced stage. sector.

* Ministry of Agriculture has mainly * Accelerate technological transformation
regulatory functions. according to the needs of the private sector.

* Development of agricultural extension * Set up project related research funding
services will receive public funding from the system, and demand oriented agricultural
agricultural loan. education.

* Reorganized agricultural research and * Focus on rural poverty and regional
education is constrained by a shortage of development.
funds and lacks market responsiveness.

* Improve public and develop private advisory
* Food Quality Control do not yet meet services.

international requirements except in few
sectors. * Establish monitoring and testing capacities

for food quality to meet EU standards.
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HUNGARY

Total Food and agriculture in GDP Agricultural output in 1997 as
Population 10.2 mil 1997 8% percentage of 1990 level 76%
Rural Food and agriculture in active Livestock production in 1995 as
Population 27% labor (1997) 12% percentage of 1990 level 66%
Total Area 9-3 mnil ha Food and agriculture Share of livestock in agriculture
Agriculture in exports (1997) 22% (1995) 45%
area: 6.2 mil ha in imports (1997) Arable area in private use (1995) 98%

Arable land 70% Traditionally net exporter: Share of independent full and part-
Orchards 5% grain, meat, vegetable oil, time family farms in total arable area
Irrigated 3% processed and unprocessed (1997) 49%
Forested 19% fruits and vegetables, wine,

livestock products and poultry.

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-econornic Food and agriculture operates in a Liberal incentive and market system with
F.Macrameworkofor macroeconomic and trade environment with minimal Government intervention.
Framework for direct links to the world market; support
Agriculture programs and import tariffs, however,

represent distortions.

A. Prices/Subsidies * Agricultural producer and consumer prices * Create predictable and consistent system of
were liberalized in 1990-1991. various Government's policy instruments

used in agriculture.
* Producer prices are about 30% below EU

level. * Revise existing support programs and
continue the reduction of budgetary support

* Consumer prices are close to US domestic in real terms.
price level, but below EU levels.

.Agriculture producer prices somewhat * Focus support programs on efficiency
improved in 1995-97 relative to non- enhancement.

agricultural prices. * Avoid the use of minimal price programs and

* Modestly declining, but still significant relate programs, if any, to world market
subsidization of agriculture (about US $500 prices rather than average cost of production.
million, 1.1% of GDP in 1997).

* Market support programs, (47% of total
subsidies) mainly export subsidies, represent
the most problematic component of support
program:

* Structure of support programs is changing in
favor of direct support to producers such as
investment grants and efficiency payments.

* Minimum price programs exist but have not
been effective so far.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVE
PROPOSED ACTIONS

B. Trade Policies * Tariffs for food and agriculture products are * Implement WTO agreements on subsidies
rather high (30-40%). and tariff reduction.

* 8% additional export tariffs was introduced * Remove remaining export licensing and
in March 1995, and it was phased out by quotas.
mid-1997.

* Fully implement anti-monopoly legislation.
* Licensing and quotas regulate the export of a

few products including grain. * Pursue active trade policy to improve market
access for Hungarian food and agriculture

* So called 'Product Councils" incorporating products.
produces, processors and traders work with
the Govermnent in implementing market
intervention and trade policies.

* Hungary became a full member of OECD in
March 1996.

* Hungary's non-compliance with the WTO
agreement regarding export subsidies was a
significant problem for trading partners
within the WTO.

* CEFTA is providing a framework for
increased sub-regional agriculture trade.

* Foreign trade is fully privatized and
demonopolized.

C. Taxation * By 1997 all producers marketing any * Improve tax administration and tax collection
agricultural products were to be registered at in general.
the tax authorities.

* Increase taxation of informal segments of
* Government support programs are providing agriculture while continuing to decrease

benefits, tax returns, nonregistered taxation of formal sector as well as reported
agricultural producers, do not receive any personal incomes.
support.

* Provide increased tax incentives for
* 85% of fuel excise tax is refunded up to 50 investment from properly reported corporate

liters/ha. and personal incomes.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVE
PROPOSED ACTIONS

2. Land Reform and The major initial tasks of land reform are Privately owned smaller and larger viable
Farm Restructuring close to completion. farms as the dominant component of farming

* Land privatization included compensation of system with service and transferable ownership

former owners and distribution of rest of rights.
collective land for members. * Accelerate the processing of titling new

* The compensation was completed by 1997, privatized land.
and 90% of land of new owners was * Amend land ownership and land market
physically identified. regulations by: (a) allowing land ownership

for legal persons (companies and
* Physical distribuion of land for collective corporations); (b) removal of upper limits for

members is lagging somewhat behind. land ownership; and (c) allowing agricultural
land owvnership for foreign citizens.

* First phase of collective farm reorganization
was completed in 1995. Active members * Refine the legal framework for cooperatives
received 41.5%, previous owners 38.7%, in agriculture providing more transparency of
former members 14.4% of assets. ownership and framework for easy further

* The restructuring of new collective structures restructuring and division of cooperative
is continuing, the share of cooperative sector
in arable land use was less than 30% in * Introduce measures to facilitate a speedy
1997. consolidation of land ownership and changes

in farm sizes.
* Initial phase of state farm privatization was

completed in 1996. 28 farms remained in * Develop a strategy for further privatization
majority state ownership (2% of land) out of of remaining state farms.
the initial 121.

* About 50,000 full-time family farms and
about 1.2 million part-time farms cultivate
48.2% of arable land in 1997.

* 18.7% of arable land is used by about 4000
incorporated private larger farms and by the
28 remaining state farms.

* Titling of privatized land is lagging behind.
In mid-1996, 55% of the beneficiaries of
compensation and only 10% of land share
owners received titles. On the whole about
20-25% of agriculture area still requires
titling.

* Land market is constrained by a three year
moratorium on sale of land received dhrough
compensadon, foreigners and legal persons
can not own agriculture land there is a 300
ha upper limit set for individual land
ownership.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVE
PROPOSED ACTIONS

3. Competitive Privatization of agroprocessing/input supply Comnpetitive, privately owned agroprocessing
Agroprocessing and marketing and services is almost fully and input supply.
Services for Agriculture completed.

* Fully implement anti-monopoly
* Upstream and downstream sectors were regulations.

privatized using tenders with entrepreneur
to management and workers to obtain a * Implement EU conform quality and safety
limited percentage of share. standards for agricultural imports and

exports.
* Foreign investors obtained 45 % of

ownership and made significant * Improve contract agreements and market
investments in 1994-96. transparency.

* The upstream and downstream sectors are * Promote research and development of new
demonopolized and competitive. Input products and markets.
supply is integrated into the West
European input supply system. A full
selection of modern equipment and inputs
are easily obtainable alt over the country.

* Gross output of agroprocessing in 1997
was around 95-96 % of pre-reform level.

4. Rural FinancinA An appropriate rmancial system for Viable financial institutions serving the
privatized agriculture is not fully in place. agricultural sector efficiently.

* Financing in agriculture is improving but * Phase out credit subsidies.
still below the needs of a market based
privatized agriculture. * Promote the emergence of competitive

insurance services for agriculture.
* High interest rates and the lack of

collateral seriously limit lending to * Create a framework for use of warehouse
agriculture. receipts.

* 30% interest rate subsidy is provided both
for short term and investment credits.

* Restructuring and privatization of banks
with major portfolio in food and
agriculture in process.

* National system of rural credit
cooperatives was created with EU.

* Mortgage Bank was created in 1997
together with appropriate mortgage laws.

* The use of warehouse receipts as collateral
was introduced in 1997.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVE
PROPOSED ACTIONS

5. Institutional Institutional structure was reformed, quality Promote the use of and support for
Framework public services, however, is not in place. commercial and private agriculture.

* Ministry of Agriculture operates in a market * Complete the reorganization and improve
conform way. quality of public agricultural administration

to the needs of a market economy and
* Education system has been mainly adjusted forthcoming EU accession.

to emerging new conditions.

* Reorganization of the research system is * Complete the reform of agricultural
planned for the near future. education and research.

* Information system required by a market
based agriculture is only partially in place.

* Public activities (government research-
education) in agriculture are seriously
hampered by budgetary difficulties.

* Agricultural extension system was created,
including a system of township advisors and
private advisory services (subsidy is
provided).
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LATVIA
Total Population 2.48 mil Food and agriculture in 1996 agriculture production as a
Rural Population 31% GDP (1996) 9% percentage of 1990 levels 42%

Food and agriculture in 1996 livestock production as a
Total Area 6.5 mil ha active labor (1996) 18% percentage of 1990 levels 34%
Agriculture area: 2.5 mil ha Food and agriculture in Share of livestock (1996) 45%

export (1996) 16% Agriculture area in private use (1996) 88%
Arable land 66.9% in import (1996) 12% Share of private sector in total
Pastures & 32% Traditionally net exporter agricultural output (1996) 95%

Meadows 62% of livestock products: meat,
Drained 43% milk, and eggs
Forested 44%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Almost fully completed liberalization, but with Distortion free, efficient internationally
Framework for relatively high import duties. competitive agricultural sector.
Agriculture

A. Prices/Subsidies * Prices are freely determined. * Keep commitment to liberalized prices.

* No Government procurement quotas. * Foster the development of price infornation
systems for transparent and timely access to cost

* Minimum guaranteed prices for a small changes by all concerned.
quantity of grain set by the Government for state
reserves close to current market prices. * Do not introduce new credit subsidization or

high price guarantees.
* No deficiency payment systems.

* Phase out also all implicit subsidies and avoid
* Direct payment supports (Lat 4 million) for new subsidization of agriculture.
high grade breeds and seeds, and flax in 1996.

* Pressure to introduce EU type protective
measures (Draft law on agriculture).

B. Trade Policies * Export of agricultural products is deregulated. * Maintain an open economy policy to stay
competitive.

* Import regime has become more restrictive
Variable tariff on agricultural import * Rationalize tariffs on low uniform ad valorum
commodities on average 40% ad valorum (import levels and avoid frequent changes to reduce
tariffs for butter and cheese as high as 55%). uncertainty and corruption.

* Not in compliance with IMF agreement except * Uphold IMF tariff, export restriction and
budget deficit ceiling limit. import quota agreements.

* Grain import/export requires licence. * Promote emergence of wholesale marketing by
private traders by providing facilities, and allow

* 3 % tax on grain trading transactions except new free entry to or exit from the sector.
those of primary producers.

* Proceed with demonopolization,
* Temporary export subsidies for dairy products corporatization, and phased privatization of
in 1995. trading enterprises.

* Export taxes on unprocessed logs and animal * Strengthen legal framework to improve binding
hides. of transactions.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORM OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

C. Taxation * Tax burden on farmers is relatively low; tax * Reduce differentiation in tax rates to minimize
exemptions are being phased out (no property tax distortive effects on resource allocation through
on agricultural land, and preference in social unequal burden.
security taxes).

* Introduce a social security system tailored for
the conditions of private farmers.

2. Land Reform and Government committed to transforming A farming system based mainly on private
Farm Restructuring agriculture into an efficient and dynamic ownership of land and a working land market

sector by encouraging the development of a for efficient and fair asset transfer.
market-based, predominantly privately owned
production system, but considerable further * Accelerate land survey, registration and titling
adjustment is needed. to foster the emergence of a land market.

* Significant progress in the privatization of * Establish a consistent land valuation system
agricultural land. and information flow and a formal mechanism for

land transactions.
* Land restitution is at an advanced stage.

* Make leasing rights freely tradeable.
* Newly formed large agricultural joint stock
companies are inherently unstable, because * Complete restitution.
individual shareholders have the right to
transform their shares into physical assets any * Help organize local and regional farmers'
time they like. cooperatives.

* About 75,000 private farms have been * Rehabilitate and modernize key rural
restituted. Only a few claims have yet to be infrastructure, including access roads, electricity,
processed. and water to new private farms.

* Registration/titling is advancing slowly, though * Repair and redesign drainage systems to meet
intensive TA being provided. needs of new farming structure.

* About 65,000 private properties have been
registered in cadastre registration, but full titling
is lagging, and about 43,000 have been registered
in the land book.

* Clear formal mechanism for valuation, buying,
and selling of land is missing and prevent the
development of fully functioning land markets.

* Drainage systems do not meet the needs of
smaller privatized farms and require
rehabilitation or comprehensive repair and
maintenance, also to curb negative environmental
impact.
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3. Competitive Good progress in privatization of agro- Efficient, privately owned agrobusiness firms
Agroprocessing and industries. subject to market forces, and agroprocessing
Services for Agriculture. industries with high quality products which

* Almost the whole large-scale state and can compete in world markets.
collective agroprocessing industry is privatized.

* Complete the privatization of agroprocessing
* Small-scale businesses have started to emerge. industries including the fully state owned

enterprises.
* The agro-industries have suffered reduction in
capacity utilization by 30-50% and lack modem * Continue a policy that effectively stimulates
equipment and design. competition.

* Development of the quality of both existing * Design and implement a program to encourage
and new products through innovation is limited. rural SME development

* Quality control and measuring systems are * Support for restructuring and capitalization of
inaccurate or not working at all, limiting export enterprises based on their competitive merits.
opportunities.

* Create an environment favorable for foreign
* Development of marketing infrastructure in the investment.
food chain stays behind the needs of the large
number of snaller farms and enterprises. * Support development of a commercial network

of private input and output markets.
* Anti-monopoly legislation exists, but not
strictly enforced * Support the introduction of product quality

control and inspection systems that meet EU or
US standards as soon as possible to gain access to
these markets.

* Facilitate farmer/processor/consumer market
information systems.

4. Rural Financing A private banking system is emerging with Viable fimancial institutions serving the
mixed results. Strengthened bank supervision agricultural and rural sector efriciently.
capacities in the Central Bank are needed.

* Implement generally accepted accounting and
* Only limited availability of medium/long-term external audit principles.
rural credit to the agricultural sector through
commercial banks. * Strengthen prudent banking regulation and

supervision.
* Credit is available for the agricultural sector,
particularly for the newly emerging private * Train loan officers in agricultural lending
farmers, but lenders lack knowledge about including credit risk assessment and portfolio
agricultural loan handling. management.

* Assist new private farmers in start-up period
with provision of credit, training, and services.
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5. Institutional Emerging large number of private farms face Efficient and effective public sector
Framework insufficient support services, including administration and support for private

extension and research. agriculture.

* Government structure has not been adjusted to * Reorganize the Ministry of Agriculture and
the needs of reformed agriculture regional agriculture administration according to

the needs of a market economy.
* Newly created private farms have only little
farming and farm management skills; technical * Encourage and strengthen research system to
assistance is needed to develop institutional and focus on applied research, transfer and adoption
human capacity to support emerging private of foreign technology, and the design of cost
entrepreneurs. effective extension activities.

* Latvian Agricultural Advisory Service * Continue to develop independent effective and
(LAAS) was established in 1992 and has been far reaching sector farm management and
receiving substantial TA from bilateral and technical advisory services as well as agricultural
multilateral sources. extension services suitable to all possible sizes of

private farms.
* Agricultural research and education lacks
incentives for coordination and problem * Reorganize and strengthen linkages between
orientation, research topics, curricular need to be research, teaching, and extension to increase
updated for applicability. effectiveness and efficiency.

* Strengthen the capacity for market-oriented
policy analysis.
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LITHUANIA
Total Population 3.7 mil Food and agriculture in GDP Agricultural output in 1996 as percentage of
Rural Population 32% 1996 10% 1989 levels: 58%

Food and agriculture in active Crop production 72%
Total Area 6.5 mil ha labor force (1996) 24% Livestock production 44%
Agriculture area: 3.5 mil ha Food and agriculture in Share of livestock in agriculture (1996) 45%
Arable land 84% export (1996) 17% Agricultural area in private use (1996) 88%
Orchards 1.7% in import (1996) 13% Share of family private farns in total

Pasture 14.3% Traditionally net exporter of agricultural output (1996) 75%
Forested 32% livestock and dairy products

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Significant but incomplete liberalization of Distortion free, efficient and internationally
Framework for agricultural markets: competitive agricultural sector:
Agriculture

A. Prices/Subsidies * Major reform of price support systems in * Continue liberalization of prices and
progress, reducing the number of products discontinue all govermnent purchase for domestic
covered and focusing on higher quality products. market regulation purposes

* Quotas for which minimum prices were paid * Develop an agricultural policy strategy for
under the minimum marginal price program were shifting agricultural support away from direct
drastically reduced. subsidy and price control toward a focus on

efficiency enhancement.
* A grant system to improve productivity is
becoming the major component of the
agricultural support program.

* Agricultural budget for agricultural subsidies
was reduced. Reduction in budget for
agricultural subsidies reached 16.2% in real
terms.

B. Trade Policies * Limited progress in re-orienting the country's * Remove all quantitative (non-tariff) trade
agricultural exports to non-FSU. restrictions (including temporary export ban on

wheat).
* Tariff on agricultural commodities ranging
from 10%-30%. * Rationalize tariffs on low uniform levels and

avoid frequent changes to reduce uncertainty and
* A temporary export subsidy for beef and dairy corruption, and uphold IMF tariff, export
has been approved in early 1997. restriction and import quota agreements.

* Remaining export bans were converted into * Improve legal framework supporting trade,
export tariffs of not more than 60% with the especially the domestic and international payment
exception of sugar. system.

* Product markets are constrained, particularly * Promote emergence of wholesale marketing by
at peak harvest time, due to lack of storage private traders by privatizing remaining state
facilities (e.g. perishable goods). facilities.

C. Taxation * Until 1997 farmers have not had to pay land * Develop a transparent agricultural taxation
ownership tax or income tax. without discrimination.

* Fuel excise tax is partially refunded to
agriculture producers.

* A new tax system for private agriculture will
be introduced in 1997.
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2. Land Reform and Government committed to transforming A farming system based mainly on private
Farm Restructuring agriculture into an efficient and dynamic ownership of land and a working land market

sector by encouraging the development of a for efficient and fair asset transfer.
market-based, predominantly privately owned
production system, but the progress to date * Speed up land survey registration and titling
has been mixed. service as a priority to developing a fully

functional land market.
* Significant progress in the privatization of
agricultural land. * Take steps to shorten the registration time for

associations and cooperatives of private farmers
* Restitution began but was suspended in early by reviewing registration procedures.
1997 when the laws were changed to broaden and
improve the procedures. Restitution resumed in * Establish a framework for consistent land
July 1997. valuation and for the dissemination of land

market information.
* The removal of the moratorium on land
ownership by local legal entities is being * Improve the design of the legal and
considered. institutional framework that provides for

financially sound mortgage operations.
* Special privileges for agricultural companies
(i.e. large-scale farms) to lease land for another 5 * Formalize clear rights to own and sell land and
years expired at the end of 1996. allow sales of land.

* In 1997 there were about 196,000 private * Improve tradability of leasing rights by
farms, holding about 42% of available increasing efforts to ensure land markets
agricultural land, 342,700 household plots function.
accounting for 24.5 % of agricultural land.

* Promote new roles for western type
* A significant proportion of arable land was left cooperatives in agriculture.
idle due to lack of inputs and working capital,
uncertainty over property rights, and poor * Provide support for the further transformation
drainage conditions. of agricultural companies ('bendroves').

* Clear legislation on land registration and
transactions are missing and delay development
of fully functioning land markets.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

3. Competidve Considerable progress in legal reforms, but Efficient, privately owned agrobusiness rrms
Agroprocessing and lack of enforcement and limited progress in subject to market forces, and agroprocessing
Services for Agriculture privatization of large-scale agro-industries. industries with high quality products that can

compete in world markets.
* First phase of privatizing agroprocessing is
nearly complete. By the end of 1997 only 8% * Develop a policy that effectively stimulates
of shares will be owned by the state, farmers competition policy and actively removes
will own 44% and employees 48%. monopoly distortions.

* A draft law to make farmers' shares in food * Sell remaining state shares of agroprocessing.
processing companies tradable under the same
conditions as shares in other companies is being * Create transparent ownership in
considered. agroprocessing enterprises where primary

producers own more than 50% of the shares.
* Foreign participation in marketing
agroprocessing is minimal. * Foster the start-up of new commercial

ventures based upon new agricultural and
* The agro-industries are over-sized and agroprocessing technology.
inefficient with outdated technology and
equipment. * Create farmer/processor market information

systems.
* The increasing emergence of private
entrepreneurs is bringing about an increased * Modify transport, storage, and
level of competition as a result. communications facilities.

* Development of the quality of both existing * Expand and upgrade public facilities for
and new products through innovation is severely output marketing (farmers' markets, etc.).
curtailed, thus reducing export opportunities.

* Bankruptcy laws have been enacted and the
special treatment clause which continued to
protect agroprocessing industries was phased out
in July 1994.

* The problem of delayed payments to farmers
is still widespread, although laws were enacted
in 1994 which require agroprocessing
enterprises to pay farmers within 15-30 days.

* Development of information system and
marketing infrastructure in the food chain is
largely behind the needs of the large number of
smaller farms and enterprises.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

4. Rural Financing Creation and development of a sound Viable financial institutions serving the
fmancial system is under way, but is greatly agricultural and rural sector efficiently.
interfered and hampered by ad-hoc
Government intervention and a lack of long- * Implement generally accepted accounting
term capital and knowledge about loan principles.
handling.

* Strengthen prudent banking regulation and
* Sufficient credit is available for corporate supervision.
farms, while only limited credit is available for
the bulk of private farmers. * Train loan officers in agricultural lending

including credit risk assessment.
* Almost complete absence of medium/long-
term rural credit to the agricultural sector that * Phase-out remaining subsidized credit and
suffers from a severe lack of productive assets eliminate ad-hoc injection of credit from the
and capital, and the full range of inputs. budget.

* Significant progress in the privatization of * Facilitate the emergence of rural credit
banking institutions. cooperatives.

* Rural Credit Guarantee Fund was created in
1997.

* Subsidized credit from the budget is reduced
to short-term seasonal credits in 1997.

5. Institutional Framework Emerging large number of private farms face Efficient and effective public sector
insuMficient support services, including administration and support for private
extension and research. agriculture.

* Although the Lithuanian Agricultural * Reorganize and strengthen problem and long-
Advisory Service (LABS) is developing well, term prospect focused research system.
some aspects of the farm extension system
remain underdeveloped, and there is a need to * Further develop a private sector farm
increase the flow of information from research management and technical advisory service as
and education organizations to the advisory well as agricultural extension services.
service and farmers.

* Continue to emphasize ecologically sound
* Research direction of state research institutes production systems.
and universities is only slowly changing from
the old axioms in agriculture towards support
for the new emerging farm systems and
products.

* Institutional strengthening of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry and downsizing of the
Ministry was implemented in early 1997.
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MACEDONIA, FYR
Total Population 2.2 million Food and agriculture as percentage Agricultural output in 1996 as
Rural Population 45% of 1996 net material product 15% percentage of 1989 level 90%

Food and agriculture in active Livestock production in 1996 as
labor (1996) percentage of 1989 level 80%

Total Area 2.0 million ha. Food and agriculture in exports 9% Share of livestock in agriculture
Agriculture area: 1.2 million ha. (1996) (1996) 35%

in imports (1996) 19% Private agricultural area (1996) 80%
Arable land 44% Traditionally net importer of grain, 30% Share of independent private
Orchards/Vineyards 15% sugar, vegetable oil and livestock farms in total arable area (1996) 80%
lIrigated 18% products. Share of private sector in total
Forested 35% agricultural output (1996) 65%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic A standing agreement with the Fund and Bank Maintain agreed macroeconomic
Framework for Agriculture exists on a viable, medium-term macroeconomic framework

framework
A. Prices/Subsidies a Government-financed price premiums for wheat, * Maintain a formula linking the

sugarbeet, sunflower, and other oilseeds and milk guaranteed base prices for wheat and
will not exceed 1995 levels. tobacco to world market prices so that

* Fixed retail price of a standard loaf of bread such prices shall not exceed 100
changed to a price cap. percent of the world market prices in

1997 and 70 percent thereaRter.
* Retail prices for basic foods have been freed,

except for the standard loaf of bread. * Remove the price cap on the standard
loaf of bread when the anti-monopoly

* Fertilizer subsidy and seed rebate were eliminated. law is in place.

* Guaranteed prices eliminated for sugarbeet and * Eliminate credit rebates for agricultural
sunflower. Government is no longer under production
obligation to award price premiums for sugarbeet,
sunflower, other oilseeds and milk, and such
_ rymentq neniet in May 19Q7

B. Trade Policies * Customs harmonized tariff in place except those * Remove remaining import quotas
established by international treaty or for goods for except those justified on security
humanitarian purposes. grounds.

* Implement improvements in duty draw
back scheme.

* Constrain export subsidies to 1997
level and remove remaining export
quotas except those justified on
security grounds.

* Establish in a trade policy unit that
would monitor the countiy's trade
regime, assess any proposals for
change, and act as a focal point for the
country's accession to membership in
the WTO and EU.

C. Taxation * Implicit taxation of primary products is being
eliminated through fixed prices.

* Fanners are exempt from income tax and there is
no land tax.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

2. Land Reform and Farm Land is mostly under private ownership, but Fully functioning land market and
markets are not functioning. privatized farms.

Restructurine

* 80 percent of the arable land is under secure * Develop a law on land use that does
ownership by private farmers. not allow for Government dictation of

cropping choices by farmers.
* Draft law on land use (I 1/98) incomplete

* Complete the privatization of the Agri-
* Land markets are "sticky," i.e., there are high kombinats (20% arable land).

friction costs involved with the sale, rent or lease
of land. * Improve the operations of the land

registration system to facilitate land
* The law for privatizing the agri-kombinats has sales.

been passed but not yet implemented.

* Private farmers on the average are small.
However, in order to take advantage of economies
of scale many farmers "informally" aggregate
land in to larger operational holdings. This
practice was not encouraged in the past and is not
legally recognized.

3. Competitive Agricultural chemicals and vegetable seed largely Greater development of private sector
Agroprocessing and supplied by the private sector. input supplies.
Services for Agriculture.

* Agricultural implement dealers limited. * Pass enabling legislation that
. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~encourages a broadening and

deepening of the private sector seed
* Agroprocessing mixed with the dairy industiy industry.

rapidly privatizing, but cold storage, canning and
wine making still largely dominated by the agri-
kombinats.

* Private, refrigerated trucking companies rapidly
becoming more important.

* The supply of the seed of field crops dominated
by Government Institutions and/or agri-
kombinats.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

4. Rural Financing No formal rural financial intermediation services Development of financial intermediation
exist and rural residents have difficulty in accessing services that inspire confidence.
bank credit due to lack of collateral. Because of
past experience, rural residents distrust the existing * The development of savings and loan
formal banking system. There is evidence of associations, or savings cooperatives,
relatively high rural savings rates. should be pursued.

* Given the level of uncertainty, rural residents * Given the long lead time necessary to
prefer to keep debt levels low or none existent and develop a strong fnancial system,
will self-finance new investments such as barns, implementation of an agricultural
cattle, production supplies, etc. There is no inputs guarantee program would
evidence, except among the agri-kombinats or support input suppliers, for example, in
their successors, of constraint on credit funds. tapping outside capital sources to

enable supply dealers to extend
* The biggest need for investment and working suppliers credit to producers.

capital important for the agricultural sector lies
with the upstream, e.g. input suppliers, machinery
sales, etc., and the downstream, e.g., marketing
and processing entities, etc.

5. Institutional Framework Ministry of Agriculture retains a semblance of Reorientation of the Ministry of
ministry of production from the centralized system. Agriculture from one of intervention to

one of support for private, market driven

* The agricultural research system is starting to agriculture production, including the
rTheoagrientural breseakuprfc Ygosla system isstartprovision of timely market information,
reorient following breakup of Yugoslavia system. adequate analysis of the implications of

public policy choices in the agricultural
sector.

* The extension system is adapting to demand
driven system with enactment extension law 1/98.

.* Restructure the agricultural research
system so that it is relevant and

* The agricultural university system is largely out of sustainable for a small country that
date and is out of touch with the requirements for needs to be flexible in responding to
a market economy. new market opportunities, and

opportunities presented by new,
* New Veterinary Law (11/97) encourages technological innovations and/orencourages ~~~dramnatic shifts in real or relative

development of private practices; strong interest prics.
being shown in most areas. prices.

* Modernize the course offerings and
course contents of the Agricultural
Faculty so that they are relevant and
responsive to the needs of a market
economy, particularly with respect to
economics and marketing.
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POLAND
Total Population 38.6 mil Food and agriculture in GDP 1995 14% Output Ratios 1993 /1989:
Rural Population 38% agriculture alone 6% total agriculture 85%

agriculture alone in 1989 13% crops 90%
Total Area 31.3 mil ha Food and agriculture in active labor livestock 79%
Agriculture area: 18.7 mil ha (1995) 31% Share of livestock in

agriculture alone 26% agriculture (1993) 42%
Arable land 77% Food and agriculture in exports (1995) 9%
Orchards 2% of which to EU 55% Avg. per cap. real farmer
Meadows & of which to FSU 31% income '93/'88 40%
Pastures 21% Food and agriculture in imports (1995) Inter-sectoral terms of trade

Forested area: 27% of which from EU 10% (output/input prices) 1995 48
Sales food proc./all industrial sales 49% [1986 = 100]
(1995) 20%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Market liberalization is advanced, although ad- Limited intervention; a rule based safety net
Framework for Agriculture hoc protection and support are obtained for catastrophic occurrences only; reform of

periodically by selected products, companies farmers' social security and the tax regime
and sub-sectors.

A. Prices/Subsidies * Support for agriculture is in 4 categories: (i) * Make price support rule based, linking it to an
direct subsidies to the farmers' social security objective measure, such as border prices and
system, (ii) price support and intervention with sufficient average difference between
purchasing, (iii) input subsidies and (iv) intervention and market prices to allow the
subsidies for farm modernization and rural market to operate. Limit price support to key
infrastructure. In addition, state agencies commodities.
provide preferential credit and credit * Reform farmers' pension system which now
guarantees on commercial loans. Total budget costs over 70% of the total budget of the
transfers have decreased in real terms by Ministry of Agriculture and Food Economy
about 1.5% yearly in the last 4 years, (MAFE), while contributions cover less than
excluding the off-budget support by the state 10% of costs.
agencies. The total budget for agriculture
represents about 2.5% of GDP. * Discontinue distortionary and opaque support

* Support prices are defended by the state given by state agencies.
marketing agency (ARR - Polish acronym) o Restructure the Agricultural Marketing
for: bread wheat, rye, butter, skim milk Agency (ARR - Polish acronym) into an
powder, beef and pork carcasses, sugar and implementation office for CAP directives;
potato starch. phase out the national food security stocking

* PSEs, in 1994, were 21%, almost totally program.
attributable to price support (CSEs were -
18%).

* There is overlap between market intervention
and government purchases of national food

reserves, decreasing the transparency of
support.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORM OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

B. Trade Policies * As signatory to the WTO agreements, Poland * Resist demands for protection; interpret what
has abandoned quantitative import restrictions is allowed under WTO conservatively and
and variable levies, but is allowed tariff insist on quantified economic justification for
protections similar to those of most WTO all tariffs proposed; incorporate estimates of
countries. The average weighted tariff on real exchange rate in evaluations.
agricultural and food products is almost 24%, * Do not raise protection to EU levels, in spite
up from almost 20% pnor to the WTO of expected imminent accession, since (i) it is
agreements. a (downward) moving target, (ii) it would

* A 10% duty on grain imports was reinstated slow down needed structural changes and (iii)
by government decision of 1/28197. A 20% the fiscal cost would be prohibitive.
duty was suspended in April 1996. The tariff * Evaluate the long-term prospects for the sugar
does not apply to durum wheat, maize and sector, assuming EU accession; make a plan
soybeans. for its rationalization based on full

* The sugar support regime is copied from the privatization and phasing out of export
EU, with WTO allowed subsidized export subsidies.
quotas (about 120,000 tons in 96/97, less than
half the previous year's). Export subsidy is
paid from domestic consumer levy.

C. Taxation * No income tax on revenue from most * Agriculture derived income above a threshold
agricultural operations. should be taxed.

* A land tax is levied on agricultural holdings * Corporate tax on cooperatives should be
as a function of soil type; selected abolished; profit distribution should be
investments can create a tax deduction obligatory, with limited retained earnings

* Rural cooperatives are taxed as corporations, allowed [US sub-chapter S corporate structure
this perceived as double taxation [corporate could be a guide]
income tax plus personal income tax on * Introduce VAT on inputs and products so as
dividend or profit distribution] by members. to comply with EU tax rules.

* 3% duty on all imports, to be lifted in 1997. * Levy agricultural tax only on land actually

* Tariffs on agricultural product imports are under production, so as to create incentive for
being reduced 100/Ayear, as of July 1, 1995. voluntary set aside.

* No VAT on farm inputs and equipment; but a * Introduce a pollution tax based on mineral
proposal to introduce a 7% VAT tax in 1997. book keeping to discourage misuse of

fertilizers.
* Zero VAT rate on agricultural products to be

maintained at least till 1998, to allow for
creation of VAT collecting rural institutions.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORM OBJECTIVES

____________________________ _ PROPOSED ACTIONS

2. Land Reform and Farm Production on the 18% of arable land that used Complete privatization of former state farms;
Restructuring to be in State farms has been privatized, but accelerated land consolidation and

ownership of that land is less than 10% private. development of land market.
The average size of private farms, on the
remaining 82% of arable land, is only 6 ha, in
an average of more than 5 parcels.

* All assets and liabilities of former state farms * Speed up and complete the privatization of
were transferred, in Jan. 1992, into a state ownership of former state farm land; consider
owned, off-budget, holding company, APA. auctioning off the rights to privatization,
Privatization of land and other assets, within prescribed guidelines, to private land
principally about 1,000 agro-processing development companies operating in the local
enterprises, has been slow; debts are not being land market. Develop a sunset policy for APA
serviced. and amend its by-laws accordingly.

* In addition to the assets of the former state * Improve the operation of the land market by
farms, APA also received custody of the Land (i) fomenting the creation of a real estate
Fund, consisting of a large number of, usually brokers association, (ii) assist with the
small, parcels of land, handed over to the state development of information on land
as a condition of eligibility for a full state transactions and on offers and requests for
pension. This system of "a pension for land" land and (iii) improve the agility of
remains in existence. (retirees are allowed I registration of land transactions.
ha.] * Separate all aspects of land taxation from

* About 70% of arable land in APA's holdings those pertaining to the land market.
is leased, often to small associations of * Develop a potentially effective program of
individuals that used to manage the state land consolidation, fully integrated with the
farm; most of the rest is fallow. land market.

• Privatization of land is hindered by: * Integrate the lands obtained from aspiring
reluctance to break-up large farms, pre- retirees into the land market, directly and
nationalization claims, political opposition through the consolidation programs.
against privatization and associated land sales
to foreigners, and by vested interests of APA
staff.

* Land holding, and production, structure on
the 80% of agricultural area in private hands
is archaic, reminiscent of the situation in most
of Western Europe immediately after the
second world war. Land consolidation is less
than 20,000 ha annually.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORM OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

3. Competitive Delays in privatizing agroprocessing; Complete privatization and harmonization of
Agribusiness System. emergence of new private sector processing; rules, regulations, standards and controls with

large border trading companies have emerged the EU and support the development of interest
from the human and goodwill assets of former associations and market instruments
state trading monopolies; agriculture service
sector, notably marketing, remains weak.

.. Privatizatio remains * be completedinthe Develop a divestiture plan, with target
* Privatization remains to be completed in the deadlines, for all remaining state owned agro-

cereals, sugar, fruit and vegetables and meat industry enterprises, including privatization,
processing subsectors. bankruptcy and sales of assets.

* Delays in privatization have maintained high * Develop a timebound implementation plan for
cost enterprises, creating opportunities for the part of the EU's "acquis communautaire"
new private entrants to exploit attractive that pertains to the food processing industry,
margins. This, though, puts a question mark including the creation and adaptation of
on the industry's competitiveness. institutions and associated training and staff

* Standards and quality control remain to be development.
adjusted to the requirements of a competitive * Assist with the creation of wholesale markets,
market, with emphasis on the EU's "acquis warehouse receipts and commodity futures
communautaire." Industry interest contracts.
associations that should undertake some of
that work and lobby govemment for the rest * Support the development of interest
are still embryonic. associations in agribusiness activities.

* Apparently large and well endowed and * Study the likely competitiveness of Poland's
connected trading companies may pose a risk agro-processing sector within an enlarged EU.
of monopolization of certain trades. The same
companies are increasing their holdings of
agribusiness assets, often as successors to
state ownership.

4. Rural Finance The dominant institution in rural finance, the Viable rural finance system, served by agile
Bank for Food economy (BGZ) remains in state financial institutions, incorporating the
hands; interest rate subsidies are still used; traditional rural cooperative banks.
private banking for rural finance remains
highly selective. * Resolve the core structural weaknesses of

* The former rural finance monopoly, BGZ, BGZ, both operationally and in its portfolio;
still has a large portfolio of non-performing privatize the bank.
assets belonging to forner or current state * Discontinue interest rate subsidies and the
owned enterprises. Repeated recapitalizations special government guarantees for BGZ
have absorbed the equivalent of $1.2 billion deposits.
in budgetary resources.

* Create ways and means to give rural
* A new cooperative banking law, introduced in municipalities access to the capital market.

June of 1994, effectively cements BGZ's
position as the apex of a three tier cooperative * Develop a system that will allow
banking system, with about 1,200 rural disbursements of expected future EU
cooperative banks. A rival system based on structural funds through rural financial
about 300 rural cooperative banks struggles in institutions.
the absence of official support. * Discontinue the credit guarantee operations of

* The limited rural financial intermediation ARR, ARMA and APA, in favor of one
leads to a preponderance of cash transactions transparent program operated by an
and savings that are held in cash or in accredited financial institution.
physical assets.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORM OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

5. Institutions Institutional restructuring has been substantial Modification of institutions dealing with the EU
and meaningful; selected adaptations to EU and changes in practices and methods of
requirements are now needed. operation in step with structural changes in

production and landholding.

* The Ministry of Agriculture and Food * Continue and strengthen the on-going
Economy (MAFE) was restructured under the program of institutional adaptation to the
MAFE and lately further streamlined as part requirements of the "acquis communautaire."
of overall restructuring of government. The . Bring all institutions under the purview of
Minister is at the same time one of three government by making them "on-budget" and
deputy premiers. have foreign support for them flow through

* In hindsight it may be questioned whether the budget.
sunset policies for APA, ARMA and ARE, * Make personnel remuneration in selected
included in their acts of establishment, would institutions market based, rather than being
not have been preferable over the current determined by general civil servant rules, so
open ended existence. as to attract and keep "the best and the

* The extension service was essentially brightest." This is of particular importance in
recreated with a dual emphasis, on technical view of the upcoming negotiations for EU
matters and on business matters. membership.

* Important institutions remain dependent on, * Complete the reform of agricultural education
often foreign, off-budget resources for their and associated research.
existence. This keeps them sometimes de- . Study the expected future direction of
facto out of the mainstream of agriculture agricultural research in Poland, both private
policy making and development. and public, in support of the development of a

* The MAFE has taken an important initiative research strategy.
in 1996, to restructure the curricula of the
agricultural high schools so as to make it
more relevant to contemporary conditions.

* The budget squeeze on institutes of higher
learning has forced its management into
entrepreneurial activities, bringing more "real
world" focus into that part of academe.

* The agricultural research establishment,
notably government's 42 breeding farms,
maintains institutions and practices that
appear archaic but that may still be
appropriate given the archaic nature of
production and landholding of the vast
majority of Polish farms.
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ROMANIA

Total Population 22.68 mil Food and agriculture Gross Agricultural Output (GAO) in 1995 as
Rural Population 45.1% in GDP 1994 28.8 % percentage of 1990 level 100.8%
Total Area 23.8 mil ha Food and agriculture Livestock production in 1995 as
Agriculture area: 14.8 mil ha m active labor (1995) 34.0 % percentage of 1990 level 92.3%

Arable land 63.1% Food and agriculture Share of livestock in agriculture a
Orchards, vineyards 3.9 % in exports (1996) 8.7 % % of GAO (1995) 40.4%
with Irrigation Facilities 13 % in imports (199) 7.4 % Arable area in private use (1996) 73.0%

w/o Irrigation 1.8% Traditionally net exporter: live cattle and Share of independent full and part-time family
sheep, meat (pork, beef, poultry), farms in total agricultural area (1996) 54.4%

Forested 28.1 % grains, sunflower oil, wine

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBIECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Food and agriculture operates in a Liberal incentive and market system with
Framework for macroeconomic and trade environment with minimal Government intervention. Support
Agriculture direct links to the world market. Lack of for the development of private market

private market institutions, price organizations, market information systems and
transparency, high transport costs and poor better infrastructure and logistics.

=_____ _ 7logistics inhibit market development.

A. Prices/Subsidies * Gradual price liberalization started Oct-90. * Create predictable and consistent system of
Agricultural producer and consumer prices various Government policy instruments used
were liberalized Feb-97. No minimum price in agriculture.
schemes.

* Revise existing support programs and
L Producer prices are around their border continue the reduction of budgetary support

parity, and below EU levels. Large share of in real terms.
the production is not marketed. Consumer
prices are at their export parity, or slightly * Focus support programs on efficiency
above in the case of importables, but below enhancement.
EU levels.

* Regional price variation is significant, due to * Avoid the use of minimal price programs and
high transport costs, poor logistic and related programs, if any, to world market
arbitrage. Absence of market information prices rather than average cost of production.
system contributes to regionalization of
domestic trade in food products. * Develop and support initiatives for market

information system (price and output).
* Intention to institute a minimum price

scheme for wheat starting 1997/98.

* Subsidies for agriculture reduced in 1997.
However, they still account 2% of GDP
(about 4000 bln. lei, equivalent of USD 570
million). One third of the subsidies have
been used to pay contingent liabilities for
1995/6 harvest (interest rate subsidies,
arrears for producer subsidies like
premiums).
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

B. Trade Policies * Tariffs for food and agriculture products * Pursue the reduction in import tariffs further,
reduced from a trade-weighted average of to achieve a trade-weighted average of 22 %
80% to 27% starting Jun-97. in 1998.

* Licensing and quotas for exports and imports * Pursue active trade policy to improve market
removed starting Jun-97. Preferential import access for Romania food and agriculture
quotas maintained in the framework of the products.
bi- and multilateral trade agreements.

* Romania joined CEFTA in 1997; the
agreements with CEFTA, EU and Moldova
are providing a framework for increased sub-
regional agriculture trade.

* Agricultural foreign trade is fully privatized
and demonopolized.

C. Taxation * Agricultural taxes are generally lower than * Improve tax administration and tax collection
other sectors. Profit tax on primary in general.
production is 25%, versus 38% the regular
rate. Some agricultural products are either * Increase taxation of informal segments of
tax except, or benefit from a lower rate of agriculture while continuing to decrease
VAT. taxation of formal sector as well as reported

personal incomes.
* An 'agricultural revenue tax' was legislated

in 1995, but not implemented. The tax is * Provide increased tax incentives for
based on the land owned / it is a land tax. investment from properly reported corporate
However, until 1999 the tax will not be end personal incomes.
applied.

* Informal sector, that accounts of most of the
agricultural production, it is not taxed.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

2. Land Reform and A land reform was legislated in 1991, and its Privately owned smaller and larger viable
Farm Restructuring implementation is close to completion. farms are the dominant components of

Amendments to the land reform, to increase farming system with service and transferable
the scope of the 1991 restitution, are expected ownership rights.
in March 1998.

* Accelerate the processing of titling new
* The land under former collective farms was privatized land.

restituted to the former owners and their
heirs, or given to the workers of the * Amend land ownership and land market
collective farms, under the 1991 land law. regulations by: (a) allow land sales (b)
About 9.3 million ha were or wiU be rapidly to allow locators to possess their
restituted to about 4.7 million persons. land; (c) clarify ownership rights of
About 70% of the claimants bave definitive remaining land under state companies so that
titles. this may be privatized; (d) allow more

* In Oct. 97, the Parliament adopted a Law on flexible land leasing procedures.
the legal circulation of the land that removed * Introduce measures to facilitate a speedy
the moratorium on the land sales. consolidation of land ownership and changes

in farm sizes.
* About 2.2 million ha, situated mainly in the

mountain and hilly areas, was not * Develop a strategy for further privatization
collectivized during central planning. The of remaining state farms.
owners have full ownership rights over the
land, and it is operated as small-scale family
farms.

* The privately-owned land is organized in
small-scale farms and association (formal -
commercial company-like, and informal).
Out of the total 10.5 million ha 0.8 million
are organized into formal associations
(averaging 500 ha each), 1.4 million ha into
informal associations (about 95 ha each) and
8.3 million ha under peasant households
(farms of 2.3 ha each).

* The private sector accounts for 80% of the
gross agricultural output.

* The state-owned farms administer about 1.7
million ha of arable land. At the beginning
of 1997, there were about 499 vegetal state
farms (with arable land) and 112 animal
farms (mainly in pig and poultry production,
without arable land). Privatization started in
the animal farm sector, but it is blocked in
the vegetal farm sector due to unclear
ownership of state land.

* The Govermment intends to transfer the use
of the state land in private management,
using various land tenure arrangements (sale,
lease, concessions). Pilot privatization of 50
state farms expected to begin 1998.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

3. Competitive Privatization of agroprocessing, input Competitive, privately owned agroprocessing
Agroprocessing and suppliers, storage and services was slow until and input supply.
Services for Agriculture. 1996. An impetus to the privatization process

occurred in 1997. * Accelerate the privatization in animal farms,
mechanical service provision, storage, and

* As of Aug-97, out of a total no. of 534 food industry.
companies in agro-industries, 184 were
privatized. The most advanced subsectors * Start the privatization of vegetal farms.
are breweries, milling and baking and edible
oil plants. Lagging behind is the * Continue the privatization of food industry.
privatization of sugar and tobacco industry.

* Implement EU conforming quality and safety

* The certified seed business was organized standards for agricultural imports and
within two commercial companies, exports.
producing grain and oilseed varieties, and
vegetable seed varieties. The grain certified * Improve contract discipline and market
seed producer is in the process of being transparency.
reorganized into smaller companies and * Promote research and development of new
privatized. The vegetable seed producer now products and markets.
has mixed ownership.

a Around 70 storage companies are * Reform the land reclamation agency (RAIF)*~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ ~n otherd 7As turning themme inoromane
.successors" of a national parastatal. While and other RAs, tuoncmg them into compaies
44 of them were included in the mass that operates on commercial principles.
privatization program and have some
dispersed shareholdership, no sale of shares
to strategic investors occurred until Oct-97.
The Government committed to privatize 50
of them by July 1998.

* 70% of the Agricultural Service Companies
were privatized, and all of them are
advertised for sale.

* The upstream and downstream sectors are
demonopolized. However, the slow
privatization pace in some subsectors
combined with the dominance of the MEBO
privatization method in others, blocks the
infusion of capital in these companies, and
maintains obsolete production methods, high
costs and significant marketing margins.
Competition is at the very beginning in the
sectors where the price controls were
removed only in Feb-97 (bread, meat, milk
and dairy products).

* Gross output of agroprocessing (except
tobacco) in 1996 is around 65 % of the 1991
level.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

4. Rural Financing An appropriate financial system for privatized Viable financial institutions serving the
agriculture is not in place. agricultural sector efficiently.

• Up to 1996, most of the agricultural lending * Phase out credit subsidies.
was provided through directed credit lines
from National Bank of Romania, * Develop banks network serving rural areas.
intermediated mainly through Banca Agricola
and backed-up with state guarantees. In * Promote the emergence of competitive
1996, laws and regulations instructed banks collateral services for agriculture (accept
to lend to clients that had not repaid previous land as collateral; develop the warehouse
loans. Despite the preferential interest rates receipts system; start collateral registration;
(often with negative real rates), the collection adopt a good collateral law; develop
rate for agriculture was worse than in other commodity exchanges)
sectors (60-70%). NBR-supplied credit
contributed significantly to inflation, * Develop credit cooperatives and other low-

cost financial intermediaries in rural areas.
* In 1997, 1050 Bln Lei (150 mil. US$) was

placed on the budget and lent for grain
planting (550 Bln Lei) and purchase of wheat
for domestic bread-making (500 Bln. Lei).
The credit was intermediated at marginal real
positive rates through 7 banks. Banks were
responsible for borrower selection and
repayment of the loan at maturity. Bonuses
were given to the banks that lent to risky
sectors, and to the borrowers if they repay at
maturity. Loan collection by Sep-97 was
reported to be over 90%.

* The Government intends to continue this
mechanism in 1998.

* Credit cooperatives serve rural household
mainly in household credit. There is a draft
law for the split-up of the credit from
consumer cooperatives.

* High interest rates and the lack of collateral
seriously limit lending to agriculture.

* Restructuring of the Banca Agricola is in
process; its bad loan portfolio, estimated at
3500 Bln Lei, is being reincorporated in the
public debt.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

5. Institutional Institutional structure was recently reformed, Promote the use of and support for
Framework quality of public services, however, is not in commercial and private agriculture.

place.
* Complete the reorganization and improve

* Ministry of Agriculture renounced to its quality of public agricultural administration
former roles in price control or supervision to the needs of a market economy.
and direct distributor of subsidies, for
market-oriented functions such policy * Complete the reform of agricultural
formulation, extension, research, market extension and research. Establish a
information, rural development. sustainable research framework.

* Reorganization of the extension system is * Provide assistance in the development of the
planned for the near future. producer associations, stimulation of farmer

marketing and input purchase cooperatives.
* Information system required by a market

based agriculture is only partially in place. * Support productive investment in
infrastructure for grain marketing and for

* Public investment in agricultural irrigation.
infrastructure is not prioritized on the basis
of cost-benefit analysis.
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SLOVAK REPUBLIC

Total Population 5.4 mil Food and agriculture GDP (1995) 5.6% Agricultural output in 1995 as percentage
Rural Population n.a. Food and agriculture in active labor of 1987-90 average level 80%

(1995) 8.5% Livestock production in 1995 as
Total Area 4.9 mil ha Food and agriculture in exports percentage of 1987-1990 average level 65%
Agriculture (1995) 6.0% Share of livestock in agriculture (1995) 42%
area: 2.5 mil ha in imports (1995) 8.2% Agricultural area in private use (1995) 81%
Arable land 65% Traditionally net importer: grain, Share of independent private farms in
Orchards 4% sugar, vegetable oil and livestock total arable area (1995) 9%

Forested 39% products. Share of private sector in total
agricultural output (1996) 86%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Stable macroeconomic environment and Distortion free market and incentive system.
Framework for Agriculture advanced structural reforms. High growth

rate of 7.4%, declining unemployment of
10.9% and inflation of 6% (1996 figures).

A. Prices/Subsidies * Prices have been liberalized in 1990/91 but * SFMR is tuming into an obstacle to market
some distortions persist through border development and ways to make its interventions
measures and govemment subsidies. less frequent and more predictable should be

considered.
* Subsidies declined by 50% since 1990.

Measured by the Producer Subsidy * Gradual expansion of private sector trade activity
Equivalent, aggregate support to is needed to improve efficiency. With greater
agriculture declined from 60% in 1990 to reliance on private trade, modem market-based
28% in 1995. risk management techniques (e.g., hedging of

price risk) would soon develop.
* State Fund for Market Regulation (SFMR)

intervenes to stabilize prices of sensitive * Minimum prices should be de-linked from
commodities such as wheat, pork and production cost and their level should be
poultry. gradually reduced.

* Minimum prices for main agricultural * Dairy quota should be phased out.
products are set at the beginning of the
planting season for specific quantities and * Income support payments to marginal areas
quality standards. They cover 90% of should be gradually modifies from a per hectare
estimated average production cost, basis to targeted support programs.
assuming average yields and taking into
account EU prices.

* Milk is regulated by a system of fixed
administrative prices combined with a
premium to producers and an annual
production quota of 900 million liters.
Annual surplus of about 25 percent is
exported as dry milk with subsidies.

* About 30 percent of agricultural subsidies
is in direct payments to marginal areas.
Other subsidies are scattered in a number
of small commodity specific programs.
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PROPOSED ACTIONS

B. Trade Policies * Import protection is limited and gradually * Export subsidies should be phased out
phased out following WTO commitments.

* Most export and import licenses are automatic
and for registration purposes only.

* Export licenses are non-automatic for
sensitive products such as cereals and flour,
sugar, oiseeds and dry milk.

* Average weighted import tariff for
agricultural products is 6.9% (1992)
excluding temporary import surcharge of
10%. Export surcharge phased out on
January 1, 1995.

C. Taxation * 6% VAT for agricultural and food products,
23% for other products.

* Agriculture benefits from several exceptions
to the Slovak tax code and tax reductions
(e.g., 50%/ fuel tax rebate for farm vehicles).

2. Land Reform and Farm Transformation of collective farms and the Effieient, internationally competitive private
Restructuring privatization of state farms and most services farms and an active land market.

have been completed. However, it will take
more time for the new owners to turn obsolete * Land ownership in cooperatives is highly
production facilities Into efficient enterprises fragmented and ways to facilitate

consolidation should be considered. One
* Following their legal transformation in option is to enable active members to swap

January 1993, most cooperatives have entitlements for subsidies for payments to buy
remained much the same as before. - out land owners.
Cooperatives cultivate 70%/O of farmland.

Ownership consolidation is essential for
* Land market is dormant because of excessive reducing land transaction cost, activation of

fragmentation of ownership and high the land market, and acceptance of land as
transaction cost. However, land use has not collateral.
been affected by restitution as most land is
leased and remains in large contiguous plots
of at least 50 hectares.

* Administration of land registration has
improved considerably.

* Restructuring and ownership consolidation of
cooperatives is forced by poor financial
performance either through voluntary
reorganization or bankruptcy.

* Privatization of state farms almost completed.
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PROPOSED ACTIONS

3. Competitive Privatization of agroprocessing and services Competitive and privately owned
Agroprocessing and has been completed. New owners will have to agroprocessing and input supply.
Services for Agriculture. reduce cost and improve efficiency to maintain

their market share against growing foreign * Continue to resist pressure by special interest
competition. for protection against foreign competition.

* Most agro-industries and services struggle * Continue to improve the enabling
with weak management, growing debt, and environment for business activity.
declining labor productivity.

* Organized wholesale and retail markets for
agricultural commodities and food are yet to
develop. Food distribution systems are
inefficient, transaction cost are high. For
example, gross margins for basic
commodities such as wheat are at least twice
as high as in developed market economies.

* Foreign participation in agroprocessing
privatization has been modest.

4. Rural Finance High risk stemming from undercapitalization, Access to credit should be improved using
ongoing consolidation of ownership, high debt, market-based instruments and techniques, and
and poor credit history, all mitigate against an efficient universal banking system.
better access and more favorable credit terms
in agriculture. * Use of land as collateral is vital for

agriculture to obtain better access to long-
* About 80% of financial needs in agriculture is term investmnent financed by bank credit.

covered from own-resources and 20% by
commercial credit. * Speed up bankruptcy procedures and imnprove

protection of creditors in cases of credit
* State Support Fund for Agriculture and Agro- default.

industries (SSFAA) supports medium- and
long-term investment in agriculture and agro- * Phase out interest rate subsidies.
industries by interest rate subsidies (5%
annual rate) and credit guarantees. * Promote the emergence of competitive

* Working capital financing is offered against insurance services for agriculture.
pledges on future crops guaranteed by
commercial banks through forward supply
contracts with processors.

* SFMR is a source of working capital
financing as farners can sign contracts for
future delivery against an advance to finance
inputs.

* Preparation of legal amendments and new
laws is underway to improve collateral law
including land mortgage law.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS PROPOSED ACTIONS
OBJECTIVES

5. Institutional Consolidation and adjustment of main Best practices in other countries should be
Framework agricultural institutions has been largely applied, where appropriate, to improve

completed. efficiency in the provision of "public goods" to

* Number of staff in agricultural and food agriculture.
industry research establishment declined by
50% between 1990 and 1995. * No specific recommendations have been

made.
* Excessive but inefficient research facilities

have been either closed or transformed into
consulting services on a commercial basis.

* Academy of Agricultural Sciences has taken
over a coordinating and financing role in
research.

* A new concept for agricultural education is
under preparation by a joint effort of the
Ministry of Agriculture and the Chamber of
Agriculture.

* Institutions to monitor and enforce quality
and health standards have been made more
efficient but more needs to be done to meet
strict EU requirements.
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SLOVENIA
Total Population 2.1 miul Agriculture in GDP 1995 4.4% Agricultural output in 1995 as
Rural Population 48% Food and agriculture in active percentage of 1990 level 110%

labor (1995) 10.4% Livestock production in 1995
Total Area 2 mil ha. Food and agriculture in export as percentage of 1990 level 90%
Agriculture area: 0.9 mil ha. (1995) 4% Share of livestock in

Food and Agriculture in imports agriculture (1995) 47%
Arable land 28% (1995) Arable area in private use

Orchards 0.1% Traditionally net exporter of hops, 8.5% (1995) 100%
Forested 30% wine, fruits, beef, eggs, and Share of independent full and

poultry. part-time family farms in total
arable area (1995) 90%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic The macroeconomic and trade environment in Redesign trade policy for agro-food products
Framework for Slovenia is widely liberalized. Import according to WTO requirements. Abolish State
Agriculture protection and state intervention still cause monopolies. Prepare Agricultural Policy for EU

major distortions for agriculture and rood Accession
industry.

A. Prices/Subsidies * Parts of price policy heritage from former * Improve market structure and foster the
political and economic system development of market functioning

* Internal markets for grain (wheat and rye), * Speed up full liberalisation of domestic
sugar, and milk not liberalised agricultural and food markets

* Total budgetary support amounted to 15% of * Support product marketing and support
net value added of agriculture in 1994 establishing regional and national trade marks

* Overall PSE coefficient sums up to 40% * Focus on direct support instead of price
support

* Prepare CAP implementation according to
CAP 2000 Reform:
- set up a lean market intervention agency,
- stepwise abolish state grain and sugar

monopoly,
- liberalise milk retail market,
- organise price and market regulation in a

transparent and systematic way
B. Direct * A systematic approach is lacking * Shift from price intervention to direct support

Support and by 3-5 years budget programs for agriculture
Structural (like US farm bill)
Policy

Compensation * Product specific subsidies do not exist * Abolish stepwise input subsidies
Payments * Introduce lump sum payments per ha in

* Input subsidies for different agricultural combination with maximum livestock per ha
products are paid (2 - 2.5 LU), based on defined programmes,

* Assess the "need" of compensation payments
for farmers during CEFTA liberalisation and
EU Accession

Investment Policy * Investment promotion is based on interest rate * Clearly define objective of investment
subsidies, which are not well targeted programs

* Selection of areas and criteria for support are * Limit State support on investments improving
sometimes contradictory agricultural competitiveness
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORM OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

C. Trade Policies a Border Protection is still the most important * Actions to be carried out simultaneously:
instrument, with high tariffs and some non- * Fully comply with WTO commitments,
tariff barriers. * Preparation for CEFTA agricultural Free

* Main Trading partners are former Yugoslavia Trade in 2000,
and EU * Preparation for EU accession

* Since October 1994, Slovenia is member of
GAIT and became a founding-member of
WTO

* A free trade agreement has been signed with
EFTA countries

2. Land Reform and Land privatized but land market not fully Increase land mobility to improve farm sizes
Farm Restructuring developed

* Use land taxation to encourage land
* Average private farm size is four hectare consolidation
* Dispersed structure of plots * Restructure state land agency
* Land prices approach the highest levels in * Complete land register as soon as possible

Europe
* Cadastral register is incomplete hindering

land mobility
* Limited mobility of land

3. Competitive Enterprises are partly efficient and Improved farm efficiency; transformation of
Agroprocessing and internationally competitive, but vestiges of old co-ops and preparation for EU accession.
Services for Agriculture system hinder progress

Farm Profitability
* Farm income is mostly much below the * Promote joint use of machinery (machinery

defined "parity income level" circle)
* Widespread over-mechanisation * Start information campaign on cost reduction
* Lacking knowledge of modern marketing and and productivity improvements in the

business practices different production areas
* Lack of co-operation in product marketing * Support production of high quality instead of

and input purchase mass production
Agricultural Co- * Weak economic performance of co-operatives * Revise the legal and organisational

operatives with limited value added framework for co-operatives
* Status of co-operatives are one major * Transform existing co-operatives to real

constraint to develop competitive up- and marketing co-operatives
downstream sectors * Support specialisation and market activities of

agricultural co-operatives

Agro-industries * Operating in a monopoly or oligopoly * Provide information on legal, hygienic, and
structure health standards of EU

* Support vertical and horizontal integration
* Increase product quality
* Accelerate move to EU quality standards
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORM OBJECTIVES
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4. Rural Financing General banking system is active in rural Fully functioning and viable rural financial
lending but the general problem of high interest system
rates is affecting rural economy

* Agricultural Credit co-operatives focus too
narrowly on agriculture. Mostly active for * Analyse the real bottlenecks of the rural
disbursement of state support financial system

* Weakness: they do not add significant value * Assist farmers and other rural entrepreneurs
added in terms of financial intermediation to in defining viable investment projects
the agricultural and rural sector * Support the change of approach from an asset

* Lacking investment possibilities in agriculture based to a concept (business plan) based
is less a phenomena caused by missing credit lending approach
resources than economic situation of farming
and small structure of production

5. Institutional Framework Institutional Framework is slowly adjusting to Efficient and effective public sector
full market-based conditions. administration and support for commercial and

private agriculture.

* Intemal and external communication and Co- * Clearly define responsibilities for agricultural
ordination is weak in governmental work policy and the role of the MAFF and MOERD

* Centralisation of public activities (which is * Strengthen the professional and
the main objective of administration) is the administrative capacities of the MAFF
wrong approach * Outsource, there appropriate, selected

* Responsibilities and division of tasks between services from MAFF
MAFF and MOERD are unclear * Contracting specific tasks (information, food

* The representation of professional interest in quality, policy analysis and preparation of EU
the policy making process is weak negotiations)

* Independent NGOs are not covering the full * Strengthening of MAFF's staff and NGOs to
spectrum of agriculture and food activities address the dialogue with foreign partners in

* Role of State and public services in Slovenia
agriculture is not clearly defined * Develop efficient procedures for the dialogue

with EU and other international partners in
order to reduce paper work and
communication costs

* Involve professional organisations,
universities, NGOs in consultation,
organisation and implementation of public
activities in the field of agriculture and rural
development

* Take care that public administration is in
balance with the size of the sector

* Clearly define the role of the planned
agricultural chamber

* Establish a multi- institutional but
independent agricultural policy analysis and
rural development centre, with high degree of
flexibility
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ARMENIA
Total 3.7 mil. Food and agriculture in Agricultural output in 1996 as percentage
Population NMP* 1996 37% of 1988 level 86%
Rural 31% Food and agriculture in Livestock production in 1996 as
Population active labor (1996) 37% percentage of 1988 level 64%

3 mil ha Food and agriculture in Share of livestock in agriculture (1996) 38%
Total Area 1.4 mil exports (1996) 5% Agricultural area in private use (1996) 32%
Agriculture ha in imports (1996) 37% Share of independent private farms in
area: Traditionally net importer: total arable area (1996) 65%

35% grain, sugar, vegetable oil Share of private sector in total
Arable land 5.5% and livestock products. agricultural output (1996) 99%
Orchards 15%
Irrigated 11%

Forested

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Market liberalization is advanced, although Distortion free marketing and incentive system.
Framework for some delays in full completion.
Agriculture

A. Prices/Subsidies * Agricultural producer and consumer prices * Phase-out all subsidies to irrigation, and increase
were deregulated in 1992. water charge recovery rates up to 80-90%.

* State orders (state tasks) set for grain and * Discontinue preferential sales of grain and flour
some other major products were eliminated in to state-owned grain milling and baking enterprises.
1995.

Introduce an adequate "social safety net' of
* Subsidization of agriculture has largely been subsidies targeted to low income and vulnerable
discontinued, however subsidization of irrigation consumers.
water still exists.

* Domestic grain price adjusted to border price.

* Underdeveloped markets and limited demand
keep producer prices, except grain, under
border prices.

* Profit and marketing margin control in the
food processing industry has been removed.

B. Trade Policies * Grain and other commodities for state * Proceed with demonopolization, privatization of
reserves are procured by commercial methods. remaining state trading enterprises.

* Export ban on grain products removed. * Pursue active trade policy to improve market
access for Armenian food and agricultural products,

* Food exports no longer require licenses. especially in republics of the FSU and Central and
Eastern Europe.

* Tariffs reduced to low and uniform rates.
C. Taxation * 20% VAT (farms are exempt). * Larger private farms should be incorporated into

the regular business tax system.
* Over-taxation of food processing by a rather * Simplify and reduce taxation in agroprocessing
complicated system. and proinote investments in tax incentives.

Net Material Product
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORM OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

2. Land Reform and The most comprehensive land reform in FSU Individual private farming is the predominant
Farm Restructuring transferring most of arable and perennial structure in the farming system, with secure and

crop areas to private farmers. transferrable ownership rights.

* Agriculture was decollectivized in 1991. * Develop and implement a property registration,
and information system to provide security of

* About 20% of arable land is kept in state tenure, full information on property transactions,
reserve. and a basis for real estate taxation.

* Reserve land is utilized by leasing and is to be * Lengthen lease periods and privatize reserve
sold to private farmers. land.

* Pastures and meadows remained largely state * Prepare and implement a program to promote the
and municipality owned, with some being sold emergence of land markets to support land
while most are leased. consolidation and the move towards a more efficient

holding structure.
* Land sales are allowed; however, market for
land and leasing is developing slowly. * Rearrange responsibilities for providing social

services in rural areas and guarantee the
* Law creating legal conditions for a land continuation of rural social services after transfer.
market was adopted in December 1995.

* Establish competitive land mortgage and credit
* Technical conditions (titles, registration systems.
system) for a functional land market are not in
place. About 100,000 titles were issued by * Create a framework conducive to organizing
early 1998. local and regional service cooperatives.

3. Competitive Delays in privatizing agroprocessing and Competitive, privately owned agroprocessing and
Agroprocessing and services for agriculture. input supply.
Services for Agriculture.

* Agroprocessing privatization was not part of * Complete privatization of agricultural
the original agricultural reform package of processing.
1991.

* Establish feasible and reasonable quality and
* The privatization of agroprocessing and input safety standards for agricultural imports and
supply is part of overall privatization program exports.
that was accelerated significantly in 1995-1996.

* Acquire technical assistance and training in
* Out of 220 agroprocessing plants, 200 have enterprise management.
been privatized.

* Promote joint ventures to tap foreign expertise,
* The grain industry is covered by current technology, capital, and provide access to foreign
privatization programs. Most bakeries were markets.
privatized by 1997.

* Promote research and development of new
* Foreign participation in the agroprocessing products and markets.
privatization is modest.
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4. Rural Financing Lack of an appropriate financial system for Viable financial institutions serving the
privatized agriculture. agricultural sector eEficiently.

* Financing in agriculture is not adjusted to the * Do not use fiscal means involving financial
needs of a market based privatized agriculture. institutions to sustain the operation of state

enterprises critical to food security.
* High interest rates and the lack of a
registration system restricts the use of land as * Promote growth of ACBA and other rural savings
collateral and seriously limits lending to and credit societies.
agriculture.

a Promote the emergence of competitive insurance
* Restructuring of Armgrobank is in process. services for agriculture.

* Establishment of the Agricultural Cooperative
Bank of Armenia (ACBA) is complete and rural
lending has been initiated through dollar
denominated loans and in local currency.

5. Institutional Adjustment of institutional structure is slow Efficient and effective public sector
Framework and constrained by budgetary difficulties. administration and support for commercial and

private agriculture.
* New Ministry of Agriculture and Food
Industry was created. * Complete the reorganization of public

agricultural administration to the needs of a market
* Education system has been partially adjusted economy.
to emerging new conditions.

* Complete the reform of agricultural education
* Reorganization of the research system is and research.
currently taking place.

* Promote the establishment of a system to provide
* Public activities (government research- for technical assistance for enterprise restructuring.
education) in agriculture are seriously hampered
by budgetary difficulties.

* Armenian agricultural extension system was
created but does not cover the whole country
yet.
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AZERBAIJAN
Total Population 7.5 mil
Rural Population 44% Food and agriculture in GDP 27 % Food production index in

1994 1995 63
Total Area 8.6 mil ha Food and agriculture in active 38 % (with 1989-91 levels= 100)
Agriculture area: 4.4 mil ha labor force (1994)

Arable land and Traditionally net exporter of
Permanent crops, 45% cotton, fruits and vegetables to

incl. former Soviet Union Countries
Irrigatible land 20%

Permanent pasture 50%
Forested 13%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic After several years of delay a rapid process of A distortion-free, efficient and
Framework for agricultural reforms has been followed since 1996. internationally competitive agricultural
Agriculture sector

Key reforms to date include:
A. Prices/Subsidies * Agricultural sector policies within

* complete abolition of the state order system macroeconomic policy framework aimed at
limiting the upward movement of the

* the break-up of most state and collective farms exchange rate (Dutch disease) to maintain
and distribution of arable land to households agricultural sector competitiveness

* distribution of most livestock to households * Defme extent and mechanisms for
subsidization of the irrigation system

* removal of quantitative controls on external within context of establishment of a
trade in agricultural products cost-recovery system

* domestic price liberalization and the
privatization of most agro-industrial enterprises
through direct, voucher and auction sales

B. Trade Policies * The foreign trade regime and the associated * Adopt a consistent trade regime based on
payments systems has been largely liberalized, international competition with tariffs limited
leading to the development of world-market to anti-dumping (genuine cases only) and a
related domestic price structures for most low uniform revenue generating tariff to be
commodities eliminated as oil revenues supplement the

govermnent budget
* cotton exports for the 1997 crop still channeled

through Agroincom * irnmediate independent assessment of
current wheat and wheat flour imports to

* strong pressure for protection of the wheat examine dumping claims
producing and processing sectors as imports * appoint independent external inspectors to
depress domestic prices. verify external trade quantities and prices

* pursue longer term aim of joining WTO
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C. Taxation * Inputs and outputs subject to 20% VAT * Government to develop a medium and
longer term fiscal strategy for the

* Farmers with incomes above a minimum agricultural sector defining the planned
threshhold pay income tax under a progressive change in the net resource flow to the sector
rate structure. The top marginal rate is 40%. as oil revenues come on stream.

* Land tax is based on the region, quality of land,
and use (arable, fallow, perennial crops).

2. Land Reform and Government committed to transforming A working land market for efricient and fair
Farm Restructuring agriculture into an efficient and dynamic sector asset transfer and a socially acceptable land

by encouraging the development of a market- consolidation process.
based, predominantly privately owned production
system, with rapid progress in land distribution in * Further acceleration of land registration and
1998. titling services as a priority to developing a

fully functional land market.
* Significant progress in the privatization of

agricultural land. State Land Committee and * Establish a framework for consistent land
Land Institute have made substantial progress in and asset valuation and for the dissemination
establishing a Lands Registry which issues legal of land market information.
land titles and constitutes the national land
cadastre. * Strengthen the legal and institutional basis

for the leasing of land.
* Effective Distribution began after Land Reform

Law was passed (July 1996) with accelerated * Improve the design of the legal and
speed from January 1997 onwards. Data institutional framework that provides for
processing demands of the system are extensive financially sound mortgage operations.
and are creating delays in the issuing of titles.

* Establish efficient arrangements for the
* Apart from a 5 % "land reserve" all arable land sustainable management of state and

is to be distributed to private farmers. All other municipal lands i.e. pastures and forests.
lands including pastures are allocated to the state
and the municipalities. An efficient system of * Ensure equal rights for farmers within and
future pasture management is yet to be outside of transitional collective farms and
established. abolish disincentives to farm independently.

* By end-October 1997, 28,000 farms (with an * Promote new roles for western type
average of 4 family members) representing cooperatives in agriculture.
80,000 ha had gained legal title. A much larger
number is already farming their assigned plot of
land.

* Resulting farm sizes are very small and often
not viable to support farm families.

* The system of land quality valuation and
distribution is not always considered fair. The
same applies to the distribution of assets where
distribution procedures sometimes favor rent-
seeking behavior of ex farm managers. Even
after land and asset distribution the incentives
are strong to remain in some transitional form
of collective farm.

* There is no evidence of a functioning lease
market for land. _
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3. Competitive Privatization of agro-industry is proceeding Reestablish an export led diversified product
Agroprocessing and rapidly, with major industries such as the State base in agriculture. This will require rapid
Services for Bread Concern and the cotton processing sector productivity growth in the agro-processing
Agriculture almost fully privatized. sector to regain markets and to offset the

expected upward movement of the manat as
* Slower privatization progress in some remaining oil revenues increase.

sub-sectors, including tobacco, fruit canning,
wine and spirits * Complete privatization agro-industry to

include productive capacities currently
* Permissive approach to foreign investment, but retained in public sector (cattle breeding,

actual investment mainly in cotton ginning to seed multiplication)
date

a Adopt a permissive attitude to post-
* Little progress yet in recovering market share in privatization rationalization in key over-

FSU markets lost since 1992 sized industries such as grain processing

* Major industries, including grain nilling and * Further develop the framework for
processing have over-capacity, especially in attracting foreign investment in agro-
light of high growth of imports of grain and processing
flour products, leading to strong political
pressures for protection * Sell remaining state shares in agro-

processing
* Basic legal framework for private sector agro-

industries still highly inadequate, inhibiting * Create a support service to accelerate
access to bank credit private sector investment in agro-processing

* Inadequate or non-existent market information * Review cotton industry after first full year
and support services for producers and the of privatization to determine if there is a
marketing chain need for regulatory framework to control a

cotton processors oligopsony

* Azerbaijan State Wheat Reserve Agency
given private sector supply capacity. If
possible abolish the Agency.
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4. Rural Financing The former rural credit system has collapsed, A private sector-based rural fiuancing system,
with the main institution, Agro-Prom Bank, based on indirect channels of credit to
under Central Bank led restructuring. There are producers via processors and input and
no local providers of longer term credit for the service suppliers rather than on direct credit
sector channels to household farms.

* Continue the restructuring program for
* Emerging privatized farms have neither the AgroProm Bank and clarify its post-

experience nor the asset base for borrowing restructuring role in rural finance. Define
from financial institutions its policy for future lending to the farm

sector (if any)
* Some signs of processors providing crop input

credit, especially in the cotton sector * Central Bank to establish clear legal
framework for credit unions and other

* The commercial banking sector is itself going grass-roots savings/credit organizations
through a rapid process of restructuring with the
number of operating banks reducing sharply. * Improved supervision and regulation of the
Few banks lend to the agricultural sector, commercial banking sector and measures to
preferring the higher and less risky returns in ensure compliance by participating
trade and oil industry financing commercial banks in on-lending schemes for

the agricultural sector
* No existing basis of grass-roots savings and

credit institutions and recent attempts to start * Government to avoid a top-down approach
credit unions have met legal obstacles to directed development of the credit union

sector and to allow gradual development
based on active grass-roots participation

5. Institutional Re-organization of MOA under preparation; Review the role of government, notably in key
Framework however, other state organs with a role in subsectors such as seed production, livestock

agriculture (irrigation and veterinary state development and irrigation. For seed and
committees in particular) not reformed yet and livestock, this could be part of the
weakly coordinated with MOA. preparation of development strategies.

* New institutions needed to manage irrigation * A subsector review is long overdue for
and drainage networks. irrigation.

* Sector still lacks a capacity for policy making * Establish a strong capacity in MOA or
and for producing reliable statistics on private Cabinet of Ministers for policy making;
agriculture. develop new statistical instruments.

* Most production and commercial functions in * Develop an essentially private farm advisory
agriculture have been removed from service and market information system, first
government. However, this has not occurred in on a pilot basis at regional level.
seed multiplication, livestock breeding and
veterinary services. * Develop a strategy for the development of

farmer-oriented adaptive research and the
* Farmers face insufficient support services, restructuring of the national agriculture

particularly regarding technical & management research system.
advice as well as market information.

* Review the legal/regulatory framework on
* Institutions responsible for pest/pesticide control, property rights,

monitoring/regulating natural resource veterinary medicine, etc. Review existing
management, plant/animal diseases and strategies for controlling quarantine pests &
trade/use of related drugs have not adjusted to diseases.
the context of private farming. However, new
laws have been passed on seeds, plant/animal
property rights, and plant protection.
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BELARUS
Total Population 10.3 mil. Agriculture and Forestry in Agricultural and forestry output in 1994 as
Rural Population 32% GDP (1995) 24% percentage of 1990 level 72%

Agriculture and Forestry in Livestock production in 1995 as percentage of
Total Area 21 mil ha. active labor (1996) 20% 1990 level 57%
Agriculture area: 9.4 mil ha Food and agriculture in Share of livestock in agriculture 1994 42%

exports (1994) Agricultural area in private use (1996) 16%
Arable land 67% in imports (1994) 5% Share of independent private farms in total
Orchards 2% Traditionally net exporter of 25% agricultural land (1996) 1%

Pastures/meadow 33% livestock products, potatoes, Share of private sector in total agricultural output
Forested 36% and flax. (1996) 40%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSEDACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Agricultural markets are Govermnent Competitive and functioning agricultural
Framework for controlled to considerable extent. markets without Government intervention.
Agriculture

A. Prices/Subsidies * Progress in reforming the agribusiness sector * Place any necessary state procurement on the
has been made at the national level by reducing base of competitive open bidding.
and removing administrative controls over
pricing, processing, procurement and * Continue with liberalization of all prices and
distribution. eliminate regional interference from agricultural

markets.
* State procurement of major agricultural
products at cost based recommended prices is still * Measures are needed to loosen the hold of the
in place. regional administrations and their agriculture

departments over enterprises in the sector, in
* Producer prices have been decontrolled; order to ensure that the state's laws on price
however, government intervention in selected liberalization are respected.
agricultural markets remains strong.

* Phase-out producer subsidies.
* Accomplishments at the national level are still
incomplete and are being undermined at the * Eliminate all formal and informal barriers in
regional or Oblast level by the local domestic trade.
administration.

* Ensure food supply and a minimum safety net
* Some remaining floor and indicative prices are for the poor.
often enforced by regional authorities as
mandatory prices.

* Significant subsidization of agriculture (about
7% of GDP in 1996).

B. Trade Policies * Export quotas with licensing for many plant * Refrain from intervening in agricultural import
products, especially grains and rapeseed. and export markets with the exception of

interventions acceptable under the WTO.
* Minimum export price for selected food
products were introduced beginning 1995. * Eliminate minimum export price requirement.

* Customs union with Russia abolished all * Introduce low and uniform tariffs to all
border controls and increased import duties to countries and remove quantitative restrictions on
non-CIS countries by 15% points on average. exports.

* VAT on exports have been eliminated for * Break up monopolistic trading organization
exports to non-CIS countries.

* Privatize all trading enterprises to eliminate
* Surrender requirement exists for 50% of implicit defacto price controls by state owners.
export eamings.
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C. Taxation * Overall tax on wages of approximately 40% is * Guarantee the consistency of agricultural profit
almost the same as in other sectors. tax with the rest of businesses like food industry.

* Profit tax rate of up to 30% for non- * Fair and non-discriminatory system of
agricultural businesses like food industries. Half taxation.
reduction of rates for profits of small enterprises
with less than 25 employees or less than 10 in
trade sector and for profits from exports (all
enterprises).

* 15% payment from profits to the
Centralization Fund of the Ministry of
Agriculture.

* Land tax of about US$ 0.6 - 3.5/ha is adjusted
________________ . annually.

2. Land Reform and Land reform and farn restructuring are still A farming system based mainly on private
Farm Restructuring at a very early stage. ownership of land and a working land market

for efficient and fair asset transfer.
* Restructuring and privatization of large-scale
farms moves very slowly (but these farms * Develop a consistent framework for
produce major share of output of selected restructuring and privatization of large collective
products). and remaining state owned farms.

* Most of state farms were transformed into * Develop and implement a consistent policy to
collective agricultural enterprises without privatize the land of large farms.
changing the mode of operation.

* Support emerging private farming and
* Number of small private farms is minimal and guarantee fair conditions for those who wish to
increasing slowly (less than 1% of cultivated land start individual farming.
belongs to them).

* Allow downsizing of livestock sector.
* Housing and household land, about 15 % of
total agricultural land, was given for full private * Create the legal and technical conditions for a
ownership. functioning market for agricultural land.

* Private land ownership is maximized at 1 ha * Develop mortgage procedures for land, other
per person, however, can freely be traded. real estate, and moveable assets. The mortgage

law would allow lessees to mortgage their
* Rest of agricultural land remains in state leasehold interest.
ownership.

* Adopt a resolution to establish a single registry
* Government intends to provide long-term lease of land and other real estate.
rights for the large farms and not for the
individual members of these farms, as well as for * Develop an enabling environment to stimulate
individual farms. increased off-farm employment in rural areas.

* About one third of large farms are in serious * Safeguard an acceptable level of rural social
financial condition. services during the period of restructuring and

privatization of large-scale farms.
* Land titling and registration practice required
by a functioning land market does not exist, i.e.
there are major impediments to the transfer of
land.
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PROPOSED ACTIONS

3. Competitive Little progress, as major privatization Competitive, privately owned processing, input
Agroprocessing and program has yet to come. supply and service subsectors.
Services for Agriculture

* Nearly all of the enterprises in the agriculture * Implement an overall program of privatization
input and food marketing subsectors are still without delay in agroprocessing and input supply.
owned and operated by the state-owned
companies or by the local municipality. * Demonopolize state corporations (associations)

and privatize them individually by plant or unit.
* The privatization of agroprocessing and input
supply industries is progressing slowly. * Open participation in privatization for all

investors.
* Many enterprises have been corporatized and a
few also privatized. * Adopt anti-monopoly legislation.

* The stated objective was to complete the * Facilitate foreign investment by implementing
corporatization process in agro-industry by 1996. foreign investment laws.

* Under the existing privatization scheme, * Remove all explicit and implicit price controls
collective and state farms shall become major in concert while assuring a competitive market
shareholders of food processing plants. structure.

* State procurement at unprofitable rates still in
place for selected commodities.

* Minimal foreign participation in the process of
privatization.

4. Rural Financing Existing financial system subsidizes the Viable fmancial institutions efficiently serving
agricultural sector. the agricultural sector.

* Both primary agriculture and agroprocessing * Prepare an action plan to revitalize fmnancial
have serious liquidity crises and rely on services.
Government credit and directed credit from the
banking system. * Implement pilot projects to establish village

credit unions.
* Effective private agricultural banking system is
absent. * Restructuring of Agrobank is needed.

* Phase-out subsidized credits to agricultural
producers.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

5. Institutional The role of the government in agriculture has Efricient and effective public sector
Framework not changed appreciably since the initiation of administration and support services.

the reform.
* Prepare and implement a program of re-

* Only minor changes in the Soviet type organization of public administration in
Government structure related to agiiculture. agriculture.

* Research/education system has not been * Simplify the structure of governmental
adjusted to emerging new conditions. organizations corresponding to the reduced role

of the public sector responsibilities in agriculture.
* Public activities (government research-
education) in agriculture are seriously hampered * Review the agricultural education and research
by budgetary difficulties. system.

* Western type agricultural extension system * Support the emergence of private farm
does not exist. advisory services.

* Strengthen infrastructure and transportation
systems in the rural area.
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GEORGIA
Total Population 5.4 mil Food and agriculture in GDP (1997) 28% Agricultural output in 1997 as percentage
Rural Population 44% Food and agriculture in active labor 1989 levels 43%

(1993) 33% Livestock production in 1997 as
Total Area 7 mul ha. Food and agriculture in exports percentage of 1987 level 64%
Agriculture area: 3 mil ha. (1996) 16% Share of livestock in agriculture (1994) 44%

in imports (1996) 25% Agricultural area in private use (1996) 24%
Arable land 26% Traditionally net exporter of wine, Share of private sector in total

Orchards 11% processed and fresh fruits, agricultural output (1994) 85%
Irrigated 45% vegetables and tea

Forested 40%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Liberal agricultural markets mainly free of Competitive and functioning agriculture
Framework for Governmnent intervention. markets, without Government intervention.
Agriculture

A. Prices/Subsidies * Producer prices have been liberalized and * Abstain from direct price interventions.
minimal government intervention on agricultural
markets. * Phase out remaining producer subsidies

(water).
* Control of energy prices is being gradually
readjusted to reach cost recovery levels.

* Subsidization of water charges is the last
remaining producer subsidy.

B. Trade Policies * State order system for agricultural products * Refrain from intervening in agricultural import
was abolished in late 1995. and export markets with the exception of

interventions acceptable under the WTO.
* 12% uniform tariff on imports. (Trade with
CIS countries is duty-free). 5 % on selected * Proceed in the process of accession to the
capital goods, raw materials, and medicines. WTO.

* Tax on exports was eliminated in late 1994. * Ensure that all state agricultural procurement
is executed on a competitive basis.

* Liberal export policy with no licensing for
most agricultural products. * Maintain low and uniform tariffs and no

quantitative restrictions or taxes on exports.
* Most agricultural products are traded on
essentially private, informal markets. * Improve physical and commercial

infrastructure for export trade rather than
* Illegal rent seeking and bureaucracy seriously introducing special incentive programs.
constrains domestic markets.

* Introduce provisions for bonded warehouses
and duty drawbacks to promote exports.

C. Taxation * Credit for VAT payment for capital goods * Guarantee the consistency of land tax with the
established in June 1995. rest of taxation.

* Simplify taxation of agroprocessing and
services.

* Fair and non-discriminatory system of
taxation.
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2. Land Reform and Progressive, but rather spontaneous, Private fanming as the major component of the
Farm Restructuring unstructured and unfinished land reform. farming system with secure transferable land

use rights.
* The 1992 land privatization program provided
61% of arable land and 81% land for perennial * Complete the initial privatization of land as
crops but remained unfinished. envisaged by the Presidential decree of December

1992.
* Law giving ownership rights to the
beneficiaries of the 1992 land reform was passed * Create the technical conditions for a
by the parliament in early 1996. functioning land market through the establishment

of title registries.
* Remaining large scale farms still control about
48% of arable and perennial crop areas though * Transfer remaining cultivated state lands to
large part of this land is already leased out to private producers.
private farmers.

* Transfer non-land productive assets from
* The current state of large scale farms is state/collective users to private users and
beyond the point when they can be usefully operators.
restructured.

* Develop mortgage procedures for land, other
* Land titling and registration practices required real estate, and moveable assets.
for the functioning of the land market do not
exist, but legal framework is in place. * Adopt a resolution to establish a single registry

of land and other real estate.
* Law on providing lease rights to state owned
agricultural land was enacted in mid 1996.

3. Competitive Spontaneous and slow privatization program. Competitive, privately owned processing, input
Agroprocessing and supply and service subsectors.
Services for Agriculture * The early phase of privatization was rather

spontaneous and often inequitable. * Implement the overall program of privatization
without delay in agroprocessing and input supply.

* Currently agroprocessing and input supply
industries are privatized in the framework of the * Create transparent ownership of privatized
overall privatization program. agroprocessing firms as quickly as possible.

* Out of 457 state owned agro-industrial * Demonopolize state corporations (associations)
enterprises, 440 had been corporatized and began and privatize them individually by plant or unit.
to privatize by December 1997.

* Reduce the number of agroprocessing
* Fifty-one agro-industrial enterprises remain in enterprises remaining in state ownership to the
state ownership. minimum, even in the short term.

* Most of agro-industries and also those * Facilitate the emergence of new and
privatized are operating at low capacity at best, restructured private firms in processing, input
due to energy shortage and the lack of liquidity. supply and services.

* Bakeries and mills have been privatized. * Encourage improved product quality and
penetration of domestic and foreign markets.

* Foreign participation in the process of
privatization remains low, but there are growing
signs of interest.

* Several service enterprises were privatized as
of October 1995 but have not changed their mode
of operation. No competing organizations have
been created in the process of Privatization.
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4. Rural Financing Existing flnancial system is at a rudimentary Viable financial institutions efficiently serving
state of development and does not serve the the agricultural sector.
agricultural sector.

* Complete bank certification program and
* Both primary agriculture and agroprocessing maintain restrictions on uncertified banks.
have a serious liquidity crisis.

* Develop a strategy for the financing of
* A major coordinated effort is underway, agriculture relying on links between the credit
supported by the World Bank, IMF and bilateral and product.
donors to strengthen the banking system's
infrastructure. * Continue establishment of credit unions.

* Major restructuring of Agrobank is needed.

* About 100 Rural Credit Unions have been
formed.

5. Institutional Institutional structure needed by privatized Efficient and effective public sector
Framework agriculture Is not in place. administration and support services.

* Prepare and implement a program to alter the
* At the regional level the administrative structure and scope of government organization
structure of the socialist era has been preserved for management of agriculture.
with little change.

* Re-orient Government attention toward private
* Research/education system has not been agriculture.
adjusted to emerging new conditions.

* Re-orient Government role from direct
* Public activities (government research- intervention to establishing the general rules and
education) in agriculture are seriously hampered facilitating conditions for the smooth operation of
by budgetary difficulties. the markets and independent business

organizations.
* Western type agricultural extension system
does not exist, but pilot projects have been * Support the emergence of private farm
implemented and are expected to expand in the advisory services.
future.

* Restructure the agricultural education and
research system.
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KAZAKHSTAN
Total Population 16.7 mil Food and agriculture in GDP 1996 12.3% Agricultural output in 1996 as
Rural Population 29 mui Food and agriculture in active percentage of 1992 levels: 53%

labor force (1996) 21.8% Crop production 90%
Total Area 170 mil ha Food and agriculture in export (1996) 11.8% Livestock production 28%
Agriculture in import (1996) 13.2% Share of livestock in agriculture
area: 216 mil ha Traditionally net exporter of wheat (1995) 39%
Arable land 16% and livestock products Agricultural area in private use
Orchards 0.5% (1996) 75%

Pasture 84% Share of family private farms in total
Forested 3 % agricultural output (1996) 20%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
_______________ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~I PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Significant but incomplete liberalization of Competitive markets for outputs and inputs
Framework for agricultural markets of agriculture with minimal Governmnent
Agtriculture intervention,

A. Prices and Subsidies * Government price controls ended in 1994/95; * Maintain liberal pricing policies and
* Domestic prices largely follow world market increase transparency on local markets;

prices though they still reflect some distortions * Use domestic market prices for
due to underdeveloped local markets; Governmnent purchases;

* Purchase price set for Govermnment * Focus support programs on efficienicy
procurement is still often used as reference enhancement programs if any allowed by
price; budgetary situation.

* Subsidies for agriculture have been
significantly reduced.

a In the 1998 budget, 26 percent is allocated for
agriculture out of which about 75 percent
(about $80 million) is direct support to
agricultural production and producers

* The largest remaining subsidy in 1998, is
related to US $33 million dollar credit
scheme, where interest rates are subsidized up
to 50 percent of commercial interest rates.

B. Trade Policies * Foreign trade is liberalized but seriously * Introduce WTO conformed trading regime

constrained by bureaucratic and informnal and complete membership procedures;
imipediments; * Initiate mutual removal of VAT for trade

* No export tariffs on any agricultural inside CIS;
commodities; * Phase out Government purchases for

* VAT on agricultural goods is a strong strategic grain reserves;
impediment to exports to other CIS countries * Make any Government purchases of
(VAT is refunded only for exports to non-CIS agricultural products on basis of
countries); c-ompetitive procurement arrangements;

* WTO membership is being negotiated; * Make strong attempts to sanction
interference by local authorities in
agricultural markets;
Cease any Government guaranteed
machinery and input purchase programs.
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C. Taxation. * Government continues to purchase grain for * Maintain an equitable and fair taxation
strategic reserves; level of purchases in 1997 of agriculture;
was 700,000 metric tons; * Consider tax reduction as the most

* Domestic markets are regularly distorted by the preferable way of supporting emerging
intervention of local authorities; family-based private agriculture;

* Machinery markets are distorted by Government * Consider deductions of land-tax and
guarantees and centrally managed imports of part of the interest on agricultural loans
machinery backed by US EXIM Bank. from personal property tax;

* Incorporated Agricultural enterprises are taxed
as other business entities (30 percent profit tax)
as of 1998;

* Individual private farms pay personal income
tax (marginal rates of five to 30 percent), from
1998;

* Land tax is paid on all farning land at an
average rate of about $20 to $25 per hectare
depending on quality of land.

2. Land Reform and Initial Privatization of large farms has been Efficient farming based on transparent
Farm Restructuring completed, however, the required restructuring ownership and land use rights.

of the farning sector is still in progress.

* Land Law passed in 1995 maintained state * Improved transparency and information
ownership of agricultural land; about ownership rights and

* Permanent and freely transferable use rights opportunities;
were provided to members of the state and * Discourage permanent transfer of land-
collective farms on a share basis; use rights in favor of fixed-term leases,

* Land for houses and garden plots became until transparent lease and user-rights
private properties; markets emerge;

* Farm privatization progressed based on the * Complete the roll-out of a national land
provision of land use rights and asset ownership and real estate registration system;
certificates; * Facilitate the further restructuring of

* Most of the farming population decided to large farms and establishment of
remain in the framework of large corporate or additional family farms;
cooperative farming enterprises, though a * Explore measures to reverse,negative
significant and growing number of farm social impact of excessive concentration
members have exited the farms and established of land user rights;
their own family farms; * Facilitate the financial consolidation of

* From 2,500 state and collective farms about newly emerging farms by debt
9,000 partnerships, joint stock companies, and settlement and introduction of
cooperatives were created by the middle of international accounting practices;
1997; * Use bankruptcy procedures to

* Individual family farms totaled approximately accelerate the farm consolidation.
60, 000 farming on about 20 percent of
agricultural land;

* The farm restructuring and ownership changes
to date have not yielded increases in farm
productivity or improved profitability on most of
the farms;

* Farm privatization and restructuring has been
characterized by a lack of transparency, poor
information, and manipulation and has led to a
rapid accumulation of land use rights and
property shares in the hands of farm managers.
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3. Competitive Formal privatization of state enterprises Private-based and competitive
Agroprocessing and completed, technological improvement and agroprocessing and input supply and
Services for Agriculture financial consolidation of these enterprises is facilitation of entry of new private

lagging behind. entrepreneurs.
* The state-owned enterprises were privatized * Enact anti-monopoly and fair

with 50 percent of the shares distributed to the competition legislation;
suppliers of raw materials, and 10 percent going * Aggressive application of bankruptcy
to workers in the enterprises. The remaining legislation to facilitate further
shares were auctioned; restructuring of agroprocessing;

* Capacity in most of the former state enterprises * Improve the legal and policy
is significantly underutilized, and product environment for direct foreign
quality has only marginally improved; investment in agroprocessing;

* Increased private sector entry into processing, * Facilitate the introduction of
particularly in the grain sector, creating smaller international quality standards; and
and more efficient enterprises producing on an a Facilitate the development of secondary
international standard quality; markets in shares of privatized

* The grain sector is demonopolized with agroprocessing industries.
increased strategic investment by large foreign
multi-nationals;

* Increasing private sector entry into input supply
and output marketing;

* Current procedures not fully conducive to
foreign participation in agroprocessing;

* Basic anti-monopoly and fair competidon
legislation is currently being developed;

4. Rural Financing Basic financial sector reforms in place, with rapid Viable financial institutions efriciently
emergence of private financial intermediaries, serving the food and agricultural sector
however the development of a rural fmancial
system is lagging behind. * Improve legal framework for use of
* Banking system reform complete resulting in the land as collateral

emergence of mainly private and solvent * Pass legislation on registration of
commercial banks; pledges on moveable property;

* Lack of collateral, limited experience with rural * Introduction of international accounting
lending, and poor creditworthiness and the standards;
inherited lack of credit discipline of large agro- * Implement Bankruptcy provisions;
enterprises limit the amount of rural lending; * Develop and implement legislation on

* With the exception of some pilot projects, the development of bonded warehouses
individual private farming is not receiving any and the use of warehouse receipts as
formal bank financing; collateral;

* The recent introduction of subsidized credit * Terminate all programs of subsidized
scheme using budgetary resources is of concern credit for the sector.
as it is not conducive to the development of
commercial rural financing;

* Bankruptcy regulations for agricultural
enterprises adopted;

* Draft legislation on registration of pledges on
moveable property is currently under review by
Parliament.
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5. Institutional Adjustment of the institutional framework to Effective provision of public goods and
Framework meet the requirements of a market-oriented support services.

agricultural sector is still at an early stage.
* Government structure in general still reflects * Accelerate the creation of quality public

Soviet structures, though most of the command administration in agriculture;
economy practices have been abandoned; * Implement comprehensive reform of

* The size of Ministry of Agriculture was agricultural research and education;
downsized, but needed structural changes have * Facilitate the emergence of a Western-
not been implemented; type of advisory service;

* Research and Agricultural training and * Improve provision of public goods such
education has not been adjusted and is seriously as information, land titling and
hampered by budgetary difficulties; registration, quality and disease

* Recent Government reorganization further the control.
fragmentation of research and education;

* Western type of extension system does not exist;
* The creation of quality public services required

by a market based agriculture (market
information, animal disease control, phylo-
sanitary regulations) is delayed by budgetary
limitations.
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KYRGYZ REPUBLIC
Total Population 4.6 mil Food and agriculture in GDP (1996) 47% Agricultural output in 1996 as
Rural Population 65% Food and agriculture in percentage of 1990 level 70%

active labor (1996) 49%
Total Area 20 mil ha Food and agriculture Livestock production in 1996
Agriculture area 11 mil ha in exports (1996) 38% as a percentage of 1990 level
Pasture 10 mil ha Food and agriculture milk- 74%
Arable land 1.4 mil ha in imports (1996) 23% eggs------22 %

Cultivated 83% meat-----71%
Pasture 12% Traditionally an exporter of white sugar, wool------31%
Forest 5 % cotton, alcoholic beverages, leather, tobacco Share of livestock in agriculture

(1996) 39%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic
Framework for Markets, prices and the trade regime are Removal of aany existing distortions in the
Agriculture liberalized; but distortions exist at the local markets, prices, trade regime and the

level; market structures are not yet developed, incentive system; development of fully
are not competitive and are not integrated. functioning, competitive and integrated

markets for agricultural inputs and outputs.
A. Prices/Subsidies * Agricultural producer and consumer prices

are deregulated. Notable exceptions are * Eliminate any interference in the functioning
irrigation water, electricity and railway of markets at the local level.
tariffs.

* Improve targeting and delivery of social
* Agricultural producer and consumer services to the rural poor, particularly in the

subsidies are abolished. Notable exceptions remote areas.
are selected remote areas and some
agricultural inputs. * Increase irrigation water charges gradually to

increase cost recovery of O&M cost, or
* Social safety-net in the rural areas is more preferrably, transfer O&M

inadequate and not very effective. responsibility to users.

* Irrigation water and electricity for * Increase electricity tariffs to improve cost
agricultural use remain subsidized. recovery and reduce economic losses.

* Prices for most agricultural outputs are * Establish competitive input and output
below world prices and prices for most markets, with a primary focus on
agricultural inputs are at or above world infrastructure, institutions and information.
prices.

* Input and output markets remain very weak
due to poorly developed infrastructure,
institutions and information.
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B. Trade Policies * Trade regime is generally liberalized but * Eliminate unnecessary and inappropriate non-
there are still many non-tariff barriers to tariff barriers to trade.
trade.

* Complete accession to WTO.
* WTO accession in progress.

* Make the Custom Union work to promote
* Member of Customs Union (Russia, Belarus, free trade.

Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz Republic) but the
Union does not seem to be working.

C. Taxation
* Effective January 1, 1997, several * Re-assess and revise the land tax rate

agricultural taxes have been consolidated into annually to improve tax revenue and inter-
one tax, the land tax. sectoral equity.

* Tax burden (particularly in the agro- * Need to rationalize tax rates in order to
industrial sector) is very high but collection iuprove tax revenue, incentives and equity;
rates are generally low. and improve tax collection.

2. Land Reform and Significant progress has been made in land Completiong of legal framework to develop
Farm Restructuring privatization and farm restructuring but the fully functioning land market and accelerate

process is not yet complete. farm restructuring..

* Legal framework has been put in place to * Prepare, in accordance with market
establish family farms or restructured large principles, and issue Land Code and Land
farms with 99-year land use right. Mortgage Law.

* 25 % of the arable land is placed in a Land * Issue Law on Land Registration.
Redistribution Fund (LRF) and 50% of the
remaining 75% of arable land is distributed. * Clarify procedures for registering rights and

transactions in land shares and prepare
* The number of state/collective farms has standard form of contract for sale and lease

been reduced from 504 to 54 and about of land shares.
38,000 private farms have been established.

* Issue "regular' land share certificates to
* Thus far, land privatization and farm those who do not yet have them.

restructuring has been accomplished through
many decrees issued by the President or by * Design an overall framework for auctioning
the government. LRF land to ensure efficiency, equity and

transparency.
* Several land laws are now in legislation.

* Renew efforts to amend the Constitution to
* A land registration system has been piloted in permit private ownership of land.

two oblasts.
* Examine the use of rights issue for common

* Pasture land, irrigation infrasturcture land property such as pasture land, irrigation
and forest land remain state property. infrastructure land and forest land.

* Educate public in the meaning of the
individual rights granted by the land and

I agrarian reform program.
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ISSUES STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

3. Competitive Substantial progress has been made in Completion of privatization of the existing
Agroprocessing and privatizing the agro-processing and input agro-processing and input supply enterprises
Services for Agriculture supply enterprises but the process is not yet and the closure of ineMcient (those that

complete and the privatized enterprises are not cannot be made profitable through
very efficient. restructuring) state owned enterprises that

cannot be privatized.
* Most of the small and medium scale state

owned agro-processing enterprises have been * Complete the process of privatization of all
privatized. the existing state owned agro-industrial

enterprises.
* The large agro-industrial enterprises are

being privatized through case-by-case method * Simplify registration procedures and reduce
of privatization but the process is slow. the permissions required to establish agro-

industrial joint ventures.
* The newly privatized enterprises are

hampered by obsolete equipment/technology, * Provide increased access to commercial
lack of credit, poor management, and poor credit (for working capital and capital
understanding of the competitive markets. investment) by increasing KAFC's (Kyrgyz

Agricultural Finance Corporation) lending
* Product quality is very poor; and the existing capacity; and management training for

product quality grades and safety standards enterprise managers.
(which are not being enforced) are not
comparable to international grades and * Improve product quality and packaging
standards. through technological improvements; and

establish product quality grades and safety
* Lack of critical agricultural inputs is a key standards that are comparable to international

constraint to increase agricultural grades/standards.
productivity.

* Establish a competitive agricultural input
* Foreign direct investment in the agro- marketing system through the development of

industry remains very low. private input dealers.

* Improve the regulatory environment and
economic incentives to promote foreign
direct investment in agro-industry.
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ISSUES STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

4. Rural Financing
The availability of credit is a serious constraint Acceleration in the development of viable
to rural development. However, initial steps financial institutions serving the rural and
to establish a commercial rural credit system agricultural sectors.
have been taken.

* Accelerate the implementation of Rural
* Agroprombank has been liquidated. Finance Project (World Bank) and Rural

Agriculture Development Bank (ADB).
* There are very few commercial banks and

none is interested in lending to agriculture. * Phase out budgetary transfer for agricultural
credit in 1999.

* Kyrgyz Agricultural Finance Corporation
(KAFC) -- a non-banking, independent and * Interest rates charged on agricultural credit
commercial public financial institution -- has through budgetary transfers should not be
been established. lower than those charged by the KAFC.

* Interest rates have been increased to positive * Resolve the issue of outstanding agricultural
levels in 1997. debt by June 2000.

* Outstanding agricultural debts are being * Support the establishment of "dealer credit"
recovered and "trade finance" and expand the lending

operations of KAFC to provide credit to
meet working capital and capital investment
needs of agriculture and agro-industry.

5. Institutional The institutions of "planned" economy are The process of establishing efficient and
Framework gradually being replaced by institutions that effective institutions to serve commnercial

serve private agriculture based on market private agriculture and rural sector needs to
principles. However, the process is very slow. be accelerated.

* The Ministry of Agriculture and Water * Complete the reorganization of the Ministry
Resources is being reorganized. of Agriculture and Water Resources to serve

as the main agency to implement agricultural
* The agricultural research, extension and policy.

education systems have not yet been adjusted
to the emerging market conditions. * Strengthen agricultural research, extension

and education systems to serve the needs of
* Information system required for market- commercial agriculture in the private sector.

based private agriculture is not yet in place.
* Establish market and technical information

* The institutional capacity to undertake systems to collect, process and disseminate
agricultural policy analysis is very limited. appropriate information to emerging private

farmers.

* Strengthen institutional capacity and training
of staff involved in designing and
implementing agricultural and rural
development programs, including agricultural
policy analysis.
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MOLDOVA
Total Population 4.4 mil Food and agriculture in GDP Agricultural output in 1996 as percentage of
Rural Population 52.5% (1996) 40% 1986-1990 level 45%

Food and agriculture in active Livestock production in 1995 as percentage
Total Area 3.4 mil ha labor (1996) 50% of 1986-1990 level 44%
Agriculture area: 2.3 mi ha Food and agriculture in exports Share of livestock in agriculture. (1995) 31%

(1992) 55% Agricultural area in private use (1997) 20%
Arable land 76% in imports (1992) 14% Share of independent private farms in total
Orchards 14% Traditionally net exporter: wine, agricultural land (1996) 6%
Irrigated 10% processed and unprocessed fruits Share of private sector in total agricultural

Forested 12% and vegetables, and pork. output (1996) 40%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Significant progress in price and market Minimal Government intervention in
Framework for Agriculture liberalization, with recent setbacks. agricultural markets.

A. Prices/Subsidies * Most producer prices were liberalized in 1993- * Return to the liberal course of market and price
95. policies.

* State order for grain delivery for state reserves * Remove remaining interventions from grain and
was re-introduced for the 1996 and 1997 cropping milk markets.
season in the form of tax payments and social
security contributions payable to the state in the * Phase out indirect subsidies to agriculture.
form of grain.

- Deregulate fully the processing and trade
* Farms with debt to budget received only 50% of margins.
USD 160-180/ton grain price in 1996.

- Re-monetization of the sector by proper
* Bread prices were liberalized in late 1996. treatment of inter-enterprise arrears, accumulated

debt and revision of tax and social security
* Milk producer prices are kept low with payment policies.
informal interventions and by subsidies provided
in the form of tax deductions.

* Consumer prices are liberalized except dairy
products.

* Direct producer subsidies are mainly phased
out.
* Agriculture receives indirect subsidies via
special energy tariffs and input supply schemes.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVE
PROPOSED ACTIONS

B. Trade Policies * Domestic trade is liberalized, but a competitive * Establishment of commodity exchange or
market structure is not in place. promotion of the use of commodity exchanges in

other countries.
* Government procurement is restricted to grain,
purchased for state reserves. * Introduction of market methods in procuring

grain for government purposes and for marketing
* Export of agricultural products, including grains of grain and input deliveries based on inter-
was liberalized in 1997. governmental agreements.

* Non CIS imports are subject to 10-30% but * Introduce low and uniform tariffs and maintain
occasionally higher (50%) tariffs. a policy of no quantitative restrictions on exports.

* Develop a strategic grain stock policy and trade
policy.

C. Taxation - Agriculture pays land tax, social tax. * Develop a fair and non-discriminatory system of
agriculture taxation.

* About 40% of taxes are collected.
* Improve tax collection rates.

* Private farms almost fully fulfill their tax
obligations.

* Agriculture enjoys some VAT preferences for
imported inputs, the system, however, needs to be
upgraded.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVE
PROPOSED ACTIONS

2. Land Reform and Farm Slow process of farm restructuring and Farming structure based on secure transferable
Restructuring privatization. land use rights.

* Additional land was provided for household * Facilitate the process of farm restructuring and
plots and for gardening. (In 1995, 13% of improve the process of withdrawal of land and
agriculture area.) non-land assets from collective farms.

* Land shares were allocated for the farming * Make the establishment of new private farms,
population and 91% of beneficiaries received and farming enterprises based on partnership or
certificate. cooperation as easy as possible.

* Number of independent private farns are * Use reserve land whenever possible for
increasing fast but their share in land use is still providing land for new beneficiaries or offer
small. (1997, 7% of agriculture area.) financial compensation instead of decreasing

already allocated land shares.
* Pilot projects (Nisoporeii, Orhei) are
progressing well and provide experience for a * Market mechanism for rent, leasing and the
national program of farm restructuring, which is establishment of coUlateral should be developed as
progressing well. soon as possible with the aim of facilitating land

consolidation and financing efficient farning.
* Farm registration and exit procedures were
simplified in early 1997. * Adopt and implement a program of debt

settlement for large scale farms.
* About 120,000 private fanns and over 200
associations involve about 180,000 beneficiaries * Accelerate the process of the creation of a
of land reform out of a total of 983,000. suitable property and land registration system.

* Most of the large-scale farms are operating
without any significant restructuring and are
accumulating significant debt. However, the break
up and restructuring of larger farns is
accelerating.

* February 1995 Amendment of Land Code
allowing only group exits from large farm was
eliminated by the Constitutional Court in early
1996.

* The moratorium of agricultural land sales, up to
2001 was declared unconstitutional by the
constitutional court. Sales of land certificates
inside the large farms and sales of urban and
agricultural land is allowed. Procedures for
agricultural land sales are being prepared.

* The emergence of land markets is seriously
constrained by the absence of a well functioning
land titling and registration system.

* Significant steps were made to establish a
uniform cadastre system in 1997 and 1998.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVE
_PROPOSED ACTIONS

3. Competitive Privatization and demonopolization is in Private competitive processing and input
Agroprocessing and progress. supply industries.
Services for Agriculture

- Agroprocessing and input supply industries are * Increase role of auctions in the privatization
privatized as part of the overall privatization process.
framework.

- The shares of companies based on privatized
* Producers of agricultural raw materials received patrimonial bonds should be openly traded as soon
50°/O of ownership of agroprocessing. as possible.

* The initial privatization of agro-processing was * Promotion of the participation of foreign
completed by the end of 1995. The majority of investors both in auctions and in the second round
enterprises, however, are unconsolidated and lack of privatization.
transparent ownership.

* Introduce post-privatization programs to
* Significant portions of shares in agroprocessing facilitate the restructuring of privatized
industries have not been sold and still belong to enterprises.
the state.

* Develop and implement effective
* Most the agroprocessing sector enterprises are anti-monopoly legislation.
still operating the old fashioned way and are in
effect bankrupt. * Strictly enforce bankruptcy legislation in order

to consolidate the newly established private sector.
* Cerealea (grain corporation) and Fertilitatea
(input supply corporation) are in the process of * Complete the Privatization of Cerealea and
privatization after initial demonopolization but the Fertilitatea together with the appropriate
process is not fully completed. restructuring and real privatization of Moldcoop.

* Anti-monopoly regulations are not fully in
place.

* Increasing but still limited entry of private
sector into processing and input supply.

* Limited, but growing, foreign participation in
privatizing agroprocessing.

4. Rural Financing Lack of an appropriate financial system for Viable financial institutions efficiently serving
food and agriculture. the food and agriculture sector.

* Financing in agriculture is not adjusted to the * Introduce processors or suppliers' credit
needs of a market based privatized agriculture. schemes to finance farming inputs.

* High interest rates and the lack of collateral * Prepare an action plan to revitalize and fnancial
seriously limits lending to agriculture. services.

* Development of a rural credit system is * Implement pilot projects to establish credit
underway; with World Bank support the first 200 unions in the villages.
rural credit cooperatives have been established.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVE
PROPOSED ACTIONS

5. Institutional Adjustment of the institutional framework is Efficient and effective public sector
Framework at a rather early stage. administration and support services.

* Government administration reflects Soviet-type * Re-orient Governnent attention toward private
structures. agriculture.

* Research/education system has not been . Prepare and implement a program of re-
adjusted to emerging new conditions. organization of public administration in

agriculture.
* Public activities (government research-
education) in agriculture are seriously hampered * Reorganize the Ministry of Agriculture and
by budgetary difficulties. Food.

- Western type of agricultural extension system * Review the agricultural education and research
does not exist. system.

* A non-Governmental Agricultural Restructuring - Support the emergence of private farmn advisory
Agency (ARA) was created to support farm services for landowners.
restructuring.
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RUSSIA
Total Population 148 million Food and agriculture in GDP 1995 8.4% Agricultural output in 1996 as
Rural Population 27% Food and agriculture in active labor percentage of 1989 levels 63%

(1995) 15.7% Share of livestock in agriculture
Total Area 1708 mil ha Food and agriculture in exports (1995) 48%
Agriculture (1996) 4.7% Agricultural area in private (non state
area: 222 mil ha in imports (1996) 25.3% and non cooperative) use (1996) 8.6%
Arable land 38% Net importer of livestock and dairy Share of family private farms and
Pasture and products and sugar household plots in total agricultural
Meadows 40% output (1996) 48%
Forested 45%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Substantial liberalization at the federal level. Consolidation and maintenance of
Framework for Agriculture Less liberal policies prevail at the regional macroeconomic stability. Removal of barriers

level. Innlation expected in single digits in 1998. to trade at the subnational level, reduction of

intervention at the provincial level, integration
of national markets and complete linkage with
global markets.

A. Prices/Subsidies * Little price intervention at the federal level. * Enforce legal prohibition on interference in
Substantial intervention in the form of inter-regional trade; require competitive
barriers to inter-regional trade and state procurement by regional governments
procurement by provincial governments in
selected provinces. * Within sectoral budget consistent with

macroeconomic stabilization, achieve
* Subsidies and support for agriculture in 1996 expenditure switching toward public goods

reduced to 2.4% of federal budget, and 4.9% and services, and away from programs that
of regional budgets, or 3.9% of consolidated distort incentives.
budget, with further reduction in 1997.

B. Trade Policies * Current tariff regime is liberal and tariffs are * Continue to make substantial progress toward
low (in the range of 15%) and relatively joining WTO. Maintain current low and
uniform (except sugar at 25%). Pressure to uniformn tariff structure. Do not introduce
increase protection is strong, especially for quantitative controls inconsistent with rules of
poultry and alcoholic beverages. Government WTO.
expects accession to WTO in 1998.

C. Taxation * New tax code approved in first reading in * Evaluate agricultural provisions of new tax
1997, continued negotiation 1998. Code code. Monitor enforcement of restrictions on
limits tax exemptions and rights of discriminatory ad hoc local taxes.
subnational jurisdictions to impose ad hoc
taxes. Under new code agricultural producers
would find it harder to evade taxes, but would
be subject to fewer and less distorting taxes.
Private farmers have five year holiday on land
taxes.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

2. Land Reform and Farm Significant progress in the privatization of Removal of remaining obstacles to development
Restructuring agricultural land; state retains ownership of of a private land market.

approximately 10%. Most of remaining land
owned in shares by agricultural enterprises * Evaluate state farms remaining on list of
and their members/owners. Land tenure in unprivatized. Reduce number remaining in
latter is ambiguous, since rights of enterprises public sector. Complete drawing up of
and shareholders not fully specified through contracts between shareholders and users of
contracts governing land use. land (enterprises). Include registration of land

shares in system of land registration.
* Distribution of land to enterprises and their

shareholders undertaken through a series of * Speed up land survey registration and titling
Presidential decrees since 1992. service as a priority to developing a fully

functional land market.
* Private land ownership recognized and

protected by law. Purchase and sale of * Establish and disseminate procedures for land
agricultural land legal under provisions of transactions, including leasing as well as
Presidential decree, but not yet guaranteed purchase and sale.
by passage of a land code that will take
precedence over presidential decrees. * Establish a framework for the dissemination

of land market information.
* Land markets are largely inactive due to

legal ambiguity regarding transactions and * Establish implementable procedures for
lack of clarity on procedures. restructuring and/or liquidation of insolvent

fann enterprises, so that resulting enterprises
* In 1997 there were 279,000 private farms, have incentives and capacity to engage in

holding about 4.8% of available agricultural commercial activities.
land, household plots accounting for 4.5% of
agricultural land. Agricultural enterprises of
various forms cultivated about 90% of
agricultural land.

3. Competitive Agro- Considerable progress in privatization, but Removal of legal and institutional constraints
processing and Services investment remains low, transactions costs are to market development.
for Agriculture. high, and much of the processing industry is

not competitive with regard to price and * Enforce bankruptcy provisions in food
quality. processing. Enforce prohibitions on

restrictions of inter-regional trade. Tie federal
* Foreign participation in marketing and assistance on agricultural support programs to

agroprocessing is lower than desirable. reduced procurement by provincial
governmrents. Evaluate structure of rail rates.

* Interventionist activities of local and
provincial govemments constrain marketing * Create farmer/processor market information
opportunities for agroprocessors and systems.
discourage investment.

* Expand and upgrade public facilities for
* Development of information system and output marketing (farmers' markets,

marketing infrastructure in the food chain is wholesale markets, etc.).
inadequate.

* Improve collection and dissemination of
market information.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

4. Rural Financing Agroprombank has merged with a strong Development of multiple channels for rural
private bank, SBS, to form SBS-Agro. finance.
Conversion of activities and portfolio of the
former Agroprombank to fully commercial * Identify and remedy deficiencies in the legal
basis is underway. framework for collateralizing moveable

property.
* Real interest rates remain high and impede

borrowing by the agricultural sector. * Design and implement a program to facilitate
expansion of leasing of agricultural

* Suppliers' credits becoming a more prevalent equipment by the private sector, with a
form of fnance in the rural sector sunset clause for termination of public

support for the activity

* Support activities to reduce the transactions
costs that rural lenders and borrowers face,
such as information and evaluation of risk

5. Institutional Reformn Institutional reforms are uneven, with excessive Reduce local involvement in procurement and
local intervention refocus research and education

* Access to information and advisory services * Improvement in market information systems
insufficient to support competitive production is underway, and needs strengthening
and marketing

* Increased funding and reorganization of
* Agricultural research is underfunded and agricultural research is needed to focus on

insufficiently linked with international increased competitiveness and international
partners integration

* Local administrations retain an excessive role * Local administrations should reduce
in market intervention procurement into regional funds and conduct

remaining procurement on competitive basis
* Agricultural education has not been

revitalized, and remains under the jurisdiction * Agricultural education should be refocused to
of the Ministry of Agriculture and Food address rural labor mobility more generally,

and should be managed under the Ministry of
Education
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TAJIKISTAN

Total Population 5.8 million Food and agriculture in GDP 1996 26.6 % Agricultural output in 1995 as
Rural Population 67% Food and agriculture in active labor percentage of 1990 level 65%
Percapita Income (1996) 50 % Livestock production in 1995 as
(1996) US $330 Food and agriculture in exports percentage of 1990 level 46%
Total Area (1996) 32% Share of livestock in agriculture
Agriculture area: 14 mil ha in imports (1996) 22% (1995) 36%

Arable land 1 mU ha Traditionally a major exporter of Arable area in private use (1995) 9 %
Orchards, 7% cotton and in addition processed and
Vineyards 8% unprocessed fruits, vegetables, nuts,
Irrigated 78% silk, and wine, and a net importer

of: grain, sugar and vegetable oil,

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

l. Macro-economic Following years of political instability and civil Creation of an enabling environment for
Framework for Agriculture war, the recent peace accord and renewed private sector participation; development and

government commitment to economic reforms implementation competitive and fair
and stabilization provide favorable agricultural markets without Government
environment to develop the private sector role intervention, and improved targeting of
in the agricultural sector, which is in its support programs.

A. Prices/Subsidies infancy.

* Prices of fruits, vegetables and livestock * Continuation of macro-economic adjustment
products and inputs fully liberalized; operations and capacity building to

implement market oriented agricultural
* Cotton and wheat prices partially liberalized; policies; such as liberalization of all prices

Cotton export prices are based on Liverpool and phasing out producer subsidies.
prices and indexation of local currency price Establish competitive and functioning
to exchange rate depreciation. Grain prices agricultural markets in the private sector;
were close to international prices during
1996; * Provide secure trade routes from farm to

markets and eliminate border restrictions.
* Irrigation water continues to be significantly * Monitor existing support programs and

subsidized improve targeting to the absolute poor.

* Bread prices fully liberalized, universal bread * Continue BOP support to provide adequate
subsidy replaced with targeted food subsidies foreign exchange for import of agricultural
to the most vulnerable groups inputs using the private sector
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

B. Trade Policies * privatization cotton ginneries nearly * Abolish domestic reserve requirements
completed * Monitor progress of cotton stock exchange

* Elimination of the state order system for all and expand linkage to regional and world
agricultural commodities markets and promote conditions for active

* Licensing requirements for the import of forward trading activities for cotton.
agricultural inputs and export of all Remove remaining export licensing and
agricultural exports, except cotton, tobacco quotan
and silk have been abolished

* Government continues to impose reserve * Market for cotton through "Tojakpakthe" an
requirement of 20% association of cotton traders and processors

and producers.

C. Taxation * Present laws impose several types of taxes on a Rationalize the taxation system,
the agricultural sector. e.g. production tax, * Strengthen the Government capacity in
land tax, irrigation tax, transport tax; and are formulation and irnplementation of
subject to varied interpretation; appropriate tax policies

* Registration a requirement for all those * Phased reduction of cotton sales tax
engaged in marketing of agricultural products * Monitor the government policies of the

* Cotton exports taxed at 25% of FOB price reduction of all export taxes and duties for

agricultural products

2. Land Reform and Farm Land privatization and farm restructuring are Development of transparent, participatory
Restructuring taking place in an ad-hoc manner and are at approaches for equitable distribution of land,

early stages creation of fair and competitive land lease
markets

* The Tajik Parliament has passed several land
laws, decrees and distributed 50,000 ha for * Improve the legal framework for land reforrn
the creation of peasant (dehkan) farms through (a) allowing land use rights for legal
according to which more than 240,000 persons (individuals, true co-ops and
citizens received from 0,08 to 0,15 hectares corporations); security of land tenure with
of irrigated land and up to 0,50 hectares of rights to exit, and formalizing clear rights to
un-irrigated land for inheritable life long use own and sell land; (b) constituting a
for agriculture October 1995. participatory and transparent mechanism for

* Government has provided long-term lease determination of land and non-land assets for
rights for the dekhan farms as a first step individuals and their allocation; (c)
towards land privatization of former state and mechanisms to use land lease rights/ other
collective farms assets as collateral

* Most state and collective farms have been * Modernize the land registration systems and
converted into joint stock companies or titling services in the immediate to short term
associations, but without major change in the to develop a functioning land lease market
mode of operation * Reform the legal framework for individuals,

* Degree of commitment to land privatization cooperatives and corporate entities in
and farm restructuring varies across the agriculture to provide for transparency,
country depending on the hukumat autonomy and framework for easy

• Secure land registration and titling services restructuring of farms and agencies and
and supporting mechanisms do not exist enterprises providing farm support services.

* Majority of ex-state and collective farms are * Develop a variety of private farming
in serious financial condition, approaches and provide legal and appropriate

* Almost all the state farms, except the one institutional support services for their creation
dealing with pedigree breeds and seed and sustainability.
multiplication, have been transformed into * Rehabilitate critical irrigation and drainage
collective agricultural enterprise without any infrastructure and reduce reliance on pumped
significant change in their structure, mode of systems, except where no altemaadves exist;
control and operations. and develop rainfed agriculture
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

3. Competitive Agro- New privatization law passed by parliament Expansion of private ownership, formulation
processing and Services (May 16, 1997) and signed by President (June and implementation of transparent legal and
for Agriculture. 11, 1997), and new corporatization procedures privatization procedures for the development

expected to improve the legal framework and of a fair, competitive agroprocessing and input
privatization of agro-processing sector supply markets.

* Government continues to retain partial to * Develop and implement a plan for complete
majority ownership in most agro-enterprises privatization of all agro-processing and input

* Foreign participation in marketing and service enterprises, undertake case by case
agroprocessing is minimal privatization, with participation of both

domestic and foreign investors.

* Potential of state and collective farmns * Create enabling policy environment to attract
becoming major shareholders of food private foreign investment; improve legal
processing enterprises system for contract enforcement and market

trasparency.
* High level of indebtedness, low capacity * Develop and implement anti-monopoly

utilization and low quality products major legislation. Implement monitoring and
impediments regulatory mechanisms of the privatization

process to prevent oligopsony comprising
both domestic and foreign cotton ginnery
owners

* Promote research and development of new
products, packaging and marketing to meet
outside markets;

4. Rural Financing A functioning broad based rural financial Creation of viable market oriented financial
system is at a rudimentary stage institutions to serve the agricultural sector

* Farms and agro- processing * Restructure Agroprombank into an
agencies/enterprises are in serious liquidity autonomous commercially viable rural
crisis financial institution and train loan officers in

* High interest rates and the lack of collateral market oriented agricultural lending;
seriously limit lending to agriculture implement accepted accounting principles and

* Financing through Agroprombank has prudent banking practices;
declined substantially,

* Micro credit schemes are being implemented * Support the establishment of a variety of rural
in selective regions using NGO's credit delivery mechanisms

* National system of rural credit cooperatives * Develop and implement mechanisms to
was created with EU. promote private input/output marketing and

* Mortgage Bank is under consideration trading services
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

5. Institutional Reform Reforms to restructure government institutions Redefinition of the roles of public and private
are in early stages. sector institutions to support competitive,

market oriented agriculture sector.
* Ministry of Agriculture continues to operate

in the Soviet type Government structure. * Complete the reorganization and inprove
quality of public agricultural administration to

* Agricultural Research, Extension and the needs of a market economy.
Education system have not been adjusted to
emerging market conditions. * Complete the reform of agricultural education

and research.
* Reorganization of the research system is * Establish public information system to

planned but, due to serious budgetary provide better understanding of rights of
difficulties, cannot be implemented for the individuals and voluntary groups regarding
near future. the process of determination and allocation of

shares at the grass roots level.
* Information system required by a market * Develop a strategy and establish an

based agriculture is not in place. institutional mechanism for implementation
of a multi-stage system of management for
the rational basis for land use rights
distribution by defining the roles, functions
and authority of the State Land Committee,
Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Justice,
Agrarian Reform Commissions at various
levels.
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TURKMENISTAN
Total Population 4.3 million Food and agriculture in GDP Agricultural output in 1996 as
Rural Population 2.5 million 1995 25% percentage of 1989 levels 60%

Food and agriculture in active Share of livestock in agriculture
Total Area 49.4 million ha. labor force (1995) 44% (1995) 40%
Agriculture Food and agriculture Agricultural area in private (non-state
area: 40.7 million ha. in export (1996) 20% and non cooperative) use (1996) 10%

Arable land 3% in import (1996) 20% Share of private farms and household
Pasture and plots in total agricultural output (1996) 25%
Meadows 81% Net exporter of fiber, importer

Forested 4% of food

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic High levels of government intervention in Phase out Government control of agricultural
Framework for Agriculture agriculture including state orders for the two markets.

major crops, wheat and cotton, subsidies for
agricultural inputs, direct control of trade,
and taxation through the State Order
System.

A. Prices/Subsidies
* Measured inflation is relatively low (under * Adopt program of macroeconomic

20% annually) but suppressed inflation stabilization proposed by IMF.
may imply a higher actual rate.

* Adopt program to phase out state orders over
* Foreign exchange controls remain in two year period.

effect, and the manat is over valued at the
official exchange rate * Phase out input subsides over same period.

* Arrears in collection of payments owed for * Introduce water fees for partial cost recovery
energy exports cause severe disruption of irrigation costs.
throughout the economy.

* Main products of the crop sector, cotton
and wheat, remain fully subject to state
orders at prices which are approximately
half of international trading prices.

* Inputs subsidized by 50 % for production of
cotton and wheat.

* No significant payments for irrigation
water

B. Trade Policies * Imports and exports registered through * Eliminate registration requirement for
state commodity exchange, which amounts imports and exports.
to defacto licensing requirement

* Government controls all cotton exports * Develop a free market for cotton exports

* Minimum export prices for hides and * Eliminate minimum prices on hides and
skins. skins.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

C. Taxation * Implicit taxation high through state order * Phase out implicit taxation through state
system and export controls, but little orders and export controls.
explicit taxation.

* Gradually increase land tax as state orders
* Private owners pay a land tax, but reduced.

collection sporadic.
* Use land tax to pay for rural social services

eliminating mandatory payments to farm
associations now providing social services.

2. Land Reform and Farm Land Refonn is Slow but Making Progress Increase the Pace of Land Reform and Private
Restructuring Farmer Support.

* Land in present associations allocated to
households on ten year leaseholds. * Adopt realistic indicators of successful

performance so that at least 50% of
* About 5% of land in individual private leaseholders receive ownership after two

farms. years.

* Leaseholds convertible to ownership upon * Adopt complementary reforms so that private
successful performance for two years. owners can function in market environment.

3. Competitive State Control of AMl Agroprocessing and Adopt and Implement Program of
Agroprocessing and Services Services Privatization and Demonopolization.
for Agriculture

* Most processing and services handled by * Privatize and demonopolize existing
state enterprises organized into large agribusiness companies and associations.
associations.

* Remove barriers to new entry in processing
* Very little privatization. and services.

4. Rural Financing High Dependence on Subsidized and Reduce Subsidized Credit and Introduce
Directed Credit through Government Commercial Banking Practices
Controlled Banks.

* High Dependence on Subsidized Credit * Reduce subsidy element of directed credit.

* Several Banks serve agriculture and the * Conduct financial audit and develop
dominant Bank is Daikhan Bank. Daikhan corporate plan for Dankhan Bank.
Bank has little risky debt from the past, but
is not yet engaged in genuine
intermediation.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

5. Institutional Framework Non-transparent Budgeting and Inadequate Consolidate Government Budget and Increase
Resource Allocations to Public Institutions Expenditures for Public Goods

* Extra budgetary Agricultural Development * Consolidate costs and revenues from sector
Fund manages sectoral financial flows in into general budget and abolish Agricultural
non-transparent fashion. Development Fund.

* Frequent institutional reorganization and * Remove authority of local administration to
high turnover of administrative staff in interfere in decisions regarding production
response to declining sectoral and marketing.
performance.

* As resources permit, develop agricultural
* Frequent local government interference in research and extension to serve needs of

production decisions agents in a market economy.

* Research and extension much reduced
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UKRAINE
Total Population 51 mil Food and agriculture in NMP Agricultural output in 1996 as percentage of
Rural Population 32% 1996 21% 1990 level 59%

Food and agriculture in active Livestock production in 1996 as percentage of
Total Area 60 mil ha. labor (1996) 24% 1986-1990 level 52%
Agriculture Food and agriculture in Share of livestock in agriculture (1996) 43%
area: 42 mil ha. exports (1996) 21% Agricultural area in private use (1996) 24%

in imports (1996) 8% Share of independent private farms in total
Arable land 79.3% Traditionally net exporter: agricultural land (1995) 2%
Orchards 1.9% grain, oil seeds, sugar, dairy Share of private sector in total agricultural
Irrigated 6.0% products, beef and pork. output (1994) 53%

Forested 15.6%

ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Significant progress in price and market Minimal Government intervention in
Framework for liberalization constrained by underdeveloped agricultural markets.
Agriculture market structures.

A. Prices/Subsidies * Fixed producer prices were abolished for * Abstain from implementing new distortive
agricultural commodities in 1994. price control measure.

* Wheat prices were deregulated in early 1995 * Cap subsidies associated with input prices,
and bread prices were been increased to support prices, and other producer price
reflect harvest costs and subsequent inflation. subsidies and devise a phasing out schedule

for these subsidies in 1997-1998.
* Controls on profit and trade margins for

wheat, flour and bread products were * Remove implicit taxation on agricultural
removed in May 1996. producers, processors, and marketing firms

by promoting competition and domestic
* Lack of competitive domestic markets and market development.

underdeveloped trading system still keep
producer prices under border prices. * The agricultural credit subsidies capped at

1996 levels are to be brought down to real
* Scale of credit and other subsidies (inputs) terms in the future.

substantially reduced in 1995 and 1996 and
capped at 1996 levels.

* Subsidies include mainly subsidized credit
advanced by Government only for spring
operations related to grain contracted for sale
to the Govermnent.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

B. Trade Policies * State agricultural purchases reduced in 1994 * Create conditions for remonetizing
to roughly 40% of 1989-92 average levels of commodity and payment relations.
shares of state purchases in total marketed
production. In 1996, these purchases fell to * Ensure that the Customs Service would not
10% of 1989-1992 average levels. impose indicative prices on products not

subject to registry.
* Total annual government expenditures in the

agricultural sector have been capped at about * Ensure that all state agricultural
$600 - $700 million. procurements are executed on a competitive

basis through the agricultural commodity
* In 1997 a government guaranteed program to exchanges, public tenders, and auctions.

provide fertilizer and feed was introduced,
together with a machinery leasing system as * Remove export taxes on live cattle and
part of the budget expenditures animal skins.

* Increased intervention of regional authorities * Refrain from intervening in agricultural
creates new distortions. import and export markets, with the

exception of interventions acceptable under
* Remaining agricultural commodities removed the GATTIWTO.

from the export registry system in March
1995. * Acquire the capacity to use the safeguards

and antidumping measures available under
* All agricultural export quotas removed. the GATT/WTO.

Remaining quotas on grain exports were
removed in February 1996. * Pursue active trade policy to improve market

access for Ukrainian food and agricultural
* Quotas on imports of some meat products products through the WTO and Cairns

were introduced in 1997 Group, and by seeking duty-free access for
these products to the markets of the states of

* No licensing of agricultural imports and the FSU.
there are average 15% tariffs and VAT on
imports

* Agricultural imports are taxed on the basis of
reference prices

C. Taxation * 30% profit tax is applied for food industry, * Promote a fair and non-discriminatory
while primary agriculture is exempt. system of taxation.

* Taxes on intermediaries reduced from 70% * Reduce differentiation in tax rates across
to 45% in early 1995, and to 30% in May sectors to minimize distortive effects on
1996. resource allocation.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

2. Land Reform and Early stage of land reform and farm Secure transferable land use rights conducive
Farm Restructuring restructuring moving toward privatized to promoting long termn investment, access to

farming. rmancial markets, and enhanced land mobility.

* Additional land was provided for household * Abolish the moratorium on sale of land or
plots and for gardening. In 1995 they land shares (currently six years) and modify
covered about 5 million hectares, about 11% the current restriction which stipulates that
of agriculture land. agricultural land which is transferred to new

private owners is restricted for agricultural
* In 1992 10% of agricultural area was set use only.

aside for reserve to be used to establish new
private farms. * Clarify that the priority right of the collective

farm to purchase the land of a member who
* Number of independent private farms are has withdrawn and wants to sell his land is a

increasing, however, in late-1996, there were right of first refusal only.
only 33.040 covering 1.8% of total
agricultural area. * Develop mortgage procedures for land, other

real estate, and moveable assets. The
* Regulations allow the division of collective mortgage law would allow leasees to

and state farmland into physically identified mortgage their leasehold interest.
privately owned shares, but procedures are
not conducive enough to support the real * Adopt a resolution to establish a single
restructuring of large-scale farms. registry of land and other real estate.

* Withdrawal of land and asset shares from * Withdrawal of land and other property from
newly formed joined stock societies is collective and state farm enterprises would
constrained by complicated procedures. not be subject to approval by either farm

management or the farm members' council.
* There is a six year moratorium on sales of

land obtained from collective farms. * Ensure that no legislation or administrative
regulation restricts the right to or terms of

* Land registration and titling practice do not land leases or sharecropping contracts.
meet the needs of a functioning land market.

* By March 1997 issuance of land share
certificates had been completed to all entitled
beneficiaries in 40% of former collective
farms.

* Simple and transparent procedures for the
exchange of property and land shares (or a
combination of the two types) for land plots
and physical assets were adopted in April
1996.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES

PROPOSED ACTIONS

3. Competitive Privatization and demonopolization slow In Facilitation of the emergence of new and
Agroprocessing and process. privatized restructured firms, and the growth
Services for Agriculture of efficiency In both input and output markets

* State owned agroprocessing and input supply and in agroprocessing.
system is in the process of privatization
(roughly 3,600 enterprises privatized by
March 1998). * Accelerate the privatization of grain

procurement and bread industry.
* The period of the closed subscription phase

(under the AIS Privatization Law of 1993) * Create a policy and legal environment
was reduced to a period comparable to the supportive of direct foreign investment.
closed subscription period for non-
agricultural enterprises.

* Over 100 large state-owned agricultural input
supply, output marketing, and agro-
processing monopolies were demonopolized
to create independent enterprises.

* Increasing entry of private sector into input
supply and services.

* Basic anti-monopoly regulations developed
during 1993-1994.

* Producers of agricultural raw materials have
preferential rights to obtain 51% of shares of
agroprocessing enterprises.

* Ban on privatization of grain procurement
and bread industry enterprises was removed
in 1995.

* Current procedures for privatization are not
conducive to foreign investment.

4. Rural Financing Lack of an appropriate financial system for Viable rnuancial institutions efficiently serving
food and agriculture. the food and agriculture sector.

* Financing in agriculture is not adjusted to the * Phase out all credit subsidies.
needs of a market based privatized
agriculture. * Assess the current structure of rural finance

and recommend methods to defray
* Commercial banks exist, but do not lend to transaction costs and reduce risk in rural

agriculture. lending.

* High interest rates and the lack of collateral * Eliminate distortionary credit policies.
seriously limits lending to agriculture.

* Budgetary allocations and credit emissions
for agricultural procurements were reduced
significantly in 1995-96 under the reform
programs supported by the IMF and World
Bank stabilization and structural adjustment
operadons.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

5. Institutional Adjustment of the institutional framework is Efficient and effective public sector
Framework at a rather early stage. administration and support services.

* Government administration reflects Soviet * Prepare and implement a program of
type structure. reorganization of public administration in

agriculture.
* Research/education system has not been

adjusted to emerging new conditions. * Review and streamline agricultural education
and research system.

* Public activities (government research-
education) in agriculture are seriously * Support the emergence of private farm
hampered by budgetary difficulties. advisory services.

* Western type of agricultural extension system
does not exist.
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UZBEKISTAN
Total Population 22 mil Food and agriculture in GDP 27% Agricultural output in 1996 as percentage
Rural Population 60% 1996 of 1989 levels: 90%

Food and agriculture in active 44% Crop production 95%
Total Area 44.7mil ha labor force (1996) 40% Livestock production 80%
Agriculture area: 4.5 mil ha Food and agriculture in export 20% Share of livestock in agriculture (1996) 20%
Arable land 71% (1996) Agricultural area in private use (1996) 12%
Orchards 6.0% in import (1996) Share of fanily private farms in total 30%

Pasture & Forest 23.0% Second largest exporter of cotton agricultural output (1996)
Irrigated 89% lint.

ISSUES STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

1. Macro-economic Governnent committed to transfonnation to Distortion free, efficient and internationay
Framework for market economy, but slowly. competitive agricultural sector.
Agriculture

A. Production controls * Original policy was to phase out state order * Accelerate liberalization of production of all
system by 1998. This was delayed and commodities.
production targets for cotton and wheat
remain in force at the district level. * Fully liberalize output markets and eliminate
Production of other crops and livestock all subsidies on inputs.
products has been liberalized.

B. Prices/Subsidies
Central price controls retained for part of
cotton and wheat crops and defacto for other
commodities at province/district levels.
Subsidies on inputs eliminated but maintained
on fuel and water.

C. Trade Policies * Traditional international markets for cotton * Remove all quantitative (non-tariff) trade
maintained. restrictions

* Commodity 'associadons' maintain * Permit emergence of private sector
controlling influence over most marketed processors and traders by privatizing state
products. owned agribusinesses and encouraging new

entrants.
* Little trading outside FSU countries for non-

cotton products.

* Continuing traditional production practices
cause major marketing problems and high
crop losses at farm level.

D. Taxation * Government policy is to phase out taxation * Develop a transparent agricultural taxation
on primary agricultural products. based on business profits without

discrimination.
* Net transfer from cotton and wheat revenues

to the economy is 30%.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

2. Land Reform and Government committed to transforming A farming system based on private ownership
Farm Restructuring agriculture into an efficient and dynamic or long -term leases with irrevocable rights to

sector. inherit, trade or sub-lease.

* Constitution restricts land holding rights to * Provide information service for rural
lease hold only; communities;

* Lack of coherent policy and absence of * Make transparent evaluation and distribution
information system; of farmland and property and provide for

trading of land and property rights;
* Slow progress in transforming collective

fanns to private operators; * Encourage voluntary grouping of
'shareholders" for managing privatized
farmland in blocks

3. Competitive Government intends to transfer processing Efficient, privately owned agrobusiness fhms
Agroprocessing and enterprises to private control, improve subject to market forces, and agroprocessing
Services for Agriculture efficiency of utilization and conserve water industries with high quality products which

supplies, and liberalize the input sub-sector. can compete in world markets. Full transition
of production and distribution functions, with
free access of new foreign and domestic
operators. Enactment and enforcement of law

* Little progress due to uncertainty over to improve management and conservation of
procedures for decentralizing processing scarce water resources.
enterprises;

* Specify strategy for divesting cotton
* Proposing to revise water law and require ginneries and other processing facilities;

creation of water users associations
* Enable free entry of new private processing

* Delayed introduction and enforcement of enterprises
economic water charges

* Decentralized management of water
* Production of agricultural chemicals remains resources and support creation of water users

under monopoly control; associations on all farms;

* Despite deregulation, inputs distribution * Apply water charges sufficient to ensure
remain effectively under monopoly control. independent supply and maintenance of

primary and secondary irrigation
infrastructure

* Introduce measures for disaggregating inputs
monopoly to private enterprises;

4. Rural Financing Government policy is to reorganize financial Viable rmancial institutions serving the
services on commercial lines. agricultural and rural sector efficiently.

* Currently preparing plans for reorganization * Identify viable commercial banking
of state owned banks operations for developing rural financial

services;
* Financial services in disarray; most banks

insolvent and limited access by rural * Encourage self-help credit associations;
communities

* Apply economic interest rates for all credit
120__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ fimds.
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ISSUE STATUS OF REFORMS OBJECTIVES
PROPOSED ACTIONS

5. Institutional Government policy is to simplify structure and Efficient and effective public sector
Framework reduce size of agriculture and water ministry. administration and support for private

agriculture.
* Agriculture and water resources reorganized

under single Ministry of Agriculture and * Focus public services on policy formulation,
Water Management (MAWM); demand driven research, information and

evaluation;
* Existing departments MAWM being

reorganized to improve support for farmers * Encourage evolution of private sector support
services
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C. Statistical Annex: Food and Agriculture
in Central and Eastern Europe and the CIS

Key to Tables:

CEE: the former socialist countries of Central-Eastern Europe, including the Baltic republics of the former
Soviet Union, Albania, the member republics of ex-Yugoslavia and Albania;

CIS: all CIS member countries of the former Soviet Union;

CEFTA: the five CEFTA member countries in 1996 (Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic;
and Slovenia);

EU-AS: countries in the EU-accession process - Estonia, Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovenia;

Other CEE: the remaining countries of Central-Eastern Europe;

Russia: the Russian Federation

Euro CIS: Belarus, Moldova, and Ukraine;

Caucasus: Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan;

CentralAsia: Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, and Uzbekistan.

The source for all tables in the Statistical Annex is FAOstat





Table 1: Population, Agricultural Area, and Arable Land of Transition Countries,
Absolute and in Comparison to World

Population, 1996 Agricultural Area, 1994 Arable Land, 1994
in Mil % of World in mil ha % of World in Mil ha % of World

1(Ol AL 4T1 7 649 l 3.3- 2 7 19.T /
Total CEE 129 2.3 74 1.5 50 3.7
Total CIS 286 5.0 575 11.8 217 16.0
CEFTA 66 1.2 32 0.7 24 1.8
EU-A5 39 0.7 28 0.6 19 1.4
Other CEE 24 0.4 13 0.3 7 0.5
Russia 148 2.6 220 4.5 130 9.6
Euro CIS 66 1.2 54 1.1 41 3.0
Caucasus 17 0.3 8 0.2 3 0.2
Central Asia 54 1.0 293 6.0 43 3.1

Table 2: Population, Agricultural Area, and Arable Land of Transition Countries,
Absolute and in Comparison to Total Transition Countries

Population, 1996 Agricultural Area, 1994 Arable Land, 1994
__________ |in Mil %of TC inmilha %ofTC in Mil ha % of TC
11 OlAL 414 MUMF 049 10..0 2./ 100.0
Total CEE 129 31.1 74 11.4 50 18.6
Total CIS 284 68.9 575 88.6 217 81.4
CEFTA 66 16.0 32 4.9 24 9.0
EU-A5 39 9.4 28 4.3 19 7.2
Other CEE 24 5.8 13 2.0 7 2.5
Russia 148 35.8 220 33.9 130 48.9
Euro CIS 66 16.1 54 8.3 41 15.4
Caucasus 17 4.0 8 1.2 3 1.1
Central Asia 54 13.0 293 45.1 43 16.0
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Table 3: GDP Development
GDP 1995 average annual GDP growth rate

US$ bil % of TC 1995* 1990-1995* 1997 forecast**
(EBRD)

l lAL 838 rIO -. 7_

'I otal CEE 39 39 5.2 -U.7 3.S
'Iotal Cl 509 61 -S-.6 1.0
CEF A 242 29 5.6 4.5

EU-A5 6S 5 -4.5 -1.1
Other CEE 22 3 1.9 n.a. S
Kussia 345 4 l -4.U -9.T 1.
Euro (ClS 1(0 12 -T27 T13. -1.S
Caucasus 8 -7:2 224 7.()
Central Asia 52 6 3'T. -9F.1.
weighted by 1995 CL)P

** weighted by 1995 GDP, Albania 1997 growth rate assumed to be equal than in 1995

Table 4: Development of Agricultural GDP
Agricultural GDP Agricultural Population

change in %, in % of total in % of total
1990-1995* GDP, 1995** in Mil, 1996 Population, 1996

'l'O'l AL0 -S Y 0 .5.9 10.8 7..0
l'otai Ca E -1.9 9.2 23.1 17.9
'lotal (:lS -7.5 11.8 50.8 17.8
CEF" A -3.0 6.'/ 11.9 18.U
EU-A5 -1.'/ 15.8 S.' 14.8
Other CEE '/.6 17.4 5.5 22.8
R.ussia -6.3 9.2 18.0 1Z.1
Euro CIS -10.0 13.3 12.4 183.
Caucasus -17.3 36./ 4.2 2:5.0

Central Asia -6.2 22.! 16.3 29.9
gAzerbajan, Croatia, Lithuania, Macedonra FYR, Moldova, Czech Republic, Yugosrav TR, Slovenia,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan are not available and not included
** Moldova is not available and not included
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Table 5: Production Change (95/96 in % of 89/90)
TOTAL CEE CIS

Cereals 69 89 59
Coarse (irain 7U 98 S
Wheat 68 /8 64
Maize 81 109 4 X
Ollcrops 92 113 8:
Rape and Suntlower 1l 91
Sugarbeet 61 5
kruits II/ 84 /2
Vegetable 91 lU5 8 
Milk 71 86 66
Ruminant Meat 63 /6 6U
Pork 67 91 4/
Poultry 54 86 38
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Table 6: Cereals

Table 6a: Area of Cereals Cultivation (million ha.)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 131.2 129.9 129.5 128.9 129.9 122.7 119.8 114.4
Total CEE 26.4 26.0 26.7 27.6 28.7 28.6 27.9 27.0
Total CIS 104.8 103.9 102.8 101.2 101.2 94.0 91.9 87.4
CEFTA 13.7 13.7 14.0 13.6 13.8 14.1 13.9 14.0
EU-A5 8.2 7.8 8.3 10.3 10.9 10.6 10.2 9.3
Other CEE 4.5 4.5 4.4 3.8 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.6
Russia 59.7 58.9 54.3 52.9 51.4
Euro CIS 15.8 16.4 15.4 16.3 14.7
Caucasus 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.2
Central Asia 24.7 24.7 23.3 21.7 20.1

Table 6b: Yields of Cereals (tons per ha.)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 2.19 2.33 2.00 2.02 1.99 1.86 1.75 1.72
Total CEE 3.77 3.60 3.88 2.72 2.80 3.01 3.27 3.00
Total CIS 1.79 2.01 1.52 1.83 1.76 1.51 1.29 1.33
CEFTA 3.98 3.87 3.96 2.99 3.04 3.17 3.44 3.37
EU-A5 3.41 3.26 3.41 2.22 2.36 2.66 2.88 2.32
Other CEE 3.77 3.36 4.52 3.08 3.14 3.36 3.70 3.35
Russia 1.74 1.63 1.45 1.17 1.32
Euro CIS 2.82 3.25 2.62 2.47 2.06
Caucasus I_1.90 1.60 1.65 1.601 1.65
Central Asia I_1.39 1.07 0.92 0.69 0.79
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Table 6c: Total Production of Cereals (million tons)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 288 303 259 260 258 228 210 197
Total CEE 100 94 104 75 80 86 91 81
TotalCIS 188 209 156 185 178 142 119 116
CEFTA 54 53 56 41 42 451 48 47
EU-A5 28 25 28 23 26 28 29 22
Other CEE 17 15 20 12 12 13 14 12
Russia 104 96 79 62 68
Euro CIS 45 53 40 40 30
Caucasus 2 2 2 2 2
Central Asia _ 34 26 21 15 16

Table 6d: Net Exports of Cereals (million tons)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

TOTAL -39.2 -33.7 -36.9 -38.0 -27.3 -7.4 3.1
Total CEE -1.9 -2.2 0.3 3.7 -7.2 -1.5 4.8
Total CIS -37.2 -31.5 -37.2 -41.7 -20.1 -5.8 -1.7
CEFTA -1.91 -0.2 1.9 4.3 -3.7 -0.3 3.7
EU-A5 -1.0 -0.9 -2.2 -1.8 -2.9 -0.5 1.2
Other CEE 0.9 -1.1 0.5 1.2 -0.6 -0.7 -0.2
Russia __r___ -29.8 -13.4 -2.7 -1.4
Euro CIS T r i _ - -5.7 -4.1 -0.9 -0.6
Caucasus T_r _I -1.3 -1.8 -1.7 -1.6
Central Asia _ ___ _ -4.8 -0.7 -0.5 1.9
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Table 7: Wheat

Table 7a: Area of Wheat Cultivation (millions of ha.)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 57.5 58.0 55.7 55.4 56.1 52.4 55.4 55.6
Total CEE 9.8 9.9 9.8 8.6 10.3 10.4 10.4 9.1
Total CIS 47.7 48.2 45.9 46.7 45.8 42.0 45.0 46.5
CEFTA 4.7 4.7 4.8 4.4 4.7 4.8 4.8 4.9
EU-A5 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.0 4.1 4.1 4.1 3.2
Other CEE 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.1
Russia 24.3 24.7 22.2 23.9 25.0
Euro CIS 6.7 6.2 4.9 6.0 6.6
Caucasus 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6
Central Asia _ 15.1 14.2 14.3 14.5 14.3

Table 7b: Yields of Wheat (tons per ha.)
l 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 2.23 2.47 1.98 2.10 2.03 1.80 1.73 1.62
Total CEE 4.16 4.21 3.90 3.21 3.06 3.30 3.49 3.09
Total CIS 1.83 2.11 1.57 1.90 1.79 1.43 1.32 1.32
CEFTA 4.57 4.63 4.48 3.66 3.47 3.90 3.98 3.81
EU-A5 3.84 3.68 2.97 2.61 2.48 2.59 2.96 1.96
Other CEE 3.68 4.11 4.08 3.10 3.34 3.35 3.35 3.14
Russia 1.90 1.77 1.45 1.26 1.40
Euro CIS _ 3.10 3.79 3.00 2.99 2.25
Caucasus 1.98 1.62 1.58 1.44 1.70
Central Asia 1.35 0.98 0.86 0.73 0.76
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Table 7c: Production of Wheat (millions of tons)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 128 143 110 116 114 94 96 90
Total CEE 41 41 38 28 31 34 36 28
Total CIS 87 102 72 89 82 60 60 62
CEFTA 21 22 21 16 16 19 19 19
EU-A5 13 13 10 8 10 11 12 6
Other CEE 6 7 7 4 5 5 5 3
Russia 46 44 32 30 35
Euro CIS 21 24 15 18 15
Caucasus I __1 1 11

Central Asia I__ 20 14 12 11 11

Table 7d: Net Exports of Wheat (million of tons)
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
TOTAL -13 -14 -18 -26 -14 -5 2
Total CEE 0 1 2 0 -3 0 5
Total CIS -13 -14 -19 -25 -11 -5 -3
CEFTA -1 0 1 1 -1 0 4
EU-A5 0 0 -1 -1 -1 0 1
Other CEE 1 0 1 0 -1 - 0
Russia -17 -6 -1 -2
Euro CIS _ -3 -3 -1 -1
Caucasus -1 -2 -2 -2
Central Asia _ -4 0 -1 1
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Table 8: Course Grains

Table 8a: Area of Course Grains under Cultivation (million ha.)
_ 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 73.0 71.2 73.1 72.8 73.1 69.7 63.9 58.3
Total CEE 16.5 16.1 16.8 19.0 18.4 18.2 17.5 17.9
Total CIS 56.4 55.1 56.4 53.9 54.7 51.5 46.4 40.4
CEFTA 9.0 9.0 9.2 9.1 9.1 9.3 9.0 9.1
EU-A5 4.7 4.3 4.9 7.2 6.8 6.4 6.2 6.2
Other CEE 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.6
Russia 35.1 34.0 31.9 28.9 26.3
Euro CIS 9.1 10.2 10.5 10.2 8.1
Caucasus 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.6
Central Asia 9.2 10.1 8.7 6.9 5.5

Table 8b: Yields of Course Grains (tons per ha.)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 2.15 2.21 2.01 1.94 1.95 1.90 1.77 1.82
Total CEE 3.54 3.23 3.88 2.49 2.65 2.84 3.14 2.96
Total CIS 1.75 1.91 1.45 1.75 1.71 1.56 1.25 1.32
CEFTA 3.681 3.47 3.70 2.67 2.82 2.79 3.15 3.13
EU-A5 3.11 2.94 3.72 2.05 2.29 2.70 2.82 2.51
Other CEE 3.82 2.91 4.81 3.06 3.02 3.36 3.92 3.43
Russia | r_ i_j_1.62 1.53 1.44 1.09 1.24
Euro CIS _ ____ 2.621 2.91 2.44 2.16 1.90
|Caucasus I|1.78 1.561 1.76 1.80 1.60
ICentral Asia _ _ _ r 1.401 1.13 0.96 0.55 0.78

Table 8c: Production of Course Grains (million tons)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 157 157 147 142 143 132 113 106
Total CEE 59 52 65 47 49 52 55 53
Total CIS 99 105 82 94 94 81 58 53
CEFTA 33 31 34 24 26 26 28 28
EU-A5 15 13 18 15 16 17 17 15
Other CEE 11 8 13 8 7 8 9 9
Russia 57 52 46 31 33
Euro CIS 24 30 25 22 15
Caucasus 1 1 1 1 1
Central Asia - 13 11 8 4 4
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Table 9: Maize

Table 9a: Area of Maize Cultivation (million ha.)
_ 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 11.1 9.3 9.7 10.3 10.1 9.0 9.3 9.4
Total CEE 7.0 6.5 6.7 7.7 7.1 7.0 6.8 7.3
Total CIS 4.1 2.8 3.0 2.6 2.9 1.9 2.5 2.1
CEFTA 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.4
EU-A5 3.3 2.9 3.1 4.0 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.8
Other CEE 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.2
Russia 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.8
Euro CIS 1.4 1.7 0.9 1.5 0.8
Caucasus I_0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2
Central Asia _ 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2

Table 9b: Yields of Maize (tons per ha.)
_ 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 3.81 3.24 4.50 2.76 3.00 3.15 3.54 3.18
Total CEE 3.86 3.13 5.03 2.78 2.96 3.41 3.82 3.45
Total CIS 3.71 3.48 3.29 2.68 3.11 2.19 2.79 2.26
CEFTA 6.12 4.12 6.43 3.72 3.73 3.95 4.56 4.79
EU-A5 2.74 2.78 4.23 2.17 2.50 3.08 3.31 2.86
Other CEE 4.15 3.03 5.29 3.24 3.21 3.58 4.25 3.65
Russia 2.64 3.05 1.70 2.70 1.38
Euro CIS 2.50 3.09 2.31 2.93 3.19
Caucasus t_2.23 2.12 2.42 2.59 1.75
Central Asia _ 3.80 3.71 2.49 2.30 2.48
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Table 9c: Production of Maize (million tons)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 42.3 30.1 43.7 28.4 30.2 28.3 33.0 30.0
Total CEE 27.0 20.2 33.9 21.3 21.1 24.0 26.0 25.3
Total CIS 15.3 9.9 9.8 7.1 9.1 4.2 7.1 4.8
CEFTA 8.2 5.3 8.9 5.6 5.4 5.9 5.9 6.5
EU-A5 9.0 8.0 13.3 8.6 9.0 10.7 11.7 10.8
Other CEE 9.7 7.0 11.7 7.1 6.7 7.4 8.3 8.0
Russia 2.1 2.4 0.9 1.7 1.1
Euro CIS 3.5 5.2 2.2 4.4 2.6
Caucasus 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4
Central Asia 1.2 1.2 0.8 0.5 0.6

Table 9d: Net Exports of Maize (Million tons)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

TOTAL -12.7 -13.5 -17.9 -25.6 -14.4 -5.0 1.7
Total CEE 0.4 0.8 1.6 -0.2 -3.2 -0.3 5.2
Total CIS -13.1 -14.3 -19.4 -25.4 -11.2 -4.7 -3.5
CEFTA -0.8 0.31 1.4 1.3 -1.1 0.3 4.1
EU-A5 0.4 0.1 -0.5 -1.3 -1.4 0.0 1.1
Other CEE 0.8 0.4 0.7 -0.1 -0.7 -0.6 0.0
Russia -17.1 -6.3 -1.3 -2.1
Euro CIS -3.3 -3.0 -0.5 -0.5
Caucasus -1.3 -1.7 -1.8 -1.6
Central Asia -3.7 -0.1l -1.1 0.8
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Table 10: Oil Crops

Table 10a: Area of Oil Crops Cultivation (millions ha.)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 18.9 18.2 17.1 9.9 9.2 9.4 11.5 11.2
Total CEE 3.2 2.7 2.6 3.0 2.7 2.8 3.4 3.3
Total CIS 15.7 15.5 14.5 6.9 6.5 6.6 8.1 7.9
CEFTA 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.6 1.3
EU-A5 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.6
Other CEE 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4
Russia 4.2 4.1 4.1 5.2 5.0
Euro CIS 2.3 2.1 2.2 2.5 2.5
Caucasus I_ I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
Central Asia _ 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4

'Table 10b: Yields of Oil Crops (tons per ha.)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 321 302 296 494 475 443 510 420
Total CEE 596 597 650 538 522 567 612 559
Total CIS 266 250 232 475 456 392 466 362
CEFTA 821 749 763 664 645 664 721 673
EU-A5 382 428 487 429 398 478 494 439
Other CEE 604 550 689 533 571 539 589 652
Russia 339 314 284 351 270
Euro CIS 463 463 335 514 406
Caucasus I _ _ _1917 1876 1648 755 574
ICentral Asia I__ 2163 2145 1975 1582 1288
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Table 10c: Production of Oil Crops (million tons)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 6071 5476 5071 4878 4393 4169 5883 4700
Total CEE 1894 1611 1720 1622 1415 1565 2104 1848
Total CIS 4177 3865 3351 3255 2979 2604 3779 2852
CEFTA 1095 943 986 805 698 803 1186 890
EU-A5 541 430 478 595 492 579 719 688
Other CEE 258 238 255 223 225 183 199 271
Russia 1432 1273 1174 1811 1340
Euro CIS 1053 993 725 1286 1008
Caucasus 42 30 33 29 31
Central Asia _ 729 682 672 652 473

Table 10d: Net Exports of Oil Crops (million tons)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

TOTAL -0.6 -0.5 -0.2 0.4 0.7 0.6 1.0
Total CEE 0.2 -0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.6
Total CIS -0.8 -0.3 -0.5 0.1 0.4 0.6 0.4
CEFTA 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.6
EU-A5 -0.1 -0.5 -0.3 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.1
Other CEE -0.3 -0.3 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Russia -0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3
Euro CIS 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1
Caucasus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Central Asia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table 11: Rape and Sunflower Seed

Table lla: Area of Rape and Sunflower Seed Cultivation (millions ha.)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 7.1 7.1 7.0 7.7 7.5 8.0 10.2 9.8
Total CEE 2.1 2.0 2.1 2.5 2.3 2.4 3.1 2.9
Total CIS 5.0 5.1 4.9 5.2 5.2 5.6 7.1 6.9
CEFTA 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.5 1.2
EU-A5 0.7 0.7 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.4
Other CEE 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3
Russia 3.0 3.0 3.3 4.4 4.2
Euro CIS 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.3 2.3
Caucasus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
Central Asia 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4

Table 1lb: Yields of Rape and Sunflower Seed (tons per ha.)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 1.69 1.51 1.43 1.29 1.18 1.06 1.27 1.04
Total CEE 2.14 1.92 1.91 1.60 1.47 1.60 1.72 1.55
Total CIS 1.51 1.35 1.21 1.15 1.05 0.82 1.07 0.82
CEFTA 2.48 2.26 2.22 1.90 1.81 1.92 2.08 1.92
EU-A5 1.63 1.39 1.40 1.25 1.07 1.26 1.30 1.15
Other CEE 1.97 1.88 2.06 1.75 1.84 1.71 1.77 2.05
Russia 1.08 0.94 0.82 0.98 0.74
Euro CIS 1.37 1.33 0.91 1.39 1.091
Caucasus 0.58 0.23 0.49 0.22 0.15
Central Asia 0.57 0.44 0.37 0.28 0.20

Table llc: Production of Rape and Sunflower (million tons)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 11974 10813 9997 9942 8856 8429 12887 10162
Total CEE 4480 3905 4103 3956 3455 3867 5285 4500
Total CIS 7494 6909 5894 5987 5400 4563 7602 5662
CEFTA 2840 2442 2542 2104 1829 2115 3179 2316
EU-A5 1132 956 1055 1381 1142 1377 1714 1637
Other CEE 508 507 505 470 484 375 392 547
Russia 3274 2862 2676 4323 3116
Euro CIS 2524 2407 1755 3157 2466
Caucasus 7 3 9 8 8
Central Asia 181 129 123 113 72
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Table 12: Sugarbeet

Table 12a: Area of Sugarbeet Cultivation (millions ha.)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 4.52 4.39 4.24 4.18 3.94 3.68 3.64 3.44
Total CEE 1.17 1.11 1.07 1.03 0.87 0.90 0.90 1.00
Total CIS 3.34 3.29 3.17 3.15 3.07 2.78 2.74 2.44
CEFTA 0.73 0.74 0.69 0.66 0.64 0.63 0.64 0.72
EU-A5 0.30 0.20 0.24 0.25 0.15 0.18 0.18 0.18
Other CEE 0.15 0.16 0.15 0.12 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.10
Russia 1.44 1.33 1.10 1.09 1.02
Euro CIS 1.62 1.66 1.61 1.59 1.38
Caucasus 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00
Central Asia _ 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.04

Table 12b: Yields of Sugarbeets (tons per ha.)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 30.6 27.3 23.8 20.6 23.5 19.5 22.4 22.0
Total CEE 34.9 33.5 32.4 26.5 32.8 29.6 32.2 33.3
Total CIS 29.1 25.3 20.8 18.7 20.8 16.3 19.2 17.4
CEFTA 35.9 36.5 33.2 29.7 36.7 30.9 35.3 36.0
EU-A5 26.1 19.4 23.2 16.8 19.6 23.1 21.9 21.6
Other CEE 47.5 37.4 43.7 30.1 26.8 32.5 29.9 35.7
Russia 17.8 19.1 12.6 17.6 15.9
Euro CIS 19.7 22.6 19.1 20.6 18.6
Caucasus 30.0 19.9 8.2 15.6 8.0
Central Asia I_I__ 15.6 14.0 8.2 8.8 11.9

Table 12c: Production of Sugar Beets (million tons)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 138.3 120.1 100.7 86.1 92.4 71.9 81.6 75.7
Total CEE 40.9 37.1 34.8 27.3 28.4 26.7 29.1 33.4
Total CIS 97.4 83.0 65.9 58.9 64.0 45.2 52.5 42.3
CEFTA 26.1 27.1 22.8 19.5 23.41 19.6 22.7 26.0
EU-A5 7.7 3.9 5.6 4.3 3.0 4.1 3.9 4.0
Other CEE 7.1 6.2 6.4 3.5 2.0 3.0 2.5 3.4
Russia 25.5 25.5 13.9 19.1 16.1
Euro CIS _ _31.91 37.4 30.71 32.91 25.61
Caucasus o0.0o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Central Asia 1.41 1.1 0.5 0.5s 0.5s
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Table 13: Milk

Table 13a: Number of Cows, 1989-1996 (Million Head)
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
TOTAL 62.7 62.1 60.8 54.6 51.6 50.7 48.2 47.7
Total CEE 17.5 17.1 16.2 15.2 13.6 13.0 12.3 12.2
Total CIS 45.2 45.0 44.6 39.3 38.0 37.7 35.8 35.5
CEFTA 9.4 9.3 8.8 8.4 7.3 6.8 6.5 6.3
EU-A5 1.6 1.5 1.5 3.1 2.9 2.6 2.5 2.5
Other CEE 6.5 6.2 5.9 3.8 3.4 3.6 3.4 3.4
Russia _ 20.2 19.9 19.4 18.1 18.1
Euro CIS 11.0 11.6 10.6 10.3 9.6
Caucasus 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Central 6.7 6.1 6.3 6.0 6.3
A sia _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Table 13b: Milk Yields 1989 -1996 (Liters per Cow)
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
TOTAL 2341 2346 2224 2232 2278 2210 2223 2104
Total CEE 2169 2170 2096 2343 2451 2515 2643 2647
Total CIS 2407 2413 2270 2189 2216 2105 2078 1918
CEFTA 2806 2758 2590 2536 2735 2803 2880 2920
EU-A5 3964 4049 4136 3451 3393 3773 4014 3972
Other CEE 803 826 838 1017 1051 1059 1188 1207
Russia 2339 2340 2174 2173 1975
Euro CIS 2386 2347 2318 2261 2260
Caucasus _ 1197 1087 1094 11221 1187
Central 1635 1849 1773 1719 1413
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Table 13c: Milk Production (Million Tons)
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
TOTAL 146.8 145.7 135.2 121.8 117.6 112.0 107.0 100.3
Total CEE 38.0 37.2 33.9 35.7 33.3 32.6 32.5 32.2
Total CIS 108.8 108.5 101.3 86.1 84.3 79.4 74.5 68.1
CEFTA 26.5 25.7 22.9 21.3 20.1 19.1 18.7 18.3
EU-A5 6.3 6.3 6.1 10.5 9.7 9.7 9.8 9.8
Other CEE 5.2 5.2 4.9 3.8 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2
Russia 47.2 46.5 42.2 39.3 35.7
Euro CIS X _ 26.1 24.9 24.6 23.2 21.6
Caucasus 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.8
Central 11.0 11.2 11.1 10.3 9.0
Asia

Table 13d: Net Exports of Milk (Million Tons)
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
TOTAL -1 -1 -1 1 1 2 1
Total CEE 1 1 2 3 2 3 2
Total CIS -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -1 -1
CEFTA 1 2 2 2 2 2 21
EU-A5 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
other CEE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Russia _ - -2 -2 -1 -2
Euro CIS 0 0 1 1
Caucasus 0 0 0 0
Central Asia __ 0 0 0 _
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Table 14: Ruminant Meat

Table 14a: Total Number of Cattle (Million Head)
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
TOTAL 150.6 148.4 143.0 135.3 128.4 121.9 111.0 101.2
Total 31.0 30.0 27.3 28.4 25.1 23.4 21.7 21.6
CEE
Total CIS 119.6 118.4 115.6 107.0 103.3 98.5 89.3 79.5
CEFTA 17.5 16.8 15.3 14.5 13.0 12.3 11.6 11.7
EU-A5 8.0 7.9 6.8 10.0 8.1 7.2 6.2 6.1
other CEE 5.5 5.3 5.2 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.8
Russia 54.7 52.2 48.9 43.31 39.7
Euro CIS 31.3 29.6 28.4 25.9 21.4
Caucasus _ 3.6 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.1
Central 17.4 18.2 18.2 17.0 15.3
Asia

Table 14b: Total Number of Sheep (Million Head)
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
TOTAL 182.3 178.7 170.2 161.3 150.7 138.9 115.2 98.4
Total 41.6 40.1 37.3 33.8 29.0 26.5 24.9 24.2
CEE 1 1 1 1 1

Total CIS 140.7 138.6 132.9 127.5 121.7 112.5 90.2 74.2
CEFTA 7.7 7.3 6.1 4.6 3.7 2.7 2.3 2.1
EU-AS 24.8 23.6 22.0 21.0 17.2 15.5 14.5 13.9
other CEE 9.2 9.2 9.1 8.3 8.0 8.2 8.2 8.2
Russia 52.2 48.2 40.6 31.8 25.8
Euro CIS 8.9 8.2 7.8 6.4 3.7
Caucasus 7.5 6.7 6.0 5.8 5.6
Central 59.0 58.6 58.0 46.2 39.1
Asia
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Table 14c: Production of Ruminant Meat (Million Tons)
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
TOTAL 11.9 12.1 11.3 10.1 9.3 9.1 7.7 7.4
Total CEE 2.1 2.3 2.1 2.3 2.1 1.8 1.7 1.7
Total CIS 9.8 9.8 9.1 7.7 7.2 7.3 6.0 5.7
CEFTA 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7
EU-AS 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5
Other CEE 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
Russia 4.0 3.7 3.6 3.0 2.7
Euro CIS 2.3 1.9 1.9 1.6 1.4
Caucasus ___ _ 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2
Central 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.3 1.4
Asia

Table 14d: Net Exports of Ruminant Meat (Million Tons)
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
TOTAL -0.5 -0.6 -0.7 -0.4 -0.5 -0.4 -0.4
Total CEE 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
Total CIS -0.4 -0.6 -0.7 -0.5 -0.6 -0.3 -0.4
CEFTA 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
EU-A5 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
Other CEE 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Russia -0.7 -0.7 -0.6 -0.6
Euro CIS 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3
Caucasus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Central Asia I -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table 15: Pork

Table 15a: Total Number of Pigs (Million Head)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

TOTAL 138.7 137.1 136.1 124.8 110.8 103.2 96.0 93.0
Total CEE 60.6 58.1 60.7 59.9 53.0 50.3 49.0 49.8
Total CIS 78.1 79.0 75.4 64.9 57.7 52.9 47.0 43.2
CEFTA 34.5 34.6 37.0 35.7 31.7 31.3 31.2 30.5
EU-A5 18.5 16.0 16.2 18.3 15.3 13.4 12.0 12.2
Other CEE 7.6 7.5 7.5 5.9 6.0 5.5 5.8 7.1
Russia 35.4 31.5 28.6 24.9 22.6
Euro CIS _ 24.3 22.0 20.6 19.0 18.1
Caucasus 1.1 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5
Central 4.1 3.6 3.2 2.6 2.0
Asia

Table 15b: Production of Pork (Million Tons)
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
TOTAL 12.5 12.5 11.6 10.6 9.6 8.5 8.6 8.2
Total CEE 5.8 5.8 5.6 5.8 5.5 5.0 5.4 5.2
Total CIS 6.7 6.7 6.0 4.8 4.1 3.6 3.3 3.0
CEFTA 3.8 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.5 3.1 3.4 3.3
EU-A5 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.1
Other CEE 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
Russia 2.8 2.4 2.1 1.9 1.7
Euro CIS 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.1
Caucasus 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Central 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1
Asia _ _ _

Table 15c: Net Exports of Pork (Million Tons)
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
TOTAL -0.7 -1.4 -0.7 0.9 0.5 1.9 1.2
Total CEE 1.1 1.1 1.6 2.5 2.4 2.6 2.3
Total CIS -1.8 -2.5 -2.3 -1.6 -1.8 -0.7 -1.1
CEFTA 1.1 1.7 2.0 2.2 2.2 1.9 1.8
EU-A5 0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.6 0.5 1.1 0.9
Other CEE -0.1 -0.4 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.4
Russia -1.7 -1.8 -0.9 -1.9 
Euro CIS 0.3 0.3 0.6 1.0
Caucasus -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2
Central -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1
Asia
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Table 16: Poultry

Table 16a: Total Number of Poultry (Million Read)
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
TOTAL 1.64 1.59 1.56 1.52 1.32 1.23 1.08 1.01
Total CEE 0.44 0.42 0.40 0.38 0.33 0.30 0.31 0.31
Total CIS 1.20 1.18 1.16 1.13 0.99 0.92 0.78 0.70
CEFTA 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.14
EU-A5 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.12
Other CEE 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Russia 0.65 0.57 0.57 0.47 0.42
Euro CIS 0.31 0.27 0.24 0.22 0.20
Caucasus 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03
Central 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.04
Asia

Table 16b: Production of Poultry Meat (Million tons)
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
TOTAL 4.94 4.93 4.48 3.68 3.27 2.89 2.72 2.63
Total CEE 1.64 1.65 1.39 1.32 1.27 1.28 1.41 1.41
Total CIS 3.30 3.28 3.09 2.36 2.00 1.61 1.31 1.22
CEFTA 0.85 0.81 0.74 0.74 0.71 0.77 0.85 0.86
EU-A5 0.53 0.57 0.43 0.45 0.44 0.38 0.43 0.42
Other CEE 0.26 0.27 0.22 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.13
Russia _ 1.43 1.28 1.07 0.86 0.80
Euro CIS __0.66 0.52 0.38 0.33 0.31
Caucasus 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05
Central 0.21 0.16 0.12 0.08 0.07
Asia

Table 16c: Net Exports of Poultry Meat (Million tons)
Year 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
TOTAL 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.2 -0.6 -0.9
Total CEE 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Total CIS -0.1 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 -0.2 -0.6 -0.9
CEFTA 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 
EU-A5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other CEE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Russia -0.1 -0.2 -0.5 -0.9
Euro CIS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Caucasus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Central 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Asia
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